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~ARY 

C'J(r-unsaturated carbonyl cOInpourtds ~ eJCist in s~tranB and 

s-cis or possibly non-planar forms, 

B~trans 

Aoraldehyde (CH2-CH-CHO) and ~-crotonaldehyde CCH3CH=dH-CHO) 

appear to exist in the s-trans oonformation on the basis of 

measurements of resolved rotational fine structure of oertain 

infrared bands in the vapour state and measurements of infrared 

band intensities at a series of temperatures in the vapour and 

solution state. 

Methyl vinyi ketone (CH2-CH-CO-CH
3

) snd ethylideneacetone 

(CH3CH=CH-CO-CH3) appear to exist in equilibrium mixtures of 

s-ois and s-trans oonformers based on infrared intensity 

measurements in the vapour and solution states at different 

temperatures. 

Methyl aorylate (C~=CH-COOCH3)' ethyl acrylate 

(CH
2

=CH-COOC2H
5
), methyl trans-crotonate (CH3CH=CH-COOCH

3
) and 

ethyl trans-crotonate (CH
3

Cn=CH-COOC2H5) also appear to exist in 

~ and s-trans conformers, based on infrared intensity 

measurements in solution and vapour states (useful for aorylates 

only) at different temperatures. 

In the ketones and esters studied the s-trans oonformer is 

oonsidered to be more stable. The best values of the additional 

enthalpy of the !:2!! oonformers of the ketones and methyl esters 



are given below:~ 

Compound 

Methyl vinyl 

ketone 

Ethylidene-

acetone 

Methyl 

acrylate 

Methyl trans-

clUotonate 

(Iv)' 

~o (enthalpy difference) 

solution in oarbon vapour 
disulphide 

(_1100 to 400
) 

461 ± 23 cal. mol-l . 

(1.93 .± 0.10 KJ mol-1) 
-1 513 .± 52 cal, mol 

(,2.14 ± 0.21 KJ mol-I) 

-1 
315 ± 45 ca1. mol 

( 1.32 ± 0.19 KJ mol-I) 

521 + 24 ca1. mol-l 

(2.18 ± 0.10 KJ mo1-1) 

1 . 
565 ± 52 ca1. mol-

(2.36.± 0.21 KJ mol-I) 

6 ... 1 585 ± 4 cal. mol 

(2.45 ± 0.19 KJ mOl-1 ) . 

-1 400 cal, mol 

(1.67 KJ mol-1) 

.. 
Assign~ents of the vibrational modes of all these oompounds are 

discussed. The esters do not reveal two carbonyl bands corresponding 

to the two oonformers whereas two carbonyl bands are observed for the 

ketones when two conformers are present. This can be rationalised 

empirically by comparison with 2-furan derivatives of esters and 

ketones. 

The N.M.R •. }arameters of vinyl and ethylidene groupings require 

'second order' treatments of differing complexity depending on the 

ratios of the appropriate chemical shift differences to coupling 

constants. An.averaged spectrum for the two conformers is observed 

even at temperatures of _1000 because of the relatively long time 

scale of the N.M.R. experiment. This limits the information which 

can be obtained on conformational equilibrium of these compounds by 

N.M.R. 

The mass speotra1 fragmentation patterns are oonsidered as a 

basis for the characterisation of~-unsaturated oarbonyl compounds. 
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These studies provide confirmation that the energy associated with 

electron impact is too large to reveal any evidence on a-cia 

s-trans isomerism. 

The major factor contributing to the position of equilibrium 

between' s-trans and a-cia conformers inCltp-unsaturated oarbonyl 

compounds appears to be steric repulsion. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A General Introduction 

B Methods for the Study of Conformations 

C The Conformers of ",~-unsaturated Carbonyl 

Compounds and Related Compounds 

D The Caloulation of Thermodynamio 

Funotions 



THE OBJECT of the present work is to interpret spectra of 

certain,~-unsaturated carbonyl compounds and to attempt to relate 

these spectra to structure and conformational equi1ibria within 

these compounds~ 

The vibrational spectra of these compounds can provide 

information on molecular structure from the rotational fine 

structure and contours of infrared bands in the vapour state. 

Variable temperature infrared measurements oan provide information 

on possible conformational equilibria; the difference in enthalpy 

between two conformers (tH°) may be oalculated from these 

measurements. 

The nuclear magnetio resonanoe spectra are also dependent on 

conformations and conformational equilibria, and variable 

temperature N.M.R. measurements may provide further information. 

Mass spectral fragmentation patterns are less likely to be 

dependent on conformational equilibria, but will be oonsidered in 

relation to the characterisation of this class of compounds. 

In order to set the present study in a general oontext, a 

review of some of the principle features of the broad field of 

conformational equi1ibria will be presented. 

A GENERAL I}~RODUCTION 

In the early part of this century, it was believed that rotation 

about single bonds was entirely unhindered. However, in 1936, it 

was shown1 that oalculations of the enthalpy and entropy of ethane 

based on statistioa1 mechanics were inconsistent with calculations 

based on calorimetric values. These differences were interpreted on 

the basis of a barrier to rotation about the C-C single bond of about 
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-1 ( -1) 3 Kcal mol 12.0 KJ mol • As one methyl group in ethane rotates 

through 3600 relative to the other, three equal energy minima and 

three equal energy maxima occur oorrespOnding to the staggered (1) 

and eclipsed (11) forms of ethane. 

H 

.I ''\ /H 
··,.i///\ 
""~ / ';( : . .--'·H 
i"·/ 
H 

1 

st a.gge red 

energy minimum 

!-IH 
I 

II 

eclipsed 

energy ma.ximum 

In n-butane, a similar situation exists when e~nsidering 

rotation about the central C-C bond, but in this case, the maxima 

have different energies to each other, beoause of differences in 

the mutual repulsion of two methyl groups oompared with the 

repulsion between a single methyl group and a hydrogen. The ID1nima 

are also at diffe~ent ene~gies to one another. 

staggered (gauche) 
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H 

eclipsed (CH
3

,H) 

CH-:> 

H 

CH3 
staggered (trans) 

Oxygenated olefins are an important olass . of compounds in which 

conformational equilibria can exist. These compounds are produced 

in the petrochemical industry as monomers for the manufacture of 

polymers and as intermediates in other oommeroial processes. In 

order to oharacterise their speotra for analytical purposes it is 

necessary to consider the possibility of conformational equilibria 

whioh can lead. to a multiplicity of bands. 

The realisation that the spatial arrangement of atoms 

influences chemical reactions and physical properties of molecules 

has resulted in an increase in the study of conformations. Polymers 

have very different properties depending upon their structure and 

conformation. 'rhus atactic polymers tend to be soft gummy materials, 

isotnctic polymers are highly ordered crystalline materials and 

syudiotactic polymers have intermediate properties2,3. Information 

on the conformations of nucleic acids is olearly important in order 

to understand genetio processes. It is often difficult to determine 

the conformations of large moleoules and the study of smaller 

molecules is neoessary in order to determine th~ important factors 

in conformer stability. 

B MErHODS FOR THE STUDY OF C(WFORMAT!.92§. 

The following acoount briefly suremerises the main methods used in 

the study of molecular conformations. A more detailed summary of the 
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applications of some of these methods will be provided in relation 

to ~~unsaturated carbonyl compounds and related molecules. 

1. Calorimetry This method involves the use of a bomb calorimeter. 

From the rise of temperature when a compound is ignited under a 

pressure of oxygen, the heat of combustion can be determined. 

The expected heat of combustion can be determined assuming no 

internal rotation, and any diffe~ence is caused by the higher 

enthalpy of one of .the conformers. This method, however, yields 

inaccurate results because of the small enthalpy difference (~o) 

-1 ( -1» between conformers (100 to I 000 cal mol 400 to 4 000 J mol 

compared with the total heat of combustion (1 000 Kcal mol-l 

(4 000 KJ mol-I». The entropy can also be determined 

calorimetrically and the experimental value is compared with that 

obtained from statistical thermodynamics based on spedtroscopic 

measurements. One of the possible explanations of a lower 

calorimetric value is rotation about a single bond. This method 

is useful where barriers to rotation are about 3 Kcal mol-l 

(12 KJ mol-I). 

2. Dipole l~omentB When two or more non-identical atoms are bonded 

together, the centre of negative and positive charge does not 

normally coincide and an electric dipole results. If two or more 

conformers are present, they will normally have different' dipole 

moments. By comparing the observed value of the dipole with that 

calculated, amounts of different conformers can be estimated. 

Variation in temperature should reveal changes in the dipole of a 

molecule with different conformers as the position of equilibria 

should change with temperature. 
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3. Molar Kerr Studies When a voltage is applied to a dielectric 

medium, the refractive index of the medium at a given wavelength 

becomes different in directions parallel and perpendicular to the 

field at that wavelength. This difference between the refractive 

index parallel and perpendicular to the field can be calculated in 

terms of .the electric field, the wavelength and the Molar Kerr 

oonstant. The Molar Kerr constant can be calculated for a given 

conformer as a gas, liquid or in solution. These constants usually 

differ sufficiently from one conformer to another to indicate the 

approximate position of an equilibrium •. 

4. Dielectric Relaxation Studies A po1ar molecule aligns itself 

in an electric field. On removal of an applied electric field from 

a molecule within which free or almost free rotation can occur, the 

rotating part of the molecule becomes randomly orientated before the 

molecule as a whole becomes randomly orientated. 

5. Ul tras9nic Techniques (often called accouBtid methods). As sound 

waves are passed through a liquid, the excess pressure at any point 

will alternate periodically because in each cycle the liquid is 

successively compressed and decompressed. This results in a periodio 

variation in the temperature during the wave. If a molecular process 

can occur which products a difference in enthalpy (e.g •. a chemical 

equilibrium, a change in vibrational or rotational level, a 

conformational change etc.), these small temperature variations 

result in changes in the equilibrium position. At low accoustic 

frequencies, the equilibrium and the sound waves can remain in phase. 

At high frequencies, the reaction rates are too slow to respond 

during the individual waves. Both of these situations result in no 

net change in energy. However, at an intermediate fre':!u.ency 

dependent on the rate of forward and reverse reactions, the 
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equilibrium lags behind the sound wave. The molecules in 

equilibrium receive enthalpy during the temperature crest and give 

out enthalpy during the temperature trough caused by the sound wave. 

This results in a decrease in the sound wave intensity as the wave 

travels through the liquid. The frequency, at which the loss of 

energy is a maximum, may be related to the rate constants of the 

fornard and reverse reactions. By carrying out variable temperature 

studies, values of the enthalpy and entropy of activation can be 

determined from which very approximate values of AH and As can 

be derived. 

6. Electron Diffraction A beam of electrons from a hot filament is 

monochromatised using a stable accelerating potential. This beam 

traverses a magnetic focusing system and then passes through a 

sample of gas at low pressure (lO-5mm of Hg). The electron beam is 

diffracted by the sample molecules because the wavelength of the 

electrons is of the same order of magnitude as the internuolear 

distances in molecules. A radial diffraction pattern is produced 

which consists of three parts, incoherent atomio scattering, coherent 

atomic scattering and coherent molecular scattering, the latter being 

important in determining molecular structure. From the coherent 

molecular scattering, interatomic distances can be determined. Thus, 

if a molecule can exist in two or more conformations, interatomic 

distances will be different and should be observed in the diffraction 

pattern. This method is only applicable to rela+.ively small molecules 

. because with larger molecules a continuum representing several 

similar interatomic distances is observed and different conformers 

cannot be distinguished. 



1. X-Ray Diffraction This method is limited to compounds in the solid 

state. Exact structures for complicated molecules can often be 

determined from studies of single crystals. Crystals act as 

diffraction gratings to X-rays. A diffraction photograph of a 

single crystal consists of an array of spots whereas a photograph of 

a pO\1der produces a series of arcs. From the position of these spots 

or arcs the symmetry of the molecule can usually be derived without 

too much difficulty. To obtain molecular parameters requires many 

different diffraction photographs. The method then requires an 

approximate structure, from which a better solution can be obtained 

by an iterative procedure. The final data is often presented in the 

form of a Fourier electron density map. The ability of any medium 

to scatter X-rays is proportional to the number of orbital electrons. 

Hence the position of a light atom in a solid is difficult to 

establish. It is unusual to find more than one conformation present 

in the solid state, and if this occurs it is difficult to detect by 

X-ray techniques. 

8. Neutron Diffraction The principles of this method are much the 

same as those of X-ray diffraction. It is often used as a complementary 

technique to X-ray diffraction to determine the position of hydrogen 

. atoms in the structure since one of the important differences is that 

neutrons are scattered by nuclei and all €leoents scatter by a 

similar amount. The method requires a source of a strong beam of 

monochromatic neutrons (such as a nuclear pile). 

9. Neutron Spectroscopy This method also requires a strong beam of 

monochromatic neutrons. When neutrons come into contact with molecules 

in an excited state, the neutrons can acquire extra energy while the 
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molecule drops from e. higher vibrational level to the ground state.' 

Since neutrons travel at a speed related to their energy, by using 

a time of flight deteotor, it hAs been found possible to observe 

new bands in the neutron time of flight spectrum c6rresponding to 

loss of vibrational energy. ,This method h~s been iound partioulariy 

suitable for determirling torsional modes, since to observe emission 

bands there must be a considerable number of molecules in the exoited 

state at the operational temperature and torsional modes are often 

the lowest vibrational modes in the molecule~ This method can thus 

be applied to the determination of barrier heights in the same way 

as in torsional studies by far infrared. 

10. Electronic Spectroscopy Visible and ultraviolet absorption 

occurs when an electron is promoted to a higher electronio level. 

It is unusual for two conformers to absorb at sufficiently different 

wave numbers to be able to distinguish between them. Ho~ever, 

conformers may absorb with suffiCiently different intensity to make 

a distinction. This method dopends upon the establishment of limits 

of extinction ooeffioient from moleoules fixed in one oonformation 

in cyolic or sterioally hindered oompounds and oomparison with 

extinotion ooefficients in labile systems. 

11. QEtical Rotatory Dispersion and Circular Dichroism Optioal 

activity is caused by, differenoes in the speed between right and 

left ciroularly polarised light which results in rotation of the plane 

of polarisation. It is observed in molecules which are asymmetrioal. 

Optical rotator.y dispersion (ORD) involves the studJ of optical 

activity \'nth changes in wavelength. ORD curves may show maxima 

and minima olose to an absorption due to an electronic transition. 
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This phenomena is known as the Cotton effect. ',The' extinction 

coefficients of right and left ciroularly polarised light may differ 

near en absorption bnnd. . This difference 1s knovm as oircular 

dichroism (Cn). 'Both ORD and CD studies are diffioult to interpret 

unless conformational studies by these techniques have been 

understood for related molecules. It is important to note that 

molecules with inherently dissymmetrio ohromophores, (usually 

two conjugated chromophores twisted at an angle to one another 

such as skewed dienes) give rise to Cotton effects in ORD ourves 

and this effeot oan be used to study plM.arity of conjugated systElI!ls. 

12. Rotational SpectroBcopy The microwave spectrum of ~ molecule 

is obtained, in the gaseous state as a set of very sharp lines. 

These sharp lines oorrespond to absorption of electromagnetio 

radiation oorresponding to transitions between the rotational energy 

levels of the moleoule. Rotational energy levels are dependent on 

the moments of inertia of'the molecule. These levels are complex in 

a. molecule where all the three moments of inertia are different. 

From a. microwave spectrum these moments of inertia oan be oalculated. 

In some cases all the lines present oannot be exp la.ined in terms of 

one set of moments of inertia. nnd in these cases more thnn one 

conforcer must be present. In order to obtain molecular parameters, 

it is neoessary to use a series of isotopic ally substituted moleoules 
I 

Md assume thnt angles and distances are unchanged on substitution. 

Thus 2H and l3C a.re used to determine interatomio distlllloes and 

angles. It is difficult, even so, to determine actual 'distances 

and angles for molecules with a large number of atoms because only 

three moments of inertia. oan be calculated from each isotopioally 
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different molecule. Inforoation on the enthalpy differenoe 

can be obtained from the intensity of the lines as they vary 

with temperature as will be discussed for'infrared bands. 

Information on the energy barrier to rotation oan be obtained 

from the splitting of rotational levels whioh is oaused by 

quantum mechanioal tunnelling effects. (Rotational RaQan 

O!\n provide the same information as microwave studies. 

However, different selection rules operate and the technique 

is more difficult and has been little used). 

13. Nuclear Magnetio Resonance Nuclear magnetic resonance 

involves transitions between different nuclear spin states 

in the presence of an applied field. Particular nuclei 

(most oODrnonly 'H) absorb energy at different radiofrequencies 

when in different chemioal environments owing to different 

amounts of shielding, Nuolear magnetic resonance er~eriments 

require a relative long tine scale comPared ~th other 

speotroscopic teohniques, Thus the rate of interoonversion 

of two conformers beoomes important. The other important 

factors are the chemical' shift differences and coupling 

oonstants between the resonances from nuolei in different 

environments. If rotation about a single bond'is slow, two 

sets of resonances oorresponding to the two different 

environments are observed. ' If' the rotation rate is fast 

then a single Bet of' absorption bands is obtained representing 

the average position of the nuclei. At intermediate rates, 

the absorption lines are broad. as they begin to ooalesce. By 

varying the temperature, the rate of reaotion can be changed. 

Thus in theory, a temperatw:e can be founa. at, whioh the two 
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separate speotra for the two oonforoers ooalesce into one. 

From the variable teoperature oeasureoents, barriers to 

rotation oan be oaloulated and from the relative peak areas 

of the two forms, as observed in the speotra, the enthalpy 

difference oan be deteroined. It is often not possible to 

reaoh a low enough temperature to observe two separate speotra. 

However, oaloulations of the relative amounts of the two 

oonformbrs oan still be made assuming the reson~oe 

posi-tions of the individual oonformers and also no intrinsio 

chnnges occur with change of terlPerature. 

14. Vibration~l S)Jectrosoopy Infrared and Raman spectrosoopy 

is ccnoerned with transitions between different vibrational 

levels. Gaseous infrared stUdies show rotational fine 

structure and rotational band contours superimposed UpOll the 

band due to a vibrational transition. The rotational fine 

structure and the overall contour oan be related to moments 

of inertia and conformations. Problems arise because of 

Coriolis interactions~ These interactions ca~ be large in 

highly sycoetrical molecules and give rise to dlffqrent 

rotational constants for different bands. However, in 

asyccetric top Doleoules, these effects are small and may 

be ignored. 

For a single conformer 3N-6 fundamental modes of 

vibrations are expeoted at various frequencies (where N is 

the number of atoms in the moleoule). Most of these car~ 

normally be observed by combined use of infrared and Raman 

techniques which provide oooplementary i~ormation sL~ce the 

observed spectra are governed by different selection rules. 
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Although many of th~ oorresponding fund~enta1 vibrations of 

different oonformers are observed at the same frequenoy, those 

vibrations involving atoms in distinotly different environments 

often oocui at different frequenoies. Differenoes in moleoular 

geometry may oaUSe differences in the electronio oharacter and 

henoe foroe oonstants of bonds. These differences lead to 

ohanges in the charaoter ~d frequency of oertain modes. 

It is not always possible to relate observed differences in 

band frequencies and intensities to particular effeots, but 

this does not impair the importance of enpirioally established 

regularities in their applioation to oonformational nnalysis. 

From te~erature variation, values of the enthalpy differences 

and in some oases entropy differenoe oan be oalculated. 

Torsional frequenoies have been used to determine barriers 

to rotation about single bonds. The value of the torsional 

frequency m~ be related to the height of the barrier to 

rotation. 

C THE CONFORMERS OF (1....0 -UNSATURATED CARBONYL COMPOUNDS AND 
~ -

RELATED COMPOUNDS 

The first attempt to establish the position of equilibrium 

between the two planar oonformers in oonjugated systems as 

represented by butadiene, aoraldebyde and glyoxal was that 

of Mulliken4 who oonoluded th~t a oonformation whioh he 

designated5 s-trans predominated over the other oonformer which 

he designated a-ols for butadiene. 
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For the purposes of this work, the designation !~ is used 

to inolude possible non-planar forcs approaohing the a-cis 

planar conformation. 

Dipole liloments were first used to establish the conformation 

of open chain d{3 -uns~turatod carbonyl compounds. From these 

studies, Sutton and coworkers6 conoluded that ncraldehyde 

(CH2=CH-CHO) and trans-crotonaldehyde (CH3CH=CH-CHO) were 

present in the s-trans oonformation and mesityl oxide 

((CH3)2C=CHCOCH3) in the ~ conformation. They were less 

certain about other compounds such as oethacraldohyde 

(CH2=C(CH
3

)CHO). Eleotron diffraction studies7 suggested 

oixtures of 3:1 s-trans:s-cis at room temperature for 

aoraldehyde and equ~l amounts of s-trans and a-cia at 700 

in crotona.ldehyde. 

AcraldehYde8 and its iaotopica.lly substituted species9 

ha.ve been examined by microwave and no evidenoe has been found 

for nn isomer other than the a-trans form. 10 Ultrasonio stUdies 

show evidonoe for an ovarwhelminB proportion of the s-tr~s --. 11 
form whereas Molar Kerr oonstants favour a 411 s-transls-ois 

ratio. A recent variable te~era.ture N.M.R. 12 study was fairly 

inoonclusive although a variable tefi~erature infrared study13 

suggested there was evidence of a small amount of a-cia 
. 1 1 

based on very weak shoulders on bands at 630 om- and 1 100 cm~ • 

studies of crotonaldehyda have also reached the oonolusion 

that all or most of the moleoules are in the s-trans oonformations; 

natlely 96% s-trnns from Moln.r Kerr constants1J. and virtually all 
. 10 

~-trans from ultrasonio Illeasureocnts and ultraviolet 

absorption Illeasurementsl~. 
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other aldehydes have been found to exist in equilibrium 
, 

oixturss. For exo.mple although en averaged spectra is observed 

at room temperature, at temperatures below .aoo the interoonversion 

of s-trans and a-oie oonformers of 2-furanaldehyde is suffioiently 

slow for two separate signals to be observed for the aldehydio 

hydrogen and one of the ring protons15• The approximate enthalpy 

difference wns oalcu1ated to be 1.0 Konl mol-l (4.2 KJ mol-I). 

Two separ~te oarbonyl absorptions at 1 686 om-l and 1 710 cm-l 

16 have been observed in the infrared for 2-fur&1aldehyde. 

Meoke and Noack11,18 have shown th:]."t the oonformations 

of r:-<i"7 -unsaturated oarbonyl cotlpolmds can be distinguished by 

the positions and intensities of the C=C and C=C stretohing 

frequenoies in the infrared. From variable temperature infrared 

and Raman studies, Noack and Jonesl9 we~e able to show that 

methyl vinyl ketone (C~DCH-COCH3) and ethylidcneacetone 

(CH3CH=CH-COCII
3

) were present in an equilibrium mixture in which 

the s-trans conformations were more stable at roon teI!!perature 

in solution and were present exclusively in the orystallL~e 

solid. For example, in ethylidencaoetone, using a euteotio 

solvent oontaining CHC1
3

, CC1
4 

and C2C1
4

, bands were observed 
- 1 

a+' 1 674 and 1 645 om- assigned to the. s-trans oonformer which 

increased in intensity relative to bands at 1 693 and 1 630 cm-I, 

assigned to the a-cia conformer, as the temperature was l~wcred. 
.. 20 

Microwave studies fa.iled to show any evidence for an equilibrium 

in methyl vinyl ketone and" only the s-trans fOlm was detectedo 
o However, these measurements were carried out at -18 and the 

relative amount of a-cia would be small at ths;h tenpers.ture. 

~ recent variable temperature N.M~R. 5t~dy21 of methyl vinyl 
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kGtone and ethylideneacetone, although not conolusive supports 

the evidence that an. equili briun tlixtura is present. The infrared 

speotral studies of Kossanyi22 on al~l vinyl ketohes CH2-CH-C0-R 

suegested that for large alkyl groups, the s-cis conformation 

was favoured. ORD23 and CD studies24 have been oarried out on 

~J1 -unsaturated carbonyl oompounds. The planar C=C-C=C 

grouping is a symmetric ohromophore and shows Cotton effects 

only in the presence of an asymmetric centre. However, if the 

chromophore is non-planar, then larger Cotton effects are 

observed beoause the conjugated grouping has become an 

inherently dissymetrio chromophore. From Molar Kerr oonstants25 

mesityl oxide is thought to be in a non planar s-ois oonformation. 

From Molar Kerr constants26 methyl aorylate was thought to be 

s-tranf! ,m. with the methyl ester group twisted out of the plane. 

This was in reasonable agreement with an. earlier eleotron 

diffraction etudy27. 

Various aoid halides ha~e been examined. From infrared 

spectra, aoryloyl chloride and brocido28 exist in an. equilibrium 

mixture. This also seems to be true in orotonyl ohlaride28• 

Microwave29 and infrared30 studios suggested there is little 

difference in enthalpy betwoen the s-cia and s-trans forms 

of acr,yloyl fluoride. N.M.R. studiea3l give a larger enthnlpy 

difference between the two forms and the more stable form is 

considered to be the s-trOlls oonformer. However, an average 

o speotra is observed down to -95 and the methud is, therefore. 

less aocurate. Two foros have been deteoted from a 19F N.M.R. 

study of the oompletely fluorine.ted aorald<;;lbyde speoies32• 

A microwave stud;3 of aorylic aoid also tluegosts comp8I'able 
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proportions of the two conformers •. It is interesting to note 

thn.t 2-furllnaldehyde, 2-acetylfuran and methyl 2-furanoate all 

show evidonce of two earbonyl·ban~s in the infrared and these 
.. . 16 

are assigned to the a-oie ana s-tr~s forms • 

Since unsaturated esters oan ahow rotational isomerism 

other than the·s.trans, s-cia type, a discussion of possible 

oonformations of saturnted esters is appropria.te. The ester 

grouping oan exist 

oia 

in tWo planar form known as .£!! and trans. 

° ~ 
C 

/' Rl '0 
\2 
R 

trans 

Microwave34 and infrnred35. studies suggest thnt mothyl formnte 

exists in the ois confc)rrnation. The same o,)nformation is -
believed to be present in ~et~l acetate from eleotron diffraction 

• 36 
studies • The only type of esters thought to have the trans 

conformation are various fluoroformates where the evidence is 

based on N.M.R. and dipole monent studioa37• 

An additionnl conformntionnl isomerism has been suggested 

in ethyl formate from microwave studies38• 

H" /0, 
C C-H 

'fl /A 
° H CH, 

trans gauche 
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A similar equilibrium has been used to explain the variation 

of l~C_H coupling oonstants with temperature in a series of 

alkyl aoetates~9. The presence of different conforcers due 

to rotation about the C-C (Carbonyl) has also been suggested 

in monochloro-aoetate esters on the basis of two oarbonyl 

absorptions in the infrared40• 

Cl 0 " , a-c 
/j \ 

H H O-R 

oia staggered 

Two ein1lar conforoers have been detected for propionalder.:.'\.:J 3 

froe microwave evidence. Thus the situatiori i~ complloated 

by the possibility of several conformers in both the 

saturated and unsaturated esters. 

D THE CALCULATION OF THERMODYN1,MIC FUNCTIONS 

The relative stabilities of conformers Day be expressed 

in quantitative terms by the application of thermodynamio 

concepts, enthalpy difference ( ~H), Gibbs free energy 

difference (il G), and the entropy difference ( .63). From 

speotrosoopio studies, all these thernodyn:~.m1c functions 

are in prinoiple determinable, however, it is important to 

be aware of the assumptions and limitations of these Dethods. 

The basis of the dcterm!n3tion of thermodyna~io functions 

from vibrational spectra will be outlined. The deteroination 

of the enthalpy is dependent on the van't Hoff isochore. 

The derivation of this is of BODe relevanoe to the signifioance 
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of -the result obtained. 

Consider a r~aotion ot the type 

The expression for the change in tree energy for this reaotion is 

/.lG .. (1) 

where DGo is the standard free :energy change, aA and ~. are. 

the' activities of A and B respectivelY for the particular stage 

at which the reaction is considered. There are two speoial 

oases which may be oonsidored. 

1) If the reaotion is at equilibrium 

~ .. K l;}G=O a aA 

Henoe' ~Go .. -RTInK 
a (2) 

2) If the ·reaott:l.nts Md products are in their standard states 

o ,oG .. AG·· .. -RTlnK 
r..J a. 

Hence equation (3) gives too differenoe in free energy between 

the produotsin"their standard states and the reaotants in 

their standard states. 

For a gaseous reaction'at constant pressure, the standard 

state m~ be taken to be one atmosphere pressure. 
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where PA and PB are the pressures of A and B respeotively. 

Equation (4) can be differentiated with respeot to temperature 

at constant pressure. 

d (~GO) .. -RlnK - RT d (lnKp) 
~/p p dt 

This expression cay be substituted in the Gibbs Helmholtz 

equa.tion. 

.lyo give 

Td(~) 
dT . P 

d(lnK ) 
P 

dT 

.. (6) 

where .1 HO is the differenoe in enthalpy between products and 

rea.otants in' their standard states. The difference between a HO 

and .£l H (difference in enthalpy between products in any general 

state) is dependent on the variation of activity ooeffioient 

with tecperature and is usually small. 

Equation (7) can be integrated. 

+ 0 (a) 

The value of the integration oonstant oan be obtained froIl the 

relati onsh1p. 

(9) 
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Coup~r1son with e~uation (2) leads to the expression 

- -'l!t: + A SO (10) 
RT R 

Thus the integration constant in (e) is A S° IR. If i1 HO 

o ' 
and !J S are independent of temperature, than a. grq>h of 

1n K against lIT has a. slope of ;. ~Ho /R nnd an intercept 
p 

at l/T-O of ~So/R! 1f d EO and dso are temperature 

dependent, then a tongent to the above graph has a slope of 

4 HO IR and intercept 6. SO In. SiIilila±. results are 0 bta1 ned 

from graphs of 1n Ka. against lIT in solutionoJ 

If the intensity of absorption bands assigned to the 

reaotion components A and B'in either the gnseous or oondensed 

state are measured at a series ef temperatures, the value of 

a HO oon be caloulated42• 

For tha rea.ction 

A~ B 

Pressure or oonoentration 0A OB 

Absorbanoe 

Extinction Coefficient 

From the Beer-L!lJ bert Law 

AA ~ (for a seleoted band) 

EA' E B (for a seleoted band) 

(11) 

Substitution of equa.tion (11) in equation (la) leads to the 

expression 

1(12) 
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If' it is assUI:led tha:~ the ratio ( E.. rI C n) is llrV'ariant with 

teI'Jperature the value of L\.Ho may be obtained from a graph of 

In<A/AA) against l/ToK. The absorbances can either be measured 

from peak heights, or where there is little cverlapo from 

peak areas. 
o .;.. 

dS cannot readily be obtained from this method sinoe 
, 0 

the intercept is dependent on both..1.s and the ratio of the 

extinotion coefficients. Two different rrocodures have been 

used for the deteroination ot 11 So. Further assumptions 

or restriotions in applioability are involved in both methods. 

The OOD&lon band method of Mizushima4~ aSSur.les that the 

extinotion ooefficient of a COmIJOn band (E. 0) is the same 

for the two different oonformers and all the extinotion 

ooefficients vary in the same way with temperature. 

Thus In(~) -- ilHo + llso (13) - a-RT 

- flHo/RT ASo/R 

~ 
.. e e 

CA 

cA' - 1 ... 1 
l+c'I/°A 1 + e - 6ll'lUT e iJ..So;R . °A+oB 

But .. 

.. 

la - 1 u-+) 
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The tmknowns :in this equation (14) are ~ SO and c lE B. 

By studying the ratio of the absorbanoes of a band from one 
" ':. . 

oonformersand a oomcon band, for, at least, two temperatures, 

D. SO oan be evaluated by solving two simultaneous equations 

in two unknowns. 

The seoond method44 involves the further assumption that 

eaoh extinotion ooeffioient, (C A and E B)' is independent 

of temperature. Thus it the total oonoentration of the two 

oonf'omers is 0T 

Then 

(15) 

On rea.rra.ngeoant 

AA - ~ E A~ +. CA L 0T (16) 

t: B 

Henoe a graph of AA against ~ at different tacperatures gives 

a. straight line plot with a slope equal to w( CA/le.. B). Henoe 

A GO may be obtained from the expression A GO a .nrr( 1n K)- -RT(ln 

(~! /AA [ B» and ~ SO oan then be obtained from equation (9). 

Alternatively II SO oan be obtained from the interoept of the 

graph of In(Arft~A> against lIT (equation (12». This xaathod 

was applied to the s-trans and non-p1~~ar forms of 1.1. 

dihalo-3-fluorobutadienes. 

other assumptions have been made to determine the free 

energy and entropy of conformational equ111briUI:l, namely that 

the extinotion coeffioients are equal, that the extinction 

ooefficients of closely related molecules oan be transferred, 
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that the tnternal entropy differenoe"is ~ero. All these methods 
" " 

have their detici~noies44. Extinction coefficients var,y greatly 

from one moleoule to another~ It h3S been shown tha.t tbe 

extinction ooefficient of the C-Cl stretching vibra.tion in 

4 tertiar,y-butyl-oyc!ohexyl chloride is one and a half times 

greater in the equatorial oonforcer than in the axial 

oonformer45• A vibration is not normally localised and 

ohanges in conformation are likely to affeot both frequency 

and intensity_ AssUI:!ptions tho.t the interna.l entropy of 

different conformers is the same are clearly inacourate. 

The rotational and vibrational oontributions to the entropy 

~e different for two oonformers unless the moments of inertia. 

are the same and all the low lying molecular vibrations such 

as torsion and skeletal modes occur at the same wave 

number. It would be useful to obtain entropy vel. ues since a 

higher entropy woUld be observed for a non-planar form beoause 

at least two oonformers of the same energy would be possible. 

It is olear th~t the accuracy of any value ot a 

thermo~amio funotion depends upon the va.lidity ot the 

assumptions made. The preoision ot the value dependa upon the 

magnitude of the errors in the experimental measurements. 

The significanoe of the results obtained in the present work 

must be oonsidered in these oontexts. 
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A Purification ot Compounds 

B Vibrational SpeotI~soOPY 

d N.M.R4 Speotrosoopy 

D Mass Speotroscopy 
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A PURIFICATION OF COMPOUNDS 

Aoraldehyde (B.P. Chemioals Ltd.) .,as purified by distilla.tion 

under nitrogen in subdued lighting. The azeotropio mixture boiling 

at 52° was oolleoted and water removed with molecular sieve (3A). 

Crotonaldehyde (Hopkin and Williams Ltd) was distilled under 

nitrogen using a twelve inoh column paoked with glass helices, 

collecting the fraotion boiling between 102 - 10}o, other samples 

of orotonllldehyde were purified using preparative chromatography 

with an SE 30 oolumn. 

The following materials were prepa.red by distillation at 

atmospheric pressure using a. frllotionating column nnd the fractions 

were oolleoted in the range indioated: 

Methyl vinyl ketone (Kodak Ltd.) 

Methyl aorylate (B.D.H. Ltd.) 

Ethyl aOrYlate (B.D.H. Ltd.) 

Methyl trens-orotonate (B.D.H. Ltd.) 

79 - 80
0 

80 _ 810 

99 - 100° 

120 _ 1210 

Preparative gas chromatography was used to prepare 

ethylidene~cetone and ethyl trans-crotonate. A Varian Aerograph 

Autoprep 705 instrument was used. 

Ethylideneaoetone (B.P. Chemioa.ls Ltd.) supplied as a mixture 

containing ethylideneacetone as its major component was partly 

purified using a. Carbowrut 20M column. Further purifioa.tion was 

achieved using an SE 30 oolumn. 

Ethyl trMs-crotonate (Koch Light Ltd.) was purified using 

a Carbowax 20U column. 
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All the samples were stored below 00
, dried using moleoular 

sieve(3A) and the purities checked by gas chromatography using a 

Varian Aerograph 660 or a Phillipps PV 400. Purities were cheoked 

using a polar Carbowax column and a non-polar SE 30 column. The 

aldehydes were found to be air sensitive when pure, tending to 

oxidise and polymerise, and for this re~son were stored under 

nitrogen. 

A number of other esters were used for oomparison. These were 

either commercially available or were prepared by esterification of 

the appropriate organio aoid in the presenoe of a small quantity of 

strong acid. Preparative gas ohromatography was used to obtain 

pure samples of the esters prepared in this w~. 



TABLE I Compounds whose spectra were examined in detail 

Compound structure (in s-trans form) 

H" H 
Acral.dehyde C = c,/ 

H/ "-
H/C = 0 

C~ /,H 
Trans- 'c = C 

Crotonaldehyde / "-H C=O 
H/ 

H" 
H 

/ 
Methyl vinyl ketone C = C 

u// )c = 0 

~ 

t c~ H 
'c = C/ ! Ethylideneacetone 

u/ ).C'= 0 I 
I 

I ~ \ 

I 

Discussion of important spectra 

Infrared Resolved Fine Structure p 43 
Infrared Variable Temperature Stud:i.es p 54 
Vibrational Assignments p 83 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra p 130 
Mass Spectra p 148 

Infrared Resolved Fine Structure p 49 
Infrared Variable Temperature Studies p 54 
Vibrational Assignments p 83 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra p 130 
Mass Spectra p 148 

-. 
l:lrrared Band Contours p 51 
Infrared Va:riable temperature Studies p 54 
Vibrational Assignments p 83 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra p 138 
1·1ass Spectra p 148 

Infrared Variable Temperature Studies p 61 
Vibrational Assignments p 83 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spe ctra p 140 
Mass Spectra p 148 

, 

I 

I\J 
(.0, 

I 



TABLE I (Continued) 

I 
, 

Compound 
\ 

structure (in s-trans form) 
I , 
I H H 
\ " ,/ I Methyl acrylate /C=C, 

H 0=0 

I 0/ 
".C13 J 

! Et~1 acrylate 

H,_ /H ;.c - C 
H -:::.C ;: 0 

0, 

I 
C
2
H
5 

t ~ /H 
; Methyl /C = 0, . 
I trans-crotonate H /C=O -

0 

I 'C13 

~. H 
C=O/ 

: Ethyl H/ 'c = 0 
trans-crotonate 0" 

'c2~5 
- - ---

Discussion of important spectra 

Infrared Band Cootours p 51 
Infrared Variable Temperature Studies p 67 
Vibrational Assignments p 83 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra p 140 
Mass Spectra p 153 

Infrared Bnnd Contours p 53 
Infrared Varia.~le Temperature Studies p67 
Vibrational Assignments p 83 
Nuclear Magnetic Ebsonance Spectra p 143 
Mass Spectra p 153 

Infrared Variable Temperature Studies p 64 
Vibrational A~signments p83 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra p 140 
Mass Spectra p 153 

. . 
Infrared Variable Temperature Studies p 67 
Vibrational Assignments p 83 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra p 143 
Mass Spectra p 153. 

I 

I 

, 
~ 
"0 

I 
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B' VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOFY 

Speotra were reoorded using several different instruments. 

Standard spectra ss thin films, solutions in carbon tetrachloride 

and vapour were recorded at room temperature on a Perkin-Elmer 457 

grating infrared speotrophotometer having a speotral band width of 

about 2' cm -1 in the range 4 000 to 400 om -1 and a wavenumber 

aooura~y of 2 - , cm-l depending on the region of the spectra. 

All wavenumber measurements were oalibrated46 using indene for 

standard speotra and ammonia and water vapour for expanded vapour 

spectra. Standard oells were used with KBr windows. 

The variable temperature intensity measurements were made 

on a Grubb Parsons Speotrome.ster for which the' transmission soale 

was oalibrated before each set of measurements by high speed seotors 

of standard 2~ aod 5~ trc.nsmission. The aoouraoy was found to be 

± 1% of peak absorbanoe in terms of'absorbanoe units. The oells 

and assooiated equipment for 'lariable temperature studies were 

supplied by R.I.I.C. For solution studies the VDT2 unit ~as used 

with silver ohloride and KRS5 oell windcws. The latter oaused 

. strong interferenoe fringes even with filled oells beoause of the 

high refraotive index of this material. However, the difficulties 

oaueed by the interference fringes were reduced by using cells of 

1 mm thickness instead of 0.1 mm. The oell unit oould be heated 

electrioally and cool~d using a refrigerant. A solid oarbon 

dioxide/acetone mixture was used for' temperatures down to _70°. 

Below this temperature nitrogen was used down to -170°. It was 

found to be more diffioult to maintain a steady temperature over a 

relatively long period using liquid nitrogen. A low vaouum was 
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used to limit formation of ioe orystals on the inner oell windows. 

A high vaouum tended to cause leako.ge from the oell. Variable 

temperature solution studies were normally oarried out in oarbon 

disulphide. For vapour studies, the GH7 trunca.ted oone heated gas 

oell was used with KBr windows. The cell was evaoua.ted and samples 

admitted either through a silicone rubber eeptum from a syringe or 

on a vaouum line. The temperature within the oells were measured by 

a sheathed iron oonstantan therrnoQoupl~ for whioh a potentiometer 

was oalibrated using the boiling point and freezing of water, the 

o liquid temperature of a. CO/ether freezing mixture (-78.:5 ) and for 

intermediate temperatures the readings of mercury and aloohol 

thermometers. The temperature was maintained within eo 20 range 

during absorbanoe measurements. Initially solution intensities 

were obtained at room temperature and oompa.red with intensities at 

_700 using carbon dioxide/aoetone ooolMt. Certain bands were then 

studied at temperatures between _1100 and 400 in solution and 
·00 temperatures between 20 and 200 in the vapour. Peak height 

measurements were made at 10 - 15 values of temperature, in duplioate. 

Band area measurements were also made where possible by replotting 

bands reoorded at slow soan speeds (12 cm-1 per ~in) in absorbance 

units and summing the are1\. under the band by taking the melln of 

three planimeter readings in arbitary units. . 

Certa.in infrared vapour bands were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 521 

(Chester Beatty Researoh Institute, Fulham) and eo Unicam SP 100 

(B.P. Chemioals Ltd., Epson). These instrucents have a spectral 
. -1 

band-width of better than 1 cm under expanded soale oonditions 

where the wavenumber accuracy is approximately 0.5 
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Raman speotra were recorded for the~ -unsaturated esters 

on a Carey 81 Laser RamlUl instrument (Imperial College, London). 

This inoorporates the Speotre-Physios Re/Ne gas laser as a RaDan 

-1 souroe, emitting radiation at 15 191.8 om with a power of 

-1 90 - 100 mW. The speotra. are a.oourate to about 2 om in all 

ronges. 

C NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESON!.NCE SPECTROSCOPY 

Nuolear magnetio resonanoe studies were oarried out using a 

Perkin-Elmer RlO 60 mHz instrutlent with a. thermostatted permanent 

magnet. The resolution is better than 0.5 Hz and the field drift 

during the reoording ef a speotra less than 1 Hz. The Perkin-Elmer 

variable temperature probe w~ used with liquid nitrogen as ooolant. 

In the early stages, a Varian Ji.60 instrument (Varian Ltd.. Walton-on

Thames) with lIll eleotromagnet was used. 

D MASS SPECTROSCOPY 

M~s speotra were reoorded using an A.E.I. MS2 mass speotrometer 

with a multiohannel galvanometer deteotor operating at an eleo~on 

beam energy of 10 eV. The I!IllIllples were injeoted using a gallium 
, 0 

inlet system at a temperature of 100. Souroe pressures were in 

the range 4 - 9 x 10-1 IlII!l of Hg. Care WIl.8 required as the samples 

were likely to polynerise during injeotion..Improved metastables 

results were obtained from mass speotra reoorded on an A.E.I. MS9 

mass speotrometer, (Sohool of Pharmacy. London). 

Certain computer programmes (see Appendix I) were written in 

the AlGOL 60 progra.cming language and run on the Elliott 4120 

oomputer with a 4298 digital inoremental plotter using punohed paper 

tapes. 
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CHAPI'ER III 

VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOFY 

A Rotational Fine struoture and Contours of Infrared 

Bands in the Vapour Sta.te. 

B Variable TeLlperature Infrared Measurements. 

C Assignment of Bands. 
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A ROTATIONAL FINE STRUCTURE AND CONTOURS OF INFRARED BANDS 

IN THE VAPOUR STATE 

In the gaseous state, vibrational absorption bands show 

rotational fine struoture or a oh~raoteristio outline oontour. 

These features are oaused by ohanges in the rotational levels, 

whioh oan aooompany ohanees in the vibrational level. l .. 

vibration-rotation absorption band may be resolved into 

rotational fine struoture, if the resolving power of the 

speotrometer is sufficient to separate the individual 

rotational sub-bands; an outline band oontour will be observed 

if the speotrometer oannot resolve these sub-bands,. The 

sep~rat1on between sub-bands duo to rotational changes 1s 

large if the valUes of the moments of inertia about the 

principal axes are small. These axes a.re the mutually 

perpendicular axes about whioh the moments of inertia have 

m1n1mum, intermedia.te, tUld mnximum values and are termed 

the A, B and C axes respectively. The moments of inertia 

oan be oaloulated about any three mutually perpendioular 

axes knowing the masses of the atoms, internuolear distances 

and bond angles. These oan be converted into prinoipal 

moments of inertia by a simple mathematical prooedure47 

when the molecule has an effective plane of symmetry, since 

the ma.rlmum value of the moment of inertia' is fixed about 

M. axis perpendicular to the plane of the molecule. The 

moleoulos studied have been treated as effectively planar 

IiIOlecules. 
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Moleoules can be classified aocordin5 to the values of three 

principal moments of inertia.. In th~ present work all molecules 

are treated as approximate prolate symmetrio rotors. This is 

because the moments of inertia about the B and C ~es are 

approximately equal and muoh larger than the moment of inertia 

about the A axis. This approximation is reasonable tor the 

s-trans oonformation of acraldehyde but is less valid for 

oertain others. partioularly the s-trans form of methyl 

vinyl ketone. 

1. Resolved Fine Struoture - Rotational Sub-!ands 

The rotational fine structure of a band in a prolate 

symmetriotop depends upon the direction of the oscillating 

dipole associated with the vibration. Different struoture is 

observed for vibrations with oscillating dipoles parallel to 

the A, B or C principal axes sinoe different seleotion rules 

operate. The total energy E(VtR) of a vibration-rotation 

level in an asymmetrio top whioh approximates to a prolate 

symmetrio top is given by48 

E(V,R) • E + (B + C) J(J + 1) + (A - B + C )x2 (1) 
v 2 2 

where J and ~ are the rotational quantum nlltlbers, E ls the v . 

vibrational energy and A, B and C are the rotational oonstants 

gi~en by A .. h/8~lA' B • h/8TT
2Int C .. h/e;r2lo where 

lA' IB,IC are the moments of inertia about the At B and C 

axes respeotively. 
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For a band parallel to the A axis, (Type-A bands) the 

seleotion rules are {jJ-C, ± 1; IlK=O; a central Q branoh, 

and P and R brnnohes of spaoing (B+C) are observed. This 

oorresponds to the parallel band of a symmetrio top moleoule. 

For bands parallel to the B axis (Type-B bands) the seleotion 

rules are ~J=O, ± 1; AK=.tl, a series of Q branches are 

observed with separation 2(A-i(B+C». A central Q branch 

is not observed. For bands parallel to the C axis 

(Type-C bands) the seleotion rules are ,AJ=O, .il; 6 K=O, ±l; 

a series of t branches are observed with the same separation 

as a Type-B b3l1d. In this case, however, a strong oentral 

Q branoh is observed. As the ratio of the rotational 

constants B./A decreases, a weaker Q branch is observed. 

A more detailed expression for the position of the fine 

structure of a C-Type band for an approximate prolate top 

is given by 

V~Ub • ~+(vto:o))z 2to-ro:o)t1Ao-~o:o))-(~-(~r 

where Ao and Al are the rotational constants in the 

vibration states v • e and I respeotively. The effeotive 

rotational oonstants for a vibrational energy level (v) are 

given by 

A~ • Ao - ~ (v + t) 

Bv • Bo - ~ (v + t) 

C~ • Co - ~ (v + t) 

where v • ,), 1, 2 •••••• 

(2) 
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Different rotational constants may be observed in different 

vibra.tional energy levels. The ~ term is. made up of two main 

oontributions. One of these oontributions arises from the 

anharmonicity of vibrations. This results in the internuolear 

separatio~ inoreasing in higher vibrational levels. The other 
. , 

oontribution arises trom Corio1is foroes which oocur in a 

moving pa.rtic1e. When a partiole is moving, a foroe is 

direotedat right angles to the direotion of motion. This 

Coriolis force leads to ohanges in the combined vibration-

rotation energy levels. Thus the pure rotational energy levels, 

observed when no vibration is ocouring, are perturbed. This 

effect is small in mo1eoules with low symoetry suoh as 0 
, . S 

symmetry. The expression (2) oan be further oomplioated by 

allowing for oentrifuga1 distortion whioh leads to higher terms 

in J and K. 

The expression (3) is used if the aocura.oy of the data is 

such that it is only possible to fit the observed values of 

wavenumber to a linear equation in K. In this case, only average 

v~lues of A, 13 and C for the two vibrational levels oan be 

obtained. 

AO - Al - A; 130 • 131 • 13; .00- 01 .. C 

V ~Ub .. ~ + (A - (B ; c» jc 2 (A - (B ; c)) K (3) 

R P The sub-bands observed ~e labelled, Q, and QK oorrest:0nding 

to the transitions 11 K • +1, llK. -1, where K is the 

rotational quantum number of the lower vibrational level from 

which the transition ooours. 
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The fine structure of A and B-Type bands can be treated in 

a similar manner. 

2. Unresolved Band Contours 

In moleoules where the tlOments of inertia are large, only 

a b~d oontour is observed. Different contours are observed for 

bands caused by vibrations in which the oscillating dipole is 

p~allel to the A, 13 or C principal axes. The A-band is observed 

to hlve PQR struoture, the n-b::m.d PR structure and the C-bond 

PQR structure with a pronounced Q band. These different types of 

bands are illustrated for moleoules with moments of inertia with 

similar values to those in the molecules studled49• 

f''\ 
I 

Parallel to A ~s Parallel to 13 axis Parallel to C axis 

The separation between the maxima of the P and R branches of a 

para.llel band in a linear moleoule oan be obtained by applioation 

of the Maxwell Boltzmann law, allowing for the rotational 

degeneracy factor (2J+l). 

/Jv Cl 1 f~ 
'1i I 

Gerhard and Dennlson50 have shown that the separa.tion between the 

maxima of the P and R branches of a parallel band in a. prolate 

symmetrio top is given by (,) an extension of equation (4). 

(5) 
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where S([3) is given by the empirioIU formula. 

10g10 s«(3) • 0.7~1 
( f3 +4)1.13 

in whi~h f3" ~C~l ~ 

(6) 

. studies on asymmetrio rotors were carried out by Badger 

and Zumwa1t51. Theoontour oould be repre.ented in terms of two 

qunntities p. (A~)/B ~d S • (2~A-O)/(A:..cj~ This work has 

reoently been extended by Seth-Pau1 and Dijkst~a52, and the 

PR separations are given in terms of somewhat different 

parameters (see T!l.ble 2,3). The dontours and tine struoture 

obse~ed for v~ious asymmetrio top molecules bave been 

illustrated. -tor vari'.)us values of A. B and 049• 

Calculations have been oarried out to detercine PR 

separations and rotational fine struoture spaoings for the 

aldehyde and ketone mo1eoules, taking reasonable va.lues for 

the bond lengths (r • 0.146 nm, r • 0.136 nm, 0-0 ODO 

r • 0.121 nm, r M • 0.152 nm, and rC-H • 0.]09 nm (alkene 0=0 0- e 

and alkane», and assuming bond angles to be trigonal, planar 

or tetrahedral where appropriate. The moments of inertia 

were oaloulated and the direotion of the A and B prinoipa.1 

axes illustrated (Figure 1) for the planar s-01s and s-trans 

oonformers using a oomputer program (Appendix I). The 

oaloulations were not oarried out for the esters beoause 

little fine struoture was observed. The oalculated values 

are shown in Tables 2,3. 

It the mo1eoules under oonsideration are treated as 

p1~ar moleoules, all out-of-plane vibrations should be true 
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TABLE 2 Resolved Fine Stracture Calculations 

Trans- . J..craldehyde Methyl vinyl 
crotvna1dehl"de Ketone 

s-trans s~is s-trans s-cis s-trans ' s-cis ... 
~ 

Moments of inertia lA 18.2 38.7 26.1 42.5 92.8 76.2 
I about the three ~ 177.6 126.0 374.9 , 308.5 187.3 2l0.8 

principal axes re 195.8 164.6 395.6 345.7 275.8 281.8 

6!;m cm2 X 1040 ) 

Rotational A 1.537 0.724 1.072 0.659 0.~02 0.367 

constants B 0.158 0.222 0.0746 0.0907 0.149 0.133 
(cm-1) C 0.143 0.170 0.0708 0.0810 0.101 0.099 

Spacing of rotational SUb-bands~M' 
B & C type bands 

B+C I 

2(A - 2) 1 2 .77 1.04 2.00 1.14 0.35 0.50 

I A type bands 
I 

I (Jl.K) 0.30 0.39 0.14 0.17 0.25 0.23 

I 

t 

I Ethy1idene-
aeetnnp-

I 

s-trans I s-cis 

98.2 I 35.7 
4~3.1 4l~5. 7 

510.7 520.8 

0.285 0.327 
0.0662 0.0628 

0.0548 0.0537 

0.45 0.54 

0.12 0.12 

~ .... 
e 
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Tl..BLE ~ Separation of P and R bronohee in the moleoules 

studied according to the mathod ot.5ath-Paul at al. 

Aora1dehyde 

i 
I 

Trans.. ) 
orotona.ldeliyde ' . 

Methyl 
virl11 

ketone 

Ethy1idene
aoetone 

s-trana a-cia s-trans s':"cis s-trnns 8-ois s-tra.ns s-ois 

S=2B-A-G -0.979 1-o.81~ -0.992 -0.966 -0.521 -o~750 -0.899 -0.933 
A-C 

f -&:9. . 
B -B·..J£. . 0~075 0.060 0.'57 . O.O~. O~029 

B+C 

1.27 1,2) 1.17 1.15 

1.414 1.367 O.9~3 0.977 1.56e I 1.774 1.092 , 1.185 

~-----------+-----~'-----~---------.~----~-.----~----~----

(,6-y PR A band,. 1QS<,B )(fu/9f~ 
( 1l\J PR C b:md • 3/2 t1\i PR A band) 

/ 14•2 ill.l t' 

: . ~4.1 r . 
,13.7 
I 

! 11.6 
I • 

I 

117.4 

11.~ 

16.8 



C-Type bends. In-planQ Vibrations 'ldll-- only be 8Oc:f.denta.lly

A or J3-Type bends and are more 11kelyto be. ~ hyb~id' ~ands 
• \... ... • ~ '. >', ....... .;. .... ' 

with the result that their struoturewill be rather indistinct •. ' 

Non-planar oonformations are possible~ . -These will be 

less likely to behave as approximate prolate ~etrio tops. 

The minimum moment of inertia will be generally larger, 

depending on the dihedral angle a.bout the '13 C-C bond. 
. -

J~so all bands will only a.coidentally have dipole changes 

parallel to either A, B or C axes. Non-planar oonformations 

wo~.d, therefore, not be expeoted to show bands with resolved 

fine structure with sub-bands having measurable separations, 

unless they have structures which are very olose to truly 

planar forms.- The observation of fine struoture in 

out-of-plane vibrations in acraldehyde and trans-croton~ldebyde 

is itself supporting evidenoefor'a planar DOlecule. 

3.' Results and Discussion 

cnl3 1:lCre.l&l'P and trMls-crotonaldehyde Showed resolved fine 

structure, the other compounds revealed only band oontour!). 

a) Resolved Fine Structure 

";'1 Aora.ldehyde Bands oentred at 592. 9~' 958.7 -and 993.2 cm 

exhibited rotational fine structure with strong oentral Q 

bands (figures 43).' Assignments to the rotational sub-b~ds 
-1 " . 

were made tor the 593 OD band and tor'the non-overlapping 
. -1' - ' 

wings of' the 959 and 993' cm b:mds a1 though it was dif'fioul t 

to assign the sub-bands close to the oentral mnxima and in the 

region of' overlap between 993 and 959'00-1 to the oorrect 

sub-bands ,(Table 4) •. These threevibrat10ns ha.ve been assigned 

to the three out-of-planemodes associated with the vinyl 
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TABLE 4 PUle structure ot bands in e.ora1dehyde and 

., tro.ns-o~tona1debyde (om-1) 

. . Trans-Assignments Aora1dehyde I/"!, .... "" ~-;h"d& 
'V L}V V Oil V 6v -V Ilo 

~16 1040.2 v 
; 

RQ15 637.4 2.8 . 
RQ14 634.8 2.6 

RQ13 631.8 3.ft 

RQ12 629.0 2.8 

\11 626., 2.7 

RQ10 623.6 2·.7 

RQ9 62:).7 2.9 

RQ8 618.0 2.7 1015.9 992.4 

RQ7 615.0 3.0 1013.4' 215 990.2' 2.2 

RQ6 • 612 .. 2 2.8 1010.9 2.5 988 .. 2 2.(; 

RQ5 609.3 2.9 1008.(; 2.9 . 986.2 2.0 

RQ4 606.5 2.8 1005.3 2 .• 7 . 984.0 2.2 

RQ3 603.7 2.8 1002.6 2.7 . 981.',. 2.;, 

RQ2 601.2 2.5 
• 

1001.1) ~1.5) . 97).7 ~ .. 
RQ1 598.4 2.8 977.' 2.4 

RQO 595.6 2.8 

Band Centre 592.9 2.7 958.7 . . . 993.2 972.7 

(955,6+,9) i . PQ1 - . 
PQ2 588.8 (953,1T,l) 969.7 

PQ3 585.5 '3.3 (951.9) 1.8) . 
PQ4 582.3 '.3 949.2 2.7 965.8 

~Q;' 1
519

•
1 3.2 946.4 2.8 963.7 2.1 

I ! 
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TABLE 4 (oontinued) 

Assignments Acra1dehyda Trans-
Crotonll.1dehyda 

V Il\V ~'" r I I 
)j P !1s\J v \ ~"O 

! 

PQ6 t)76.5 2.6 943.612.8 961.5 2.2 

PQ7 ~i3.9 '2.6 940.8 2.8 959.7 1.6 I 

PQ8 ~10,9 3~O 938.1 2~7 957.6 2.1 

PQ9 ~:a.O 2.9 935.2 2.9 955.7 1.9 

PQ10 932.6 '2.6 953.8 . 1.9 

PQ11 929.9 '2.7 951.7 2.1 

PQ12 927., . 2.6 949.8 . 1.9 

PQ13 924.4 2.9 ~48.0 1.6 ' 

PQ14 922 •• 2.4 946.0 
' . 2.' 

. PO.!'} 944.0 , 2.0 

Veon I • 2.77 . 2.72 • 2.66 2.('2 
S epara.t ion I 

. 
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groupfng by Potts and Nyquist53• The nature of the 959 and 993 om-l 

modes was thought to b~ as shOwn below. 

Ii-+] 
- \\ I 

/~ 
<# 

For all three rJsolved vibrations, t~e sub-bands have teen 

fitted to a. linear equation 'in K rather than a quadratio involving 

'K2 terms. Henoe the mean s~par~tions were oaloulated in each oase 

and relat~d to the mean rotati~n~l oonstant using equation ('). 
, , ' . " , ' ·-1 

For these three modes, separations of the sub-bnnds of 2.77 om 
~ , .. ~ . 

were predioted for a: c-Type band 1..1 the e-trans oonfornier ~d 
~, , ' , 

1.04 om, for the a-oia uonformer (Table 2). The separations 

obse~~d were 2.77~ '2.72 and'2.66 cm-1 re~peotively (Table 4) 

which was in very 016se agreement with the oalc·ulated value for 

the s-traris oonformer, but not for the e-,cie oOnformer. 
,. ,., " " -1 

--"Bands centred at 2 809, 2 759 and 2 700 cm ,whose 

assignment·s.re ·shown.(Ta.ble 12)showed B-Type structure with 

rota.tional fine structure. The measured separations of the 
. 1 ", ' 

sub-band!i W'lS 2.81 cm- .' Since these bands were assooiated with 

'the C.H a1dehydiostretohi~:~ibrationt the separations observed 
<' •• • 

suggested that the C-H stretching motion was approximately 

parallel to thaB aiis tn the:molecule in the s-transoo~fo~~atlon. 

EXamination'of Figure 1 showing thedireotionof the prinoipal ;. 

axeS revealed that the a1dehydio C-H bond wa.s indeed parallel 

to the B we in' the s-trans oonformaticn. ThUs the evidenoe 
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suggested' st~ngly tha.t a.oi-aldeb,ydo exi2lted in the s-trans' ,_, 

oonformation: 

Trans-orotonaldehyde A band o~~tred at 972.7 cm~l iri 

trane-orotonaldehyde showed resolved fine struoture which was 

assigned to rotational sub-banus. (Figure 4 Table 4). No 

other bands showed fine struoture. 

This vibration was assigned by Potts and Nyquist5' to the 

out-or-plane trans CHIIICH twisting mode,. 

For an out-of-,lene C-.Type band, in trans-erotona1dehyde sub-band 

separations of 2.00 om-1 were predioted for the s-trans 

conformer and 1.14 om-1 fo~ the s-oie oonformer, (Table~) 

using equation (,) and assuming average rotational oonstants. 
- , 

The obserled sub-band separation was 2.02 cm-· (Table 4). 

This value was in very close agreement with the predioted 

spa.oing for the s •• trans, oonformation but was in very poor 

agreement 'vdth the predioted spacing for the a-oil! o(.nform~tion. 

This appears to the first olearout evidence that trans

orotondldehyde exists in th~ s-trans oonformation. 

In both acra1dehyd~ and trans-orotona1dehyde, the aooura.oy 

of the sub-band separations was insuffioient to obtain information 
, '-

on the different rotationaloonstants in the vibrational energy 

states y - 0 and T • 1. 
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b) Band Contours 

Band contours wvre used as an aid in the assignment of . 
vibrationa~ ~des l'I?ere possible~ In addition, the sharp 

nature o£ the strong oentral Q branoh of C-Type bands "as of 

oonsiderable aid in distinguishing adjaoent bands due to 

different conformations. This was espeoially true in methyl 

aorylate where little evidenoe oould be obtained from 

solution studies. 

Two out-of-plane vinyl modes were expeote(i to ocour in the 

900 - 1 000 cnt1 region of methyl vinyl ketone and met~l 

acrylate similar to the bands at 959 end 993 cm-l observed in 

aoraldehyde. In these moleoules with large moments of inertia, 

no fine struoture would be expeoted to be observed unless a 

speotrometer with very high resolving power was used (see 

Table 2 forketanes). However, these out-ot-plane modes should 

have C-Type bands with a strong central maximum. This feature 

was of considerable importanoe in the interpretation of the 

speotra., 

Metnyl Vinyl Ketone and Methyl Acrylate In methyl vinyl ketone 

(Figure 5), three sharp maxima were observed at oorresponding' 

1· 002, 990 end 95' cm-I, correspeJnding to the oentral Q branohes 

of three bands •. Since only two out-of-plane vibrations were 

expeoted, the appearance of three bands was thought to be 

assooiated with the existence of two or more oonformers •. In 

methyl aorylate (Figure 6); four sharp maxima were observed at 

. 6 -1 992, ,987. 968 and 9 'cm and these were assigned to the Q 

branches. of four c-type bands arising from the presenoe 0: two 
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oonformers. S~tlar observations and oonolusions were made for 

ethyl acrylate. In both oases, the assignments are shown in 

the assienments seotion (Table 12, 13). 

Contours of At B and AB hy~rid bands led to a oonsiderable 

amount of overlap of most of the vibrational modos of the two 

oonformers in the spectra of tho oompounds studied. Less 

information was therefore forthoomincr from the vnpour study 

of these bands than from vapour studies of C-Type bands. 

In the solution state, bands which showed A, B or AB 

hybrid characteristics tended to become sh3rper and band 

overlap less marken. By contrast, C-Type bands beoame broader 

and band overl~p more marked. Thus variable te~erature studies 

and assignment of bands to different o~nformers required 

oonsideration of both vapour and solution speotra. 

B VARIABLE TEMPERATURE INFRA.L1.ED MEASUREMENTS 

The effect of tell~erature variation on the infrared speotrum 

of a compound in the gaseous or solution state can aid the 

assienment of bands to a particular oonformers in equilibrium. 

The experimental procedures for these studies have been desoribed 

in Ch~pter lIB; the derivation of the thermodynamio functions 

of the equilibri~ have been disoussed in Chapter I D, 

It is important to note that, on oooling in solution, 
I 

infrared bands usually inoreased in peak height, and the band 

width deoreased. This ooolinr, teohnique in general sharpened 

up shoulders on the side of other bands. Chanees in intensity were 

noted relative to other bands in the speotrum. The initial 

measurements of intensity ohanRes with temperature were based 

on peak heights in absorbanoe units. When there was little 
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overlap, area measurements oould be oarried out, measuring the 

peak areas using a planimeter. In practioe, it was rare for no 

overlap to ocour between bands in a spectrum, and often oonsiderable 

overlap prevented the use of peak areas. 

A oomputer program was used to caloulate and plot 

1n(Al /A2) against (l/T) ~d to draw a straight line b~sed on 

the "least squares" method~ A standard deviation was obtained 

using appropriate formulae for 1inea.r rel)I'ession. The oomputer 

progra.n' is shown in Appendix I and the statistioal ana'.ysis 

method disoussed in Appendix 11. 

1. oLfo -unsaturated Aldehydes 
I 

Aoraldehyde and trans-Crotonaldehyde No changes in intensity 

were observed with temperature in the inf'rared speotra of 

aoraldehyde or trans-orotonaldehyde for the solution or vapour 

states despite reoent evidence of small amount of a seoond 

conformer in aoraldehydelJ• It was oonoluded that aoraldehyde 

and trans-orotonaldehyde moleoules were essentially in one 
, ' 

oonformation and assignments were made on the basis of the 

s-trans oonformation in Chapter III C. • 

~$-un6aturated Ketonee 
~ , . 

. 19 
It has been noted that infrared and Raman speotra of 

methyl vinyl ketone and etqy1idene aoetone as liquids and 

solutions oontained oertain bands which weakened on heating 

(attributed to the s-trans oonformer) and others ,hich 

intensified on heating (attributed to the s.,1s oonformer).' 

Methyl Vinyl Ketone Three pc'lirs of bands inmetl:t'rl vinyl. 

keto~e h~ve -been in~~~tigated in detail. (1 681 and 1 106 'om-l~-
1 246' and 1 180 om-1, 992 and 982 om-l , values in oarbon 

disulphide solution). The assignments of these bands are given 
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in T:lble 12). Peak height oalcu1ations were mado using oarbon 

disulphide as solvent in the three regions stated. ,Values 

close to 400 cal mol-1 (1.68 I\J mol-l),were obtained (Table 6). 

Plots of the results as typical eXaLlples are shown in Fieure 7 
, 0 0 

for the temperature ranr,e -11$ to 4~. The close oorrespondence 

between the three values of ~o in the sa.me solvent strongly 

supported the existence of a sir~le equilibrium between two 

forms. A study of the pair of carbvnyl bands usi~ pentane 

o 0 d as solvpnt in the temper~ture range -91 to +4( "p~oduce 

o -1 ( 6 -1) a lO"ier oH value of 338 + 61 ca! mol 1.41 + 8.2 KJ mol , - -, 
which su~~ested the solvent effect mif,ht be significant but a 

very large number of careful measuroments would be required 

to eSta~lish their sii~ificance and this aspect was not 

pursued. BeoauS'e of the broad overlappine contours of the 

oarbory1 and vinyl twistin~ modes in the vapour, the only 

Buit able pa.ir of b3.I1ds fer variable temperature stuny in the 

vapour were those centre" at 1 249 and 1 18~ om -1. ,~-qo , , 

oalculated from peak height measuremp.nts over the teMperature 

range 2,0 to 2tOOl was lOUl~d to be 60c .± 6, oal mol ~l 

( , -1) 2.51 ± 0.25 KJ mol • 

The large separ:ltion of the pail: of bands near 1 25- and 

1 180 com-1 ond the lp,ck of strong blll1ds in the intervenine 

o roeion made the determination of DH possible from band 

, , 

intensities usin~ peak area measurements far both the solution 

in oarbon disulphide and in the vapour state. A typioal set of 

absorbanoe vt:U.ues of methyl vinyl ket(..ne are presented 

(Table 5). Figure 9 shows the ch....'"I.llr-;e in appearance of the 

speotrum at room temperature and _800 in <.:.arbo'n disulphide 

solution. The 6r::o values obtained were for oar1on disulphide 

. ,\ 
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TABLE 5 Typioa1 Set of Absorbanoes obtained at various 

temperatures based on peak height measurements. 

(Measurements on C-C antisymmetrio stretohing 

vibration in methyl vinyl ketone in oarbon 

disulphide solvent. 

Tempera.ture a-oia a-trtmB In(~) trans , 

Solution 1 

25.0 0.193 0.208 -0.072 

20.0 0.192 0.214 -0.105 

4.0 ' 0.197 0.219 .. 0.105 

-10.0 0.204 Q.258 -0.234 

-33.0 Q.204 0.283 -0.328 . 

-44.0 0.204 0.263 -0.326 

-56.0 . 0.203 0.260 .. 0.320 . 
-78.0 0.202 0.287 -0.352 

-89.0 0'.203 0.354 -0.556 
i 

-110.0 0.'192 0.348 -0.595 

Solution 2 

35·0 0.200 0.220 -0.095 

25.0 0.195 0.215 -0.100 
. , . 

20.0 0.197 0.222 -0.119 

4.0 0.189 0.217 -0.137 

-10.0 "0.191 
i 

0.236 .0.212 
. I 

-23.0 0.195 I 0.243 -0.222 
. 

-J3.0 0.198 I 0.265 -0.292 

-14.0 0.197 0.270 -0.304 

-~e;.0 0.199 0.292 . -0.384 

-8:9.0 0.202 0.343 -0.531 

-110~O 0.194 0.361 -0:620 

,: !. 
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TABLE 6 Enthllll'Y differenoes between a-cia and s-trans 

oonformers of methyl vinyl ketone 

Vi bra.t ional Peak height Wavenumber1 
Exoess En~ha.lpy 

state value (om- ') of s-ob 
Mode or peak area a-01a s-trans oonformer' 

oa.! mol-l 

Carbonyl Solution in P.R. 1706 1687 40:5 .t 52 
stretoh CS2 

Solution in P.R. 1706 1687 :5:58 .:t 61 
n-l'entane 

Vinyl out- Solution in P.H. 982 992 :586 + 41 -of-plDne . CS2 twisting 
deformation 

Skeletal C-C Solution in P.R. ' 1180 1246 428 .± 45 
stretohing CS2 

:515 + :58 
vibra.tion -

P.A •. 1180 1246 461 ± 23 

Vapour P.H. 1180 1249 600 ± 60 

P.A. 1180 1249 513 + 52 -
. 
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o 0 -1 -1) (-110 to 40 ) 461 + 23 cal mol (1.93 + 0.10 KJ mol --- .. - . 
o 0 -1 and for the vapour (20 to 200 ) 513 .± 52 oa.l mol 

(2.14.± 0.21 KJ mol-I), Since band area mes.surel1lOnts are less 

dependent on instrumental limitations such as finite slit 

width than peak height measurements, the results listed in 

Table 6 for peak area measurements were oonsidered most reliable. 

Ethylideneaoetone A similar atudy of ethylideneacetone using 
. 1 

two pairs of bands (0=0 stretch 1 674 and 1 692 om- and C-C 

-1 -1) skeletal mode 1 250 cm and 1 171 cm was ma.de. (A third 

pair of bands was found to be temperature dependent (1 292 and 

1 274 cm-l but further investigation was not oarried out on this 

pair of bands), Similar results were obtained to those of 

o methyl vinyl ketone. Mean ilH values obtained from peak 

height measurements for the two pairs of bands studied were 

440 .± 5' cal mol-l (1.84 ± 0.21 KJ mol-I) in solution in 

oarbon disulphide in the temperature range _1180 to +400
• 

The individual values were 428 + 45 cal mol-1 (1.79 + •• 19 - -
-1)' . -1 

KJ mol for the CC() stretching vibration and 460 .:t 23 oal mol 

(1.93 ~ 0.10 KJ mol-I) for the antisymmetric C-C stretchin8 

mode. Ve.pour studies were only oarried out on the 1 252 and 

-1 . 0 6 -1 1 111 om pa1r of bands and a All value of 30 ~ 5V oa! mol 

(2,64 ~ 0.38 KJ mol-I) w~s obtained for the temperature rar~e 

200 to 2000
• Area measurements were oarried out on the 1 250 

and 1 117 om -1 pair of bands in solution and vapour. The 

ohange in appearanoe of tho speotra at room and low temperature 
\ 0 

in solution is illustrated in Figure 10. The bH values 

obtained were 513 + 52 oal mol-l (2.15 + 0.22 KJ mol-I) for - -
o 0 solution studies in the temperature range -Ila to +40 t and 
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TABLE 1 Enthalpy differences ~o of the oonformers of 

ethy11dene-acetone 

i 

.. 1 I 
Mode Wavenum'ber (cm ) Exoess enthalpy state 

of a-cis 

a-cia e-trans oa.1 mol -1 

C=O stretch 1692 1674· . 428 + 45 - Salutim CSt: 
jj 

entisymmetric 1177 1250 46. ± 23 11 

eke1e~a1 C-C 

stretch 1177 1250 513 + 52 " 

11 1177 1252 630 .! 90 

I 
Vapour 

I 
I' 1177 I 1252 565 .! 46 I " 

i ; 
! -

Peak 
height 
or peak 

area 

P.H. 

P.H. 

P.A. 

P.R. 

P.A. 
. -
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585 ~ 46 ca! mol-l (2.45 ~ 0.19 KJ mol-I) for the vapour in 

the temperature range 2,0 to 2000 (Table 1). 

In both methyl vinyl ketone and ethylideneaoetone, the 

vapour £\Ho values were larger than the solution values. 

This indicated that either the enthalpy differenoe was 

intrinsioally larger in the vapour state or the fjJlo was 

increasing with temperature. The second e~lanation seemed 

unlikely because the graphs did not show any notioeable 

ourvature. 

3. ~p -unsa.turated Estere 

All the .oHo values for the 13-unsa.turated esters are 

shown in Table 8. 

Methyl trans-Crotonate Variable temperature studies of 

methyl trans-crotonate in solution in oa.rbon disulphide 

revealed three pairs of ba:.lds in the region between I 350 

and 1 150 cm-1 which were temperature dependent. These are 

illustrated in Figure 11. In each of the pairs, the hi~er 

wavenumber band intensified as the oarbon disulphide was oooled. 

The bands whioh showed temperature dependence oocurred at 1 315 

and 1 294 cm-I, 1 215 and 1 268 cm-l and 1 196 and 1 118 om-le 

~gO values from peak height measurements were oaloulated 

for the highest and lowest wavenumber pair of bands. The 

middle pair of bands was too closely overlapped to obtain 

an aoourate va.1ue. Tne I~HO differenoes obta.ined for the 

1 315 and 1 294 om-1 pair w~re in-good agreement with tha.t of 
1 ' 

the 1 196 and 1 178 00- pair of bonds. The fj'ff values 

obtained were 541 ± 34 oa! mol-l (2.21 ± 0.14 KJ mol-I) -

tor the higher wavenumuer pair and 509 ± 18 cal mo1-l 
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TABLE 8 Equilibrium Masuremeuts of enthalpy ohange between 

high and low energy forms of acrylatesand. trane-

orotonates. 

, 

Methyl and etl\Yl acrylate Methyl and et~l trans-orotonate 

Methyl tJI° Ethyl &lo Methyl .6 HO Ethyl ~Ho 

om-1 cal mol-1 -1 'oa1 mol-1 -1 oal mol-l om-1 oa1 mol-1 
om om 

1290 X 1296 X 1315 501 + 32 1301 515 .± 7( -
1216 1211 1294 1294 

1275 X 1215 X 

1268 1264 

1202 315 .:t 45 1194 X 1196 52l,! 24 1184 X 
-

1180 1110 1118 1174 

(Measurements of solution in CS2 _110° to +40°) .' 

... - -
992 X 993 X 

981 988 

968 400 .± 100 968 X 

963 963 

(Measutenente Sf vnpour 
20 tp 15C ), 

X Meaningful measurements pr~oluded by band, overlap. 



(2.1, .:t 0.01 KJ mol-1) for the lower wavGnumber pair in oarbon 

disulphide solution in the temperature range _1100 to +400• 

Peak area ceasurements were oarried out on both of these 

pairs of bands although the overlap, espeoia1ly at roon 

temperature, was large. The values obtained were 501 .i 52 oa.l. 

mol-l (2.10.± 0.22 KJ mol-I) and 52l.± 24 oal mo1-1 

(2.18 ..... 0.10 KJ mol-I). No measurements were possible in .... , -,. " 

the vapour state beoause of the large overlap of the bonds. 

Ethyl trans-Crotonate Investigations at different temperatures 

revealed that the equivalent lower pair of bands was very • 

010se1y overlapped and was observed as a single asymmetrioal 

br~d at room temperature at 1 184 om-l~ At lower temperature, 

a lower shoulder was observed at 1 115 om-l~ The higher 

wavenucber pairs ~f bands were again temperature dependent. 

The pair of bands at 1 275 and 1 264 om-l were too closely 

overlapped to give an aoourate ARo value, but they showed 

temperature dependenoe ol a sicilar nature to the 1 301 and 

-1· 0 al 1 294 om bands which gave a LlR value of 515 Z 10 ° 
001-1 (2.16 + 0.29 KJ mol-I) using peak height measurements. - . 

Moth:!l Jl.crylate and Ethyl Acrylate Methyl aory1ate and ethyl 
. . 

aorylate revealed two and one pairs of temperature dependent 

b~ds respeotively in solution in ~e.rbon disulphide (_110° to 

40°) ~ The oOI:llIlOn pa1~ of bands (at 1 290 end 1 276 om -1 in 
.." 1 

t1ethyl aoryla~e" and 1 296 nnd 1 271 om- in ethy\ aory1E.te) 

were somewhat unsuitablo for accurate variable temperature 
. .. ..1 

studies beoause of the presenoe of a small shoulder at 13OS,om 

in both oases. The lower pair of bands in methyl aorylate at 

-1 0 -1 1 202 cnd 1 180 om gave a .6H value flf 315 + 45 oa.! mol . -

• 
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(1.32 ± '.19 KJ mol-l ). In ethyl aorylate a single broad band 

was observed at 1 194 om-I. The speotrum of methyl acrylate 

at room temperature and low temperature in the region 

1 150 - 1 35:; cm-l in solution is illustrated in Figure 12. 

In both aorylates, the presence of 4 bands in the 

950 - 1 000 cm-l region having C contours in the vapour 

has been mentioned (Figure 6). Using the peak height of the 
. 0 

oentral Q branches, an approximate ~ value was c~lculated 

as 4ro + leO oal mol-l (1.70 + 0.42 KJ mol-I) based on - - ·1 
measurements on the 968 Md ,63 cm- bands in methyl acrylate 

at two temp~ratures 20° and 150°. 

On the basis of oomparison with ''1 -unsaturated ketones" 

it was thought that ,the s-tran~ oonformGrs of the f-unsaturated 

esters were more stable. Thus, sinoe in all cases the high 

wavenumner band of eaoh pair of bands increased in intensity 

on cooling, these high wavenumber components were thought to 

be assooiated with, the s-trana oo~former and the low wavenumber 

oomponents with the a-ois or non-trans conformer. 

4 •. Saturated Esters 

The existenoe of a pair of bands in methyl esters of 
-1 straight ohain acids at about 1 200 cm , (ethyl esters 

revealed a single band, sometimes with a low wavenumber 

shoulder) wa.s similar to the observed situation in the methyl 

esters of aor,ylio and trans-crotonio acids which have been 

investigated. Variable temperature stUdies were, therefore. 

carried out on the methyl and ethyl esters of formic, aoetic, 

propionio and n-butyric acids to establish whether a similar 

equilibrium occurred in saturated esters. 



Methyl Propionate and n-Butyrate c1 HO values where appropriate 

ar~ shown in Table 9. The only clearly temperature dependent 

pair of bands ooourred in methyl n-butyrate at 1 175 and 

1 199 cm-l. The variable temperature ohange in methyl 

n-butyrate is shown in Figure 13. AHo values were oaloulated 

as 182 ! 60 cal mol-l (762! 251 J mol~l) from peak height 

measurements and 115 ± 35 oal mol-l (481 ! 147 J mol-I) 

from peak area measurements in the temperature range _1100 

o . 
to 40 in oarbon disulphide solution. A similar pair of 

bands was observed in methyl propionate and a slight variation 

with temperature was found equivalent to an enthalpy differenoe 

of 78 ± 50 oal mol-l (327 ± 209 J mol-I). This figure itself 

miGht not have any signifioanoq, but taken in oonjunotion 

with the temperature variation of bands in methyl n-butyrate, 

it sugeests a similar equilibrium might be possible in all 

saturated straight ohain esters. The existence of evidenoe 

for oonformational equilibrium in propionates and n-butyrates 

and the laok of evidenoe in formates and aoetates34 ,35,36 

suggests that the conformers might be as shown. 

-'" 
oia ga.uche 
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TABLE 9 Conformations of esters at normal aoids 

Antisym.C-C-o st. tYl0 oa!. mol-1 

(om-l ) . from peak height 
measurements 

Met~l formate 1206 -
Methyl aoetate 1241 - " 
Methyl prop1on~te 1199 1175 78 + 50 -
Methyl n-butyrate 1195 1175 182 + 60 -
Ethyl formate 1186 -
Ethyl aoetate 1242 -
Ethyl propionate 1186 (1167) -
Ethyl n-butyrate 1162 (1167) -

(Solution in 082 '_1100 to +40°) 
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. 41 
Toose are similar to those found to exist in propionaldehyde 

where the oia form is found to be more stable. From this 

oomparison, it is likely that the ois form is more stable in 

the saturated esters. There is no reason why this equilibrium 

should not exist in ethyl eaters but in these, the bands whioh 

show evidenoe fo~ this equilibrium are much oloser together 

and variable temperature studies are not possible. A further 

equilibrium is also possible in the ethyl esters, as has been 

noted for ethyl formate38, and this may make it more diffioult 

to deteot either equilibrium. 

There Is & similarity between the oonformational equilibrium 

in oertain saturated esters (propionates and n-butyratee) 

end oertain "'"P -unsaturate~ esters (acrylatell and trans

orotonates), sinoe both equillbria involve rotatIon of the 

d...p C-C bond. 

H 0 

'c----e-?' 
/"J "-

H CH O-CH, , 
H • 

cLc·~ 
j " H -7 0 -CH"5 

H 

~-Unsa.turated Hsters 
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The mode of vibration which has been studied in both types of 

esters is thought to be similar, and i8 assigned to an 

antisymmetrio C-e-o etret~hing vibrat1on54• 

5. Other d.f! -uns3.tura.ted Esters 

Speoulative studies of methyl and ethyl 3.,.dimethyl

aorylates, methyl and ethyl methaorylates revealed no ohanges 

in their speotra with temperature suggesting either that they 

exist in virtually all one oonformer of the enthalpy differenoe 

between the two oonformers is very small. 

Caloulation of 6 SO Attempts to determine n SO were 

unsuccessful. Straight line plots were not observed by the 

method of Fatelty44. The third band method ot Mizushima43 

involved laree errors in the DSo valuos obtained and the 

assumptions made inthi. method were not felt to be justified. 
. 0 

Errors The errors quoted in values of ~H were the 8t~ndard 

deviation values caloulated by statistical methods (Appendix No. 2). 

The standard deviation value quoted was a measure of the random 

error inherent in this method. In addition there may be 

significant systematio errors. Thus, in ethyl trans-orotonate 

using the pair of·bands at 1 275 and I 264 om-I, whioh were 

badly overlapped a value ot 729 ± 82 oal mol-l (3.15 ± 0.34 KJ 

mol-I) was oaloulated whioh was olearly well in excess of the 

516 ± 71 oal mol-l (2.16 ± 0.30 KJ mol-I) obtained from the less 

badly overlapped pair ot bands at 1 307 and 1 294 om-I. From 
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these figures, it was olear that values obtained from olosely 

overlapped bands might well have serious errors. 

Variation of eHo with temperature would be indicated by 

curved plots of In(Al /A2) ag3inst liT. Systematio deviations 

were not observed. However, in most oases. higher values of 

~ HO were obtained in the vapour over the temperature range 

210 to 2000 than in solution in the temperature range _1110 

I: 

to 400
• This may indica.te tha.t t,Ho was temperature dependf'.nt 

or that the tlHo was intrinsioally higher in the vapour 

sta.te than in the oarbon disulphide solution. 

C ASS IGNMF.NT OF RMIDS 

The wavenumber values of vibrational bands of all the 

moleoules studied in detail are listed in T~.ble 11 and 11. 

The spootra in solution are shown in Fir,ures (14 to 21). It is 

usual to assign fundamental modes of vibration of a moleoule to 

oertain looalised movements of that moleoule. This is not 

striotly valid sinoe it involves the assumption that 

fundamental modes of vibrations are speoifio to chnnges in 

particular bond length, and partioular anglos and these ohanges 

are independent of the rest of the moleoule. The degree of 

independence of a group vibration on the rest of the molcoule 

oan be assessed by oarrying out a normal ooordinate analysis 

of a particular molecule. For instance, oaloulations have been 

carried out on N-methylaoetamide55 revealing large ooupling 

in the amide bands. Normal ooordinate analysis is very oomplex 

for relatively small moleoules and beoomes pro~essively more 

diffioult as the moleoules increase in Size partioularly if 

they possess few elements of symmetry. It is found empirioally 



TABLE 10 - 76 -... 
Vibro.tionlll wavenUIJ;"er values . (cm-I) of Acraldehyde, Tran~Orotona1dehyde~ 
Methyl vinyl ketone and Ethylideneaoatana 

ApralftehYde 0014 solution: 3382wt 3l00w, 3062w, 2998w, 284om, 2805s, 27598, 
2700m, 207Ow, 1926w, 1826w, 1703vs, 161Sw, 142Orn, 1403w, 136os, 1274w, 1158s,. 
99013, 968s, 9146, 730wt 63Ow, 600w, 571w; 

Vapour (band centres) }428A, 310SA/B, 3070, }OO4A/B, 2809B, 27S9B. 
2700B, 2060, 1918, 1824A/B, 1724A, 1625A, 1420A, 1361A/B, 1275A/B, 1160A, 
993C~ 9590, 915A/B, 798, 735, 5930, 569A; 

TrAPs-Orotona1dehyde 0014 solution: 3374w, 3336vw, 308Owsh, 3C)42w, 3002w, 
2982~, 2944w, 2916w, 2873vw, 285Owsh; 2808m, 2727m, 2696wsh, 264Ovw, 232Ow, 
2152w, 1693vs, 166owsh, 1641s, 1628m~ (154ovw), 1444s, 1389m, 1375m, 1305w, 
1253w, 122Ow, 114613, 1075s, 1042w~ 1005m, 9666, 93ls, (727vw), (665vw), 
542m~ 459vw; 

Vapour (bard centres) 3420A/B, 3370, 3058, 3018, 2995, 2980, 
2963, 2938A/B; 2380, 281lA/B,'2725A/B, 2175, 1720A, 1680sh, 1649A, 1455A/B, 
1391. 1304A/B, 1147A, 1074A/B, 9730, 928C?, 730A,.544A/B, 464A/B; . . 
Methyl vinyl ketone C014 solution : 336ow, 3105w, J065vw, 3025w, 3015w, 298Owsh, 
293Ow, 285Qwsh, 1911w, 170?vs, 1687vs, 1648wsh, 1618m, 142Smsh, 1401s, 1364s, 
129S~lfm, 1282w, 12.508, 122Owsh, 1181s, 1066w, 1055w, 1022msh, 997m, 9B7m, 

96Gsh, 958s, 948msh, (B24vw), (773w), (758w), 6~i, 67Owsh, 6OSw, 53Svw, 

492wr 427w; 

Vapour (band centres) 3400, 3108A/B, 3030, 2977A/B, 292S, 2850, 
1900;'1711, 1700, 1624A/B, 1440, 1402A/B, 1368, 1249A, 1180A, 105S, 1022, 
10020, 99OC, 970, 9530, 800,.76S, 692, 670, 610, 492; 

Et~l~deneaoetone 0014 solution : 3395vw, 334Ow, 331Bw, 3036m, 3G03w, 2973m, 
294lm, 292Om, 2878w, 2858w, 1692s, 1674vs, 1645msh, 16328, 1618msh,1443m, 
1438~sh, 1427msh, 1379m, 1359s, 1314m, 1304wsh, 1292m, 12?4m, 1252s, 1179m. 
1166msh, 1105vw, 1065vw, l042w, 1020\'1, 992csh. 974s, 9480, 9380 oh , 861w, 
(821Vw), (801w), 622w, 608m, 565wsh, 548m, 502vw; 

. Vapour (band centres)'3385, 3045, 3020, 2970, 2955, 2935, 2870, 
1700, 1640, 1618, 1445, 14,s, 1365, 1316, 1294A/B, 1252A, 1177A, 1100, 1020, 
9740 , 940, 865, 820, 800, 60S, 550; 

a = strongl m = medium; w = weak; v = very; Bb = shoulder. 

Values in brackets for thin films. 
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TAnLE 11 Vibrational wavenUIJber values Oil ) of methyl 

a.crylate. methyl trans-orotonate, ethyl aorylate 

o.nd ethyl trans-orotonate. 

Methyl aorylate - i.r.-C014 solut!Qn - 3448w, 3104w, 307Ow, 

3036wsh, 3024w,'2994m; 2951s, 2904w, 289Ow~h, 2852w, 2832w, 

2058w, 2035w, 19'5w, 172978, l633m, i62Ocsh, l460wsh, 1438s, 

1401s, 136Ow. 1305wsht 1290msh, 12768, 12028, 1180s, 10758, 

10028h, 9888, '9688, 858m, (8llll), 664m, 628w, 53Ovw, 47Ovw, 

349w. 

Raman-~igu1d - 3l09w, 3062wsh, 3038m, 2994w, 2956m, 2856vw, 

2838vw, 1729s, l638vs, 1~47w, 1406s, 1285m, 1212w, 11aaw, 

1076w, 1006sh, 916w, 864s, 82lw, 611vw, 6~9w, 526w, 4740, 

362w, 244m, 206w. 

l.r. - vapour - 344Ow, 3l02w, 3030sh, 3002m, 296Om, 292&" 

2850...., 20~5w, 1929w, 1749vs, 1633m, l442s, 14068,' 1280m, 1205s, • twO 

10800, 1005sh, 9920, 981~, 968m, 963m, 850sh, 8141l, 66Ow. 

Methyl 1rQAs-crotonate - 1.r.-CC14 solut1o~1 - 344Ow, ::;J62w, 

3031w,3000msh, 2980msh, 29585, 2925~, 286Om, 1728vs, 1682w. 

1663s, 1655Ah, 1628w, 1508w, 1460sh, 14488, 1438s, 138Om, 

1335msh, 1315m, 1294m, 1215m, 126Sm, 1196s, 1178s, l1C9m, 

1045m, 103Om, 1010sh, 913s, 940m, 908w, (842m) , (13Ow), 692m, 

63Ovw, 494w, 4520, 385w, 325m. 

Ramnn-'.igu1d - 3032v., 2953m, 29188, 2851w, 11268, 1662vs, 
.,' 

-1453s, 1435w, 1383m, 133Owsh, 1307m, 1291wsh, 1200w, 1118vw, 

1061w, 1039wsh, 945w, 915m, 86lm, 135w, 706vw, 506w, 468w, 

394vs, 333vw, 294vw. 

t.r. - vapour - 3062sh, 3030sh, 2965m, 2935m, 286Ow, 17488, 

162Om, 1445m, 1320m, 12150, 1205sh, 11908, 11051l, 1037m, 972m, 

940sh, 91Owsh, 84Ow, 73Owsh, 69Ow, 45Ow. 
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TABLE 11 (oontinued) 

Ethyl aorylate - i.r.~CCl4 solution - 3437w, 3l05w, 3075vw, 

304lwsh, 2995sh, 2984s, 294Omsh, 2904rnsh, 2877wsh, 2049w, 
. . . 

193aw, 1724vs, 1638Q, 16200, 1478w; 1465Q, 1447m, 1408s, 

13880, 1365w, l305wsh, l296s, 1271s, 1194vs, 1170sh, 1113wsh, 

1096w, 1062m, 103Om, 988s, 967s, 917w, 899w, 05~, (800m), 

(769vw), 67Ow, 66Ow; 625vw, 53Ovw, 475vw, 385vw, 37Ow, 

·345w, 31Ow. 

Ra.man-liquid - 3109n. 3075vw, 3042m, 2971w, 2940s, 2903m, 2879w, 

1724s, 1638s, l623w, 1454m, l411w, 1364vw, 1299m, 1285m, 

1196w,1l16m, 1101vw, 1067w, 1032vw. 976vw, 906vw, 860s, 

8l6vw, 792w, 614w, 474w, 374s, 316w, 254vw. 

I.r .... vapour - 311~v, 305Ow, 29950, 2960sh. 2900sh, 193Ow, 

17458, 16350, i46Ow, 141Om, 13000, 12750, 11959, 1100sh, . . 
1070r:1, 1038m, 9930, 988m, '96am, 963m, 900w. 86Ow, B15m, 66Ow. 

Eth~'l ~crotona.te - i.r.-CC14 solution - 3435w, 3058w, 303Ow, 

2984s, 2964sh, 2944s, ~920m, 2912sh, 2878w, 2858w, 1723vs, 

1602f!h, 1665s, 1655sh, 1525vw, 1l~79w, 1467w, 1445m, l438m, 

1391w, 1379m, 1360m, 133Ow, 1307m, 1294m, 1275m, 1264m, 

11848, 1174sh, 1105m, 10480, 10300, 972m, 91Bw. 843m, (815w), 

(79Ow), (745w), (72Ow), 692o, 63Ovw, SCOw, 399w, 356w, 327w, 

Raman-liquid. - 3038w, 2982wsh, 2940sh l 2923m, 2879w, 2859w, 

17208, 1663vs, 14498, 138Om, 12969, 127Om, 119Orn, 1117m, 

1104m, 10480, 972vw, 910w, 066m, 843sh, 719w, 692w, 51Ow, 

400w, 3628. 

I.re ... va.pour - 347Ow, 307Ow, 299Om, 296Ow, 294Ow, 2080sh, 

1745s, 167Om, 14550, 1375m, 13100, 1272m, 11898, 1106m, 

1052m, 9760, 92Ow, 05Ow, 69Qw. 

s • strong; m· medium; w • weak:; v .. very; sh • shol!lder. 

Values in parenthesis for thin films. 
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thsii 'oonaiAAra.1.Jl~ cuupling' oan ooour between stretching vibrations 

if the bonds have a common atom, between angle aeformationand 

bond stretching if the bond is adjacent to the angle, and between 

anele deformations if they have a common bond56• (Coupling is 

really a boGUS oonoept used to oonsider in simple terms 

fundamental modes of vibration which involve more than one 'stretch' 

or 'bend'). As long as it is realised that an assignment to the 

vibration of a particular group infers that the fundamental mode 

of vibration is ooncerned mJinly, but certaLlly not entirely, 

with the vibration of that particular group, these assignments 

are useful in disoussing"the struoture of the molecule. ,The 

assignments have been made in terms of particular groupings 

present in one or more of these compounds. 

The moledules studied have, ay most, only a plane of 

symmetry in which case they belong to the C point group. s 

Molecules with Cs symmetry containing N atoms have 2N~3 in-plane 

fundamental vibrations (A~ class) and N-3 out-of-plane 

fundamental vibrations (A" olass). Witt~n each olass there is 

no symmetry restriotion to prevent mixing of vibrations involving 

different groupings. Some cf the assignments of these molecules 

have been disoussed previously. The infrared (vapour and carbon 

tetr~ohloride solution) and Raman (ethanol solution) spectra of 

acraldehyde have ,been ~signed by Inuzuka57• Harris58 has also 

assigned the vapour spectrum recorded as far as 100 cm-I. These 

assignments are generally similar except that Inuzuka assigned 

-1 -1 a band at 1 152 cm to a CH2 roeking mode and a band at 1 270 cm 

to a C-C stretching mode. Harris, on the other hand, assigned the 
" 1 

band at 1 152 cm-to a C-C stretching mode and the band at 



~de -. 

0 

t. 
\ 

C - ~2 st 

R2 -

C = 0 st 

i.p. C - R2 de!. 

o.p. C - R2 de!. 

H, /H asym CH2 st 
C=C 

f{/ s;ym CH2 st 

c - H st 

c = C st 

sym CH2 def. 

C - H rock 

CH2 rock 

, c.p. CH = CH def. , 

I 
i 

TABLE 12' 

Comparison of assignments of acraldehyde, 
trans-crotonaldehyde, methyl vinyl ketone 
and ethyUdeneacetone (cm.-1) 

0 0 
.. -1 .-/ 

/ . J' 

284o! 1703+1158 = 2861 
2805 2x1420 = 2840 2808 ~ 2%1389 = m8 ?:l59 1360+1420 = 2780 ?:l27 
2700 2x1:;60 = 2720 

' 1703+990 = 2693 

1703 1693 

1360 . " 1389 

980 931 

3100 

2998 

3062 

1615 

1420 

1?:l4 

914 

990 

1 

o 0 ' 

n. I Jf~ ,f #~I .~. ~ 

105~ 1042 

1687 1707 1674- 1692 
824 861 
773 

3105 

3025 

3065 
1648 
1618 

1401 

1282 

968 

997 987 

, 

I 

CD o 
I 



~aLE 12 (cont.) 
i 

o.p. CH2 de!. 968 

o~p. CH = CH2 der. 600 
.. , H 

/ 
/c = c as,m CH at 

~ sym CH st 

, 
C - Me at 

C = G at 

asym CH det. 

sym CH de!. 

C - Me de!. 
, 

o.p. CH = CH del'. 

o.p. C - Me det. 

o.p. CMe H = CH de!. 

RV 
skeleta1 C - C at 11.5d 

1'\ 
i.p. C - OR2 der. 571 -.. ! 
i.p. CH(R) =-'CH - def. 

torsion 157 
-. 

I 

. 
958 

1 
605? 

i 

3042 

3002 

1075 

1641 

1253 

1305 
727 
665 

966 

784 

1 (542)? 

'1146 125() 1181 . 
(542) 690 

459 492 

I 

. 

3036 

3003 

(1065) 

1645 

1274 

1314 
608 
622 

974 

801 

548 

1252 

622 
608 

.. 

I 

1632 

1292 

1179 

• 
Cl) 
~ 

• 



-----

~ - C = C 

.-

~ - C = 0 

sym ~ st 

i.p. asym a, st 

sym cu, def. 

i.p •. asym cs, de!. 

o.p. asym ~ de!. 

i.p. ~ rock 
~ 

o.p. c~ rock 

~ torsion 

sym ~ st 

i.p. asym c~ st 
.. 

o.p. asym ~ st 

sym ~ de!. 

i.p. asym C~ de!. 

o.p. asym ~ de!. 

i.p. C~ rock 

o.p. ~ rock 

C~ torsion 

Number o! normal Modes 
of vibration 

I 
13 i.p.+5 o.p. = 18 

Bands in parenthesis assigned twice 

c 

~2873 
. 

[\2850 

t 82 
2944 
2916 

1375 

~1444 

1109 

1042 

. 

I 
I 
: 

19 i.p.+8 o.p. = 27 

2878 
(2858) 

( (2973) 
( 2920 
( (2941) I 

I 

1379 

1443 

(1438) 

1105 

1020 

2850 (2858) 

J 2980 i (2973) 
( 2930 (2941) 

1364 1359 

{ 1425 (1438) 

1427 

1066 (1065) 

1022 992 

19i.pe+80.p.=27 25i.p.+110.p.=36 

, 
CD 
I\) , 
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1 270 cm-l to ~ vinyl C-H bending motion on the basis of 

comparison with the clent1y related molecules glyoxal and 

butadiene. The C=O and C=C stretching vibrntions of methyl 

vinyl ketone "and ethy1ideneaoetone have been ~ssignedl9. 
An assignment of methyl acrylate has been attempted at the 

same time ~ its structural isomer, vinyl aoetate59• A 

partial assignment of methyl and' ethyl aorylate and methyl 
" . 

60 trans-orotonate has been attempted • The assignments are 

Shown iT. Tab1~12 3r.d 13. 

C=O and C=C Stretchina Modes 

The oarbony1 and ethylenio double bond stretohing 

vibrations are common to all the moleoules studied. Single 

-1 bands are observed for the carbonyl vibration at 1 703 cm 

and 1 693 cm -1 in a.ora,ldehyde Md trane-orotonaldehyde with 

the expeoted A contour fer the vapour state. The two ~~rbonyl 

bands of methyl vinyl ket~ne and ethylideneaoetone, corresponding 

to the two conformers pava ~lready been notad19• In tLa 

~-unsaturnted usters ~hare two cBrbony1 bands would again 

be expected oor!'esponding to the two oonformers, only one 

-1 asymmetrical band is observed olose to 1 725 cm • This oan 

be rationalised at least empirioally by referenoe to certain 

furnn derivatives16• Both 2-furanoates and 2-keto furans 

have been tho1lght to show evidenoe for both e-trans and 

a-ola oonformers. The separation in wavenumbers of the a-cia 

and s-trans oarbonyl bands of a oarbonyl group oonjugated to 

an olefinio double bond in the furan derivatives reduces from 

28 cm-l in the ketone to 12 om-1 in the ester. If a similar 
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TABLE 13 AssignIJents of fundaIJenta1 modes of vibrations in 

-unsaturatod esters 

; 

Mode MethYl Ethyl, Methyl Ethyl 
aory1ate aory1ate trans trane 

orotonate orotonate 

H H 

;>=\ 
H C 

asyo CH2 e~ 3104 3105 
eyr. CH2 at 2994 2995 
C-H at 3036 3041 
CaC at 1633 (1620) 1638 (1620) 

i.p. sym CH det 1401 1408 
i~p. C-H rook 1290 1276 1296 1271 
i.p. ~ rook 950 917 
o. p. CH-CH det 

(992 
900 . 908 

·987) (993 900) 
vapour vapour 

o.p. CH2 def 908 967 
(960 963) (968 963) 

\rtlpO"..r vapour 

o.p. CH=C~ det 664 660 

CH
3V

H 

H 
/-

o.sym CH at 3062 3050 
. syo CH at 3031 3030 
G-Ma at 1045 1048 
Cc:C at 1663(1602,1655) 1665(1682,1655) 
i.p. asym CH det 1275 1260 1275 1264 
sytl CH det 1315 1294 1307 1294 
i.p. C-Me de! 692 692 
o.p. CH-cH de! 973 972 
o.p. C-Me de! 730 720 
o.p. ClIMe-CH de! 494 500 
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TABLE 1, (oontinuad) 

Mode Metl\Y1 ,. ,Ethyl Metl\Y1 Ethyl 
acrylate aory1nte trans trans 

crotonata crotonate 

CH" 
C=C 

sym Cll, at 2060 2050 

i.p. o.sym at 3000 (2900) 2904 
0.1'. s,sytl at 2925 2920 

sym C~ def 1335 1330 

· i.p. asym CH, def 1440 1445 

· 0.1'. asym CH, def 1430 1430 

~ i.p. CH, rock 1109 1105 

· 0.1'. CH3 rock 1030 1030 

CH
3 

torsion ? ? 

R )0=0 
0, 1 

R 

C=O at 1729 1724 1720 1724 

R-C and C.-O 
sym at 050 059 042 04' 

R-C and C.-O 
asyQ et 12C2 1180 1194 1196 1170 1104 (1174) 

nl_o at 1075 1062 1109 1105 

c~g 1.1'. bend 629 625 630 6,0 

C-G-9 i.p. bend '49 ••• 32~ • •• 
C-o-C 1.:0. bend 470 475 305 356 
C .. o-c 0.1'. bend 244 .... ••• • •• 
i.p. Skeletal def 530 •• 452 • •• . . 
0.1" Skeletal def 206 ~ ... 294 • •• 
~.p. Skeletal def 114 160 • • • • •• 

N.B. the last seven assignments in this group are very problema.tio. 



TABLE 13 (oBhtinued) 

Mode 

C~ 

sym C1I
3 

st 

i.p. asym 
CH

3 
at 

o~p~ asym 
C~ st 

sym CH, def' 

i.p. aaym 
.C~ dei 

o.p. asym 
cm, def' 

i~p~ ~ rook 

o'p. Ca, rook 

CH, torsion 

o-~-~ , 

sym ~ et 

a.syra CH2 at 

i.p. CH2 bend 

o.p. C~ bend 

i.p. C~ rook 

ethyl torsion 

o.p. C~ rook 

i.p. C-C et 

o.p. O.C-R bend 

. Met~1 
aoryla.te 

2052 

2951 

2904 

1360 

1460 

1430 

1002 

•••• 

114 

Ethyl Methyl 
aorylate trans 

crotonate 

2050 

2951 

2925 

1300 

1460 

1440 

1010 

940 

? 

2877 

2904 

1470 

2300 

1096 

? 

1030 

1113 

769 

Ethyl 
trans 

o:r;'otonate 

2078 

2912 

1479 

1391 

? 

? 

? 

1105 

745 



TABLE 13 (oontinued) 

Mode 

R-CH, 

ayn C~ at 

i.p~ D.B'rtl CI3 
at 

o.Pit asyn CH} 
at 

aym CH, d(;! 

i.p. o.sym CH
3 do! 

o.p. asyn CH, 
de! 

i.p. Cn, rook 

a.p. CH, rook 

CH, torsion 

.. 87 .. 

Methyl 
a.ory1a.to 

. EthYl 
aoryla.te 

2077 

2904 

2940 

1365 

1465 

1441 

1096 

:'030 

10}0 

Methyl 
trans 

orotonato 

Et~l 
trans 

crotonate 

2070 

2904 

2944 

1360 

1467 

1445 

• ••• 

• ••• 

• ••• 

Total no. of 21 i.p. + 9o.p. 21 i.p.+120.p. 21i.p.+12a.p. 33i.p.+15o.p. 
v~.bration • 30 39 ca '9 ca 48 

; 
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reduotion o'! 16 cm -1 oocurs between the acyclio .7'" -unsaturated 

ke tones and the acyclio dp -unsaturated esten the separation 
. -1 ' 

of the two oonformers would drop to 3 cm (Table 14). It 

would not be possi~le to distinguish two b~ds with this 

separ~tion unless they were unusually sharp. (The same rationale 

would predic'G that the separation in acyc1io d# -unsaturated 

aldehydes would be 15 om""l which should be easily observed). 

The C=C stretohing vibration in these moleoules wouli be 

expeoted to be a useful band for deteoting the presenoe of 

oonformers. This has been found to be the oase in 

ethylldeneaoetone where two C=C vibrations are observed. 

However, in methyl vinyl ketone, the C=C stretching vibration 

for the two conformers are presumed to oocur at the same 

wavenumber value since only one band is observed. In the 

d/3 -unsaturated esters where splitting ocours it is not 

possible to detect any temperature dependence which could 

relate this splitting to oonformational equilibrium. The 

splitting is oonsidered71 to be caused by Fermi resonanoe. 

A possible oomponent for such a. resonanoe in methyl and eth\Yl 
. -1 

a.crylates is the overtones of the bands near 810 cm • In 

aory1ates two oomponents are observed at 1 635 and 1 62~ cm-l. 

In trans-crotonates, there are both hieh and low wave numb er 

components of t.le mairl band. ,The high wavenumber component at 

6 -1 1 82 cm is probably due to resonanoe involving the overtones 

of bands near 840 cm-l. The low wavenlli~ber components may 

be caused by rotational isomerism but this band is ~ot 

sufficiently resolved to be studied suooessfully by va.riable 

temperature effects. It is of interest that a strong Raman 
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TABLE 14 Comparison with turan derivatives 

Equ111bria 
Difference in 
wavenumber values 
(e-ois)-(s-trans) 

-1 19 OJl 

2. -1 
.I om 

(predioted) 

15 cm-1 

(predioted) 
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band occurs at the Sallle wavenumber as the main infrared speotra. 

c! the aorylates end trans-oro·lionates. The Raman bands are 

6 -1 66 -1 at 1 38 om in the aorylates and nea.r 1 4 om in the 

trans-oroton~tes (see Table 11). 'Those observations oonfirm 

the assignments of these wavenumber values to the C=C 

stretohing motions. The general absence of additional components 

6 -1 in the Raman (a weak extra. band is observed at 1 23 cm 

only in ethyl aorylate), suggest that the additional infrared 

oomponents to t~e ~C stretching vibration are the result of 

Fermi resonance (evidently weak in the Haman) rather than the 

result of oonformational equilibrium (expected to lead to 

strong bands in the Raman). 

Aldehydio C-H Modes 

The assignments of the fundamental modes associated 

with the aldehydio group should be olosely similar in 

aoraldehyde and trans-crotonaldehyde. It has been noted 

th~t an aldehydio C-H stretohing mode was split into two bpnds 

because of Fermi resonanoe interaction with the overtone o~ 

the C-H bending vibration~l In trans-or6ton~ldehyde, two 
-1' . . 

b~ds are observed at 2 721 and 2 808 om in solution with 

AB hybr~.d contours in the vapour sta.te. The C-H 'Lending 

vibration is assigned at 1 389 cm-I, and will have an overtone 

-1 . at about 2 780 cm e" In acraldchyde, four bands are observed 

in solution at 2 100, 2 759; 2 805, and 2 840 om-l the first 

three being evident in the vapour with D contours. It is 

olear that more than one interaotion is present and various 

overtones, listed in Table 12 are thought to oontribute to 

the Fermi resonanoe interaotion with the C-H aldehydio stretoh. 
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The oontours and fine structure of these bands suggest that the 

dipole change associated with the aldehydic C-H stretching mode 

is virtually parallel to the B axis in aoraldehyde. The 

out-of-plahe aldehyde C-H bending motion has been calculated 
.! I 

at 980 cm-1 in acraldehyde from studies of the deuteriated 

compound62 • It would therefore be overlapped by the band at 

~ ~ 990 om • This suggests that the ,band at 931 om in 

trans-croton~ldehyde may be the'C-H out-of-pl~ne bending 

mode although the contour of this band is masked by the proximity 

of the band at 966 cm-I. 

Ketonic C-Me Modes 

The C=O vibration has already been discussed separately. 

The C-Me stretohing and bending modes are likely to interaot 

with other modes, but the appear~oe of weak bands at 1 055 
-1 and 1 0L1,2 om in methyl vinyl ketone and ethyUdeneaoetone 

respeotively lend to their assienrnent as C-Me stretohes and the 
-1 ' 

appearance of bands in the region 770 - 860 om without 

counterparts in acraldehyde and trans-crotonaldehyde suggests 

assignment to the C-Me out-of-plane deformation. It is not 

possible to observe oontours of any of these bands in the 

vapour state. 

Skelet!lJ[odes of =C-C= Grouping 

In the aldehyde and ketone molecules, four skeletal modes 

might have been expeoted. The most prominent of these involved 

oonsiderab1e =C-C- stret~hing although it is pIObably coupled 

with the adjacent C-H in the ketones. It ooours at about 

1 150 cm-1 in the aldehydes with an A contour. In the ketone, 

it occurs as two b~ds at about 1 250 om-l (s-trans) and 
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1 180 cm-l (a-oie) whioh are the most suitable pair for 

conformation~l equilibrium studies in the ketones. The other 

skeletal modes are less olearly defined although the torsion 

has been observed in acraldchyde58• 

Ester Grouping Modes 

The fundamental modes associated with the ester grouping 

apart from the carbonyl vibration are somewhat difficult to 

assign, because of the complexitY'of the group. The strong 

-1 band which usually occurs in esters at 1 200 cm has been 

usually assigned as a C-O vibration. It is thought to be more 

oorrectly described as an antisymmetrically coupled vibration 

involving mainly C-C(carbonyl) and C(carbonyl)~O vibrations. 

A similar assignment has been suggested in methyl acetate54• 

This band appears to be split'for the s-trans. and a-cis 

moleoules in the methyl esters of acrylic and orotonio aofd and 

this pair of bands is temperature sensitive. The bands appear 

-1 at 1 196 a..'1d 1 178 cm for :nethyl orotonate a:~d 1 202 anA., 

1 180 cm-1 for methyl acrylate. In the ethyl esters, separate 

bands are less olearly visible. A deuteriation Sbudy63 showed 

that the pa.ir of bands in metltYl crotonate appeared to move to 

highor wavelength at 1 260 Md 1 244 ~m-l. 'This suggests that 

no hydrogen bending is involved, and the change to higher 

wavenumber is the result of a slight change in the nature of the 
,.' 

vibration. 

1 -1 Bands at approximately 1 010 cm- in acrylates and 1 100 om 

in crotonates are assigned to the aliphatio C-O etretoh. Attempts 

to assign other vibrations to bending and skeletal vibrations 

are somewhat llroblematio but a:)proximate assienments are attempted 
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in Table 13. 

Vinyl Modes 

The only differences between the assignments of the . 

present work and tnat of Harris58 for acraldehyde occur in 

the assignment of the vinyl C-H stretching modes. Only two 

bands are clearly observed in the appropriate region of the 

.1 -1 vapour spectrum at 3 004 cm and 3 105 om • However, 
. . 

oomparison with solution speotra indicates the presenoe ef a 

third band at 3 062 cm-I. This band which was not observed 

by Inuzuka51 is assigned to the olefin C-H stretching mode 

assooiated with the single hydrogen~ lts vapour contour is 

masked by the bands at 3 004 and 3 105 om-1 which have A/B 

hybrid oontours and which are assigned to the symmetric and 

anti-symmetrio CH2 stretching modes respectively. These 

assignments are in acoord with assignments of vinyl modes in 

acrylates59• Similar assignments are suggested for methyl 

vinyl ketone. 

The out-of-plane vinyl bands of acraldehyde, methyl vinyl 

ketone, and acrylate esters aro sensitive to environment. 

In methyl vinyl ketone, the vibration due to the out-of-plane 

-CH=CH deformation (twist) is split into two bands for the 

s-trnns (991 cm-I) and s-cis (981·om-l ) conformers. In the 

vapour of methyl end e'tl'\Yl acrylate both the twist and the wag 

(out-of-plane CH deformation) are split for the two oonformers 

(992 and 968 cm-l for s-t'rnns and 981 and 963 cm-1 for s-oie 

in methyl acrylate and virtually the same values for ethyl 

aorylate). The calculated spacings of the three out-of-rlane 

I 

. i 

; ; 
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vinyl modes are less than 0.5 om-l in both methyl vinyl ketones 

and the aor,ylates (Table 2). ~his explnins the absenoe of fine 

structure of these bands which is present in the oorresponding 

bonds in the aoraldehyde. However, the prominent central Q 

contours have already been mentioned. 

The in-plane bending and rooking vibrations ~f the vinyl 

group have been assigned. It is·interosting to note that the 
. 1 

C-H rocking vibration (assigned at about 1 280 om- ) appears 

to be djfferent fJr the two oonformers in the aor.ylates. 

The approximate forms of v~bration of the CH3-CH=CH

grouping should be similar in orotonaldetwde, ethylideneaoatone 

and esters of orotonic aoid. The C-H stretohing modes ooour 

at the expeoted wavenumbers. The in-plane symmetrio and 
, 

antisymmetrio C-H bending dofOlmation modes appear to ooour 

~t different wavenumber values for the two oonformers in the trans-

orotonates and were temperature dependent. The ~tisymmetrio 

deformation also appears to oocur at different wnvenum~er 

values for the two oonformers in et~'lideneaoetone but not the 

symmetrio in-plane mode. In both ethylideneao~tone and 

trans-orotonates, support for the assignment of the higher 

( -1 . -1) wavenumber bands E. 1 314 om and M.C. 1315 and 1 294 om 

to the aymmetrio mode and the lower bands (E. 1 292 and 

-1 6 -1) 1 214 om and M.C. J 275 and 1 2 8 om to the antisymmetrio ... 
mode ie shown in the Raman. The Raman bands of the higher 

pair are atrong or medium in intenei ty, whereas the Ramtln 

bands of the lower pnir are weak or absent. The out.of-pla..ae 

deformations involving in phase hydrogen deformations is 

observed in all the ethylidene grovping oompounds at about 

960 om-le In crotonaldehyde the bnnd is observed with a 
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oontour and fine struoture is just observable (oaloulated 

and observed spaoings aro shown in Table 2 and 4). It is a 

little surprising that this vibration is not split in either 

ethy1ideneaoetone or the trans-orotonates sinoe the equivalent 

mode is split in methyl vinyl ketone and the aorylates. These 

results suggest that the position (in om-I) of the out-of-

pl~e deformation of the trans C-H groups is less sensitive 

to oonformational ohanges in a trnns-substituted ethylene 

group than in a vinyl group. The out-of-plane mode involving· 

CHMe=CH deformation is expeoted tl" be strong 1;1 tho Raman 

speotrum. 
-1 .' 

Bands at 784, 801 and 130 om in tr~s~arotor.aldehyde, 

ethy1ideneaoetone and the tr~s .. orotonn.te esters o.re c.oo.~rdi.ng1Y' 

assigned to this mode. The other modes of the ethylidene 

group are tentative~ assigned but the evidenoe is inoonolusive. 

Methyl and Ethyl Modes 

The assignments of the modes of the methyl groups are 

likely to be slightly different in moleoules having an 

adjacent C=C, C=O, o-C or CH2 groups however they should be 

very similar and in many oases the vibrations are assigned 

twioe to the equivalent modes of different methyl groups. 

For instanoe, it is well known that for CH}CaQ, the C-H 

stretohing vibrations and the C-H antisymmetrio deformation 

are weak and the C-H ·symmetrio deformation strong relative to 

the oorresponding vibrations in CH
3

C=C. Assignments of the . . 

three types are unequivioal in methyl vinyl ketone, (CH
3
C=0) 

trans-orotonaldehyde (CH
3

C=C) and methyl aorylate (OCH
3
). 

Slightly differing values are observed for the C-H stret~hing 
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vibrations. The s~aetric and antisymmetric deformations are 

-1 . 10 or 20 cm lower in the CH3C=O grouping to the CH3C=C 

erouping. The rocking vibrations are assigned to bands in the 

-1 region 900 - 1 IOC cm • They occur at much lower wavenumbers 

in the OCH
3 

group. It is well known that the eo-oalled CH3 
rocking vibration is particularly sensitive to the atom to 

which it is attached. . 

The CH2 group vibrations occur at the expected wavenumbers 

in the ethyl esters, but in most cases the methyl vibrations 

overlap and occur at similar wavenumbers. 

It is interesting to note the vibrational modes Whioh 

appear to be sensitive to the conformer present (Table 15). 

The C=O and C=C vibrauons are sensitive in certain cases. 

Certain skeletal modes of vibration are also different in 

ketones and esters in the two conformers. 

in ketones in esters 

Some of the modes of the ethylenio double bonds can also 

show evideJ'lce of conformations. From the present studies it 

is thought that the vinyl out-of-plane modes, the wag and the 

twisting are particularly useful in the vapour state for showing 

evidenoe of the eXistenc,e of the two conformers in vinyl systems. 

The C-H in-plane rooking vibration in vinyl systems also app~ars 

to be sensitive to conformation in acryl~tes. In the ethylfdene 
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TABLE 15 Vibrational modes whioh oan be used to deteot 

oonformational ohange. 

. 

Mode Compotmd Wavenumber value 
(cm-l ) 

B-1:ranS &-0l.9 

Skeletal C.C Methyl vinyl ka·tone 1250 1101 
stretoh 

" C 
'C=-O Ethy11deneaoetone 1252 1179 

C{~ 

Carbonyl Methyl vinyl ketone 1687 1707 
stretoh 

Ethy1ideneaoetona 1674 1692 

o.p. CH-cH det. Metl:~l vinyl kett)ne 997 907 

, Methyl a.orylate 992 987 
(vapour only) 

Ethyl acrylate 993 988 
(vapour only) 

. 

o.p. CH2 det. Methyl acrylate 968 96, 
(vapour only) 

Ethyl aorylate 968 96, 
(va.pour only) 

C-C stretoh Ettv-lideneacetone 1645 1632 

Antisymmetrio .•. Methyl trans- 1196 1178 
C-C-O stretoh orotonate 

cV':.. )~ethyl aorylate 1202 1180 
'C-O 
O~ -¥ 
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TABLE 15 (continued) 

Mode Compo'lmd Wavenumber value 
(cm-1) 

s-trans a-cia 

Symmetrio Methyl trans-crotonate 1315 1294 
i,p. CH deft 

Ethyl tI81ls-orotonate 1307 1294 

Ant1symmetrio Ethy11deneacetone 1274 1292 
i.p. CH def. 

Methyl trans-orotanate 1275 1268 

Ethyl trans-orotonate 1275 1264 

i.p. C-H rooki~ Methyl acrylate 1290 1276 
in vinyl groups 

Ethyl a.ury1ate ) 1296 1271 
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grouping, the out-of-plane vibrations appear to be less 

sensitive, but the in-plane symmetrio and antisymmetrio C-H 

deformation oan show evidenoe of oonformational ohange •. All 

these vibrations might be expected to be sensitive to the 

a-cis - s-trans isomerism in related moleoules. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NUCLFAn liAGNETIC IU:300ANCE SPEC'rROSCOPY 

A Determination of Par~ter8 in Thr6e Spin Sy.teQ8 

and other Systems 

B Temperature and SolvQnt Studies 
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The object of examining the ~roton N.M.R. spectra of these 

cornpomds is to a.ssign the chemioal shift (the '!Shift in Hz 

between eMh proton and the protons or tatramethylsilane 

(CH})4Si» and the ooupling oonstant (JAB) between any two 

protons HA and Ha for which s~1n-s~in ooupling takes plaoe • 

. The N.M.R. par~Deters obtained oan be considered in relation 

to possible oonformational equilibrium of the compounds 

examined •. The N.M.a. speotra of these systems involving 3ither 

two tran~ ethylenio protons or threo vinyl protons, present 

some difficulties in interpretation sinoe these olefinio 

resonanoe oannot . be related to the parameters ! Dnd J in a 

simple or 'first order' manner. These systems must in 

general be treated by 'seoond order' methods. The oriteria 

for deoiding whioh is the simplest method to apply to a 

partioular spin system depends on the magnitude of the 

(. &liJ l2) ratios ';here £12 is the differenoe in chwoal 

shift of two protons with a coupling constant between these 

protons given by J 12- Thus in a system with two protons 

strongly coupled (i.e_ (b/J)l2 is small) known ~s an A3 
> ' 

system, a different treatment is necessary to that employed 

for a ~ee.kly ooupled pair of protons (, & /J)12 i~ large), 

known as an AX system. 'A detailed disoussion of the three ' 

spin case is presented followed by a short aooount of the 

other oomplex systens which are present in these coleoulee. 
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A DEl'ERMINATION OF N.¥.R. PARAMEl'ERS IN A THREE SPIN SYSTEM 

, AND OTHER SYSTEMS 

II Validity of Different AEproaches to the Three Spin Systeo 

Since vinyl groupings are present in flome of the 

molocules studied in detail (oethyl vinyl ketone· and methyl 

acrylate) and the three spin system is relatively oomplex to 

interpret. a study of the most suitable methods applicable 

to various ( S /J) ratios was undertaken. In each case the 

protons can be labelled so that ( C /J) AB ~ ( ~ /J)OO ( (~/J)AC. 
The simplest treatment neoessary to give correct values of 

ooupling constants (errors.(: O.lHz) and oheo1~al 3hifts 

(errors .( O.3Hz) is shown in TO-bIe 16. 

TABLE 16 The conditions of validity of different treatments 

for d three spin system 

•... 

Treatment Conditions of Validity 

AMX ~J..M) 2t, ~> 2O; 
JAM JMX 

- ... 

ABX 0.5< ~AB < 2e; bgx > 101 

JAB JBX 

ABK 0.5.( &~ (,.1(; :3 -' bBK < 10, -JAB JBK 

- ----
ABO ~AB < 3; ~BC < 3, 

JAB -JBC 

'_ ... _-- -
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The methods indioated will be desoribed in the next section. 

When the parameters ~e oaloulated based on different treatment., 

different errors occur which are dependent ,on the various S/J 

values. These differenoes are illustrated by a series of 
, 

hypothetioal systems in Table 17. For this purpose the ooupling 

oonstants have been taken as J 12 • 18Hz. J 1, • 2 .ORz. J 2' • 10Hz 

whioh would be appropriate for a vinyl system. 

(1) 

A graph has also been drawn to illustrate the hypothetioal oases 

ohosen (Figure 22). 

Different parameters have also been obtainQd by the various 

treatme:lts in the real speotra ot methyl vinyl ketone. These 

are illustrated in Table 18 (a).In this onse the ( ~J) ratios are 

as follo1lfs~ 

"':£b- 1.1 ; 

\ 

(~\ • AId. 
JJ& Io.b (~) -llill 

J Ae. 1.1 

-== 22.1 • 

Even more striking errors in the simpler approaohes are shown 

for methyl acrylate (see Table l8(b». 
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TABLE 11 Aoouracy of Different Treatments on 

Hypothetical Systems 

Position Treatment Parameters (Hz) and Errors 
on 

Graph 
1 2 3 

J12 J13 
J23 

b/J rntios 

1 d/J12=20 True values 360.0 0.0 -200.0 ,18~0 2.0 10.0 
Caloulated AMX 360.2 -0.1 .200.1 .10.0 2.0 10.(' , 
Errors 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0,0 0.0 

2 ~/J 12-=5 True values 90.0 '0.0 -200.0 10.0 2.0 10.0 
Calou1ated AMX 90.9 -O~O -200.1 10.0 2~1 9.9. 

O! J 23=20 
Errors 0.9 -0.8 .0.1 0,0 0.1 .0.1 
Calculated" ABX 90.0 0.1 -200.1 10.0 2~0 10.0 
Errors 0.0 0.1 "~.l 0.0 O~O 0.0 

3 ~J 12=2 True values 36.0 0.0 .. 200.0 10.0 2.0 10.0 
Caloulated AMX 30.1 -2~0 ~2oo~1 10 .. 0 2.4 9.6 

&J =20 
·Errors 2.1 -2.0 -0~1 0.0 0.4 .0.4 
'Ca1oulated ABX 36.0 +0.1 .0.1 10.0 2.0 10.0 

23 Errors 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4 ~/J 12=0.5 True values 9.0 : 0.0 -200.0 10:0 2.0 10.0 
Ca.1oulated AMX 14.0 -5.6 -200.1 10~0 4.2 1.0 

( Errors 5.0 -5.6 .0.1 0.0 2.2 -2.2 
o/J 23=20 Caloulated ABX 9.0 +0.2 -200.1 10.0 1.9 10,1 

Errors 0.0 +0,2 ' -0,1 O~O .0,1 +0.1 

5 2yJ 12-4 True values 72.0 0.0 -100.0 10.0 ~.o 10.0 
Caloulated AMI 73·1 '-0.8 -100.3. 10.0 2.1 9.9 

(" Errors 1.1 -0.0 . -0.3, 0.0 +0',1 -0.1' 
O/J 23=-10 Ca1ou1ated ABX ,,72.0 +O.:! .100.3 10.0 2.0 10.0 

Errors 0.0 +0.3 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
( 

36.0 6 O/J 12-=2 True values 0.0 -40.0 '10.0 2.0 ,10.0 
Cnloulnted AMX 30.2 -1.5 -40.7 17,8 2.6 9.6 

~/J 23=4 
Errors 2.2 -1.5 -0.7 -0.2 +0.6 -0.4 
Cll.lcu1a.ted ABX 36.1 0.6 -40.7 . 17.0 2.2 10.0 
Errors 0.1 0.6 .0.1 -0.2 +0.2 0.0 
Calcul~ted A«k 36.0 0.0 -40.0 10.0 2.0 10.0 
Errors 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



TATILE 11 (oontinued) 

Position 
on 

Treatment 

7 

~aph : 
c/J ratios 

r " 
,atJ 1281.0 True !alues 

Ca10ulated AMX 
~ 'Errors 
1J 23=2~0 Ca10ulated AnX 

Errors 
Caloulated ATIK 
Errors 
Caloulated ABC 
Errors 
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1 

10~0 
21.9 
,.9 

10.1 
0.1 

10.1 
0.1 

10.0 
O~O 

Values are ohosen so that 

Parameters (Hz) and Errors 

2 

> O~O ~20.0 10.0 2.0 10.0 
~2,4 .. 21~5 11.1 4.0 9.0 
-2~4 .... 1~5 -0.9 2.0 1.0 
+1.4 -21.5 11.1 2.9 10.0 
+1~4 -1~5 .0.9 0.9 0.0 
0.1 .. 20.2 17.6 2.4 '10.0 
0.1 -0.2 -0.4 0.4 O~O 
0.0 -20~0 10.0 2.0 10.0 
O~O C.O 0.0 0.0 O~O 
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TAnLE 1e(n) Aoourac.y of treatments illustrated for methyl 

vinyl ketone in toluene at roOD taLlperatura 

Observed Calculated b,y different methods 

(313) AMX AM AnK AnC Intensities 
+ 

0.0 -0.53 .. 0.14 0.01 0.00 0.16 

K 2.65 2.91 2.13 2.63 2.65 0.11 
(C) 0.01 8.52 9.:59 9.36 1.05 (X) 

11.44 11.39 12.01 12.00 1.34 

1.45 14.56 11.62 11.51 11.5° 0.16 

10.00 20.49 20.13 20.15 0.53 

32.23 35.14 35.16 35.16 2.02 

35.67 38.01 31.78 37.00 1.36 

44.41 41.66 41.00 41.02 2.08 

53.01 50.92 50.30 50.38 1.23 

62.15 59.11 58.f5 58.67 0.31 

70.69 60.44 60.03 ~O.03 0.31 

32.85 37.92 32.56 32.00 32.07 i 
i 

I 
. I 

Zero intensity for other two possible lines 

Yc 6.0 6.0 6.13 6.72 

V~ 54.5 51.12 50.39 50.40 

11l 27.65 31.01 31.05 31.06 

Jnc 9.35 10.49 10.60 10.66 

JAC 2.65 1.51 1.12 1.15 

JAB 11.65 11.65 17.05 11.05 

Units - Hz 
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TAIlLE 10(b) Acourac.y of trentments illustrated for methyl 

acrylate 

Observed Caloulated by different methods 

(}35+) AMX ADX ADK ADC Intensities 

0.0 -1.55 .. 1.68 -1.55 -0.01 0.20 

C 4.3 }.}O 2.00 3.62 4.29 -0.62 

(K)9.1 7.43 7.70 0.64 9.10 1.00 

(X)13.4 12.20 12.27 1'.01 13.41 1.52 

12.2 10.95. 13.61 12.65 12.26 0.06 

21.4 19.9' 2'.00 22.a4 21.39 0.05 

B 20.9 27.22 29.76 29.29 2a.95 2.24 
(U),O.1 ,6.20 39.23 39.40 30.01 1.34 

36.9 }9.79 37.27 36.20 36.94 1.06 

A 41.2 44.65 41.76 41.37 41.25 1.22 

53.6 56.06 5}.42 52.03 53.62 0.20 

57.9 60.92 57.90 58.01 57.92 0.14 

- -21.41 -15.00 -14.90 -15.56 0.01 
~ 
t 28.9 32.15 26.46 27.17 20.96 0.50 

cJ 
60.57 60.72 67.04 65.90 -- 0.01 

Vc 6.7 6.·7 8.2 8.8 

VD 25.2 29.1 27.0 27.9 

vA 47.4 4}.5 43.2 . 42.6. 

J
OO 

_ 9.1 10.6 10.2 -11.3 

J AC 4.3 2.0 2.5 0.3 

JAD 16.7 16.7 17.4 10.5 

Unite - Hz 



2. Aotual Treatments of Three Spin S~steDs 

a) !M! In an AMX speotrum. 12 lines are expected •. The 

appropriate separations give the val~e of the ooupitng oonstants 

by direot measurement and the ohemioa.1. shifts are gi'V'en by the 

average of the four lines assooiated with aaoh proton. 

. , I VA I~ . t1 I"~ .. 
~-~M~ ~~~ ~'r ... ~ 

I 

11 I1 3 I I 1 I ~ 11 11 
.. :> -> C-, ... ~ 
JIW- -:fA.,. 1",,"4 ~:c. 

b) ~ In an A13X speotrum, the spectru:a cay oonsist of 

14 lines (the two extra c~nb1nation lines are usually weak 

in an ABX ~ystem). ,A eim:lar treatment as that for an AMX 

system.le.a.ds to errors in the ohemioa.l shif'~ and the' oCJ<lpling 

oonstants ne derived b,y direot measureuant of the speotrum, 

However, the basic 12 lines are usually olear end are e.ssigr~ed 

to obey the fol1oT.ing subtraot1onand addition. rules. 

3-1-4-2-7-5=6-6- 'J Al) t ; .. 

2-1-4-3=11-9-12-10 ; 

10-9-12~11-6-5.a-7 , 

.J (10-11) ,. t (8-4)1 .. · t(5-1) r 

IJ AX+Jmc.t-112-91 

2D -6-28 8-4 
+ '. 

2D -5-1-7-3 , -
V A+B-U+2+3+4+5+6+7+Sy{ VX:(9+10:-11+12) 14, 

Thus D+, D., I JAB' .fJu+Jm.l. VA+B, Vx oan be obtained from the 

ereotra 
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VA_B ,+ t(JAX - J EX) .. (4D! - J
AB

2)t (1) 

. 2 2 t 
VA_B - t(JAX - J EX) .. (4D_ - JAB) (2) 

Thus by subtraotion of (2) fr~o (1), a value of rJAi - JBXl 

oan be obtained and by additiQn a va.lue ut V A-B. Thus 

I JAXt ,tJmk, VA, VB can be determined. , 
65·' 

0) ABK '!'he ABK treatment assigns the lines in tha se.m~ - , 

way as for an ABX system. Correotton terms ara then 

oa1oulnted depenJent on the ABX oa.loulated va.lues of ooupling 

oon.Jtent and on the separation of oertain lines. 

~ and ~ oan be caloul~ted from D nnd D • T+ • + _ 

sin 2~+ .. JABl2D+1 

'sin 2~_ • JAi2D.; 

From these four correotion terms are oalculated 

c\24 .. t JAK oos ~+ • tJBK sin ~+ 
J 23 .. tJ AK sin ~+ + tJnK oos ~\ 
d 61 • -iJ AK st., ~ _ + t JBK CO.3 4. 
d 51 .. t JAK cos ~. + t.jBK sin ~_ " 

ApproxiIiltlte values of 6 23, 1\24' /} 57 and l~ 61 con be 

obtained from the speotra. 

6
24 

.. 8 • 12 lit 1 - 11 

I). 23 • 4 - 12 ::I 3 - 10 

1161 .. 1 • 0 .. 2 - 11 

15"51 • 5 - 9 .. e - 10 
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The values of the eight energy levels are oonsidered to be given 

by perturbed ABX energy levels. 

Ta~~LEl9. Perturbed energy levels ABK systec. 

l(,"~,,;,) Hl 

2 (J,.l.p) H2 - J 2 11j, 24 - d ~3/ l\ 23 
24 

3 (.:1.j3'~) H3 + t. 2 / D 
23 23 

4(Pf).rf.) H4 + j ~41 iJ 24 

5(J rf3') ~ - ~ ~7/ 6 57 

6 (P~t1) H6 - d ~7/ ~ 67 

7(ff>~) ~ + (\ ~7/ iJ 57 + ~\~7/ ~ 67 

a{f/;) Ha 

where 15 represents the : ~w energy state end ,X the high energy 

state. Thus the transitions are subject tc ohanges as follows (Table 2') 

and the correlated values oan be use~ for the ABX treatment 

and the proc9sb repeated to give accurate values of ooupling 

oonstants and ohemioal shifts. The method appears to ~reak 

down when MY ( d 21 t ) value is greater than about 5~ of the 

JAB o01.o.pl1ng oonstant since this prevents the iteration 

procedure from oonve~ging. 

d) ~ ADC treatments are difficult to apply. An 

iterative procedure oan be used to obtain oonvergenoe of 

oaloulated and observed ,values. However for some moleoules. 

two or QCre eets of p~rameters oan be obtained which both fit 
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TABLE 20 Perturbed onere;3 (Utterenoes for oa.loula.tion 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

o 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Perturbed levels 3uitab1e for ADX oa1oula.tion 

Atoo with Transition ABX Energy 
spin oh~ge differenoe 

B 

B 

n 

B 

A 

A 

A 

A 

K 

K 

K 

ABK 

AI3K 

ABK 

8 ~ 6 

7~4 

572 

3~1 

0-='5 

1~3 

6~2 

4~1 

O~7 

6 ~.) 

2 ." 1 

7~2 

E6 - Ee 

E4 - E7 

E2 - E) 

El - E3 

ES ~ Ea 

E3 .. E7 

E2 - E6 

~ - Ea 

I E3 - E5 

E4 - E6 

El. - E2 

E2 - E7 

lE:, - ES 

I E3 - E6 

ABK energy 
differenoe 

(E6-EO)-C $2/tl )67 

(E4-~)+(~2/~)24-(d2~)51-(~2i~67 
(E2-E5)+(~2 I ,6)S7-(c"f IA)24- CJ2 1.1)23 i 
(E1-E3'-Cb2

/D)23 

(E5-~O)-C~2/~)57' I 
(2 2 \2' I CE3-E7)+Co Ib)23- CiJ IA)57-(d 1fl)67 . 

(E2-E6)+Cb2/~)67-~2~)24-(cl2/~23 
CE~-E4)-(~/U)24 
(E7·EO)+(~2/6)57+(d2/~)67 
(E3-E5)+C~2/~)23+(J2/~)57 
CE4-E6?+CJ2/8)24+CJ2~)61 
(El-E2)+(d2/6)2A+(J2/~)23 

\2 1'2 't\\ 
CE2-E~)-Ca 1~)24-\d /~23 

-(J lru 57 .. cd2/ll)67 
·2 ,\ 2 

(E4-ES)+(d /Ll)57+~ 1~24 

(E3-E6)+C~2/~)23+(j2/~61 
I . 

~--~---.. ----~--.--~I-------~I------------------------

.' 
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the data 65. ABO treatment are disoussed by Emsley, Feeney 

and Sutoliffe65 , In this work a siaple iterative prooedure 

has been used with limited suooess using El. ootlputer program 

(Appendix I). 

The limitations of ABC treatments based purely on positions 

of resonanco at one radiofrequenoy, are shown by the following 

results obtained during the study of methyl aorylate in oarbon 

disulphide solution. The ratio's of ~/J are quite small 

III 1.2d, lAC Cl ~ 
11.3 . ~ 0.3 

A.C 

~ 0.8 ::- 1.7 ~lOO 

A serios of values of chemical shifts Md coupling constants 

were found to give aoceptable spectra (see Table 21). 

Varill.tions of up to 1.3 Hz in one coupling oonstant· (with 

correeponding ohanges in other ooupling oonstants) prcduaed 

no change in the spectra. The conolusion from these figures 

is that values of couplinci constants in ABC systems mu£~ be 

treated with care espeoially if oonal '.lSions are to be drawn 

from SI!lall chan~es in their values. The problems of obtain:fng 

accurate parameters from ABC speotra oan be reduced by using 
6--

two different operating radiofrequenoies '. 

In ABK or ABC system, it is much simpler to produoe a 

oaloulll.ted speotrum from known values of coupling constants 

and chemical shifts than to obtain ooupling oonstants and. 

chemioal shifts fr:>I:l an observed spectrum. To obtain El. 

caloulated spectrum a mll.trix representing the energy levels 

is construoted. This OM be factorised into sub-matrices of 
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TABLE 21 Sets of parnrneters which fit the observed rOOD 

tenperature spectruo of methyl acrylate (CS2 soln.) 

(illustrating the difficulties of determining accurate coupling 
const~ts froD ADC sPGctr~) 

I 
! 

Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I 

JAB 10.5 10.4 10.4 10.1 10.0 10.0 11.9 

Jnc 11.3 11.2 11.1 10.9 10.0 10.6 10.6 

JAC 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.6 

VA 42.6 42.6 42.6 42.9 42.9 42.9 43.0 

VD 21.9 21.9 21.9 21.9 21.0 21.9 21.0 

Vc I 0.0. 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.5 8.4 8.4 --
Obsorved Ca10ulated speotra using the a10ve sets of parameters 
SEoctra 

1 
, 

0-2 ! 3 I 4 I 5 ! I 
I . 
I 

0.0 -0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.04 0.00 .0,03 

4.3 4.29 4.34 4.31 4.29 4.24 4.20 4.25 
(C) 

9.1 9.10 9.15 9.09 9.16 9.11 9.05 9.01 

13.4 13.41 13.42 13.30 13.43 13.39 13.32 13.36 

12.2 12.26 12.31 12.22 12.30 12.23 12.23 12.22 
-

21.4 21.39 21.39 21.3') 21.44 21.30 21.21 21.32 
(D) 

20.9 20.95 20.95 20.96 20.90 20.90 29.01 20.93 

30.1 30.07 30.04 30.04 30.13 30.05 30.05 30.03 

-_. 
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TAI3LE 21 (oontinued) 

Observed ,1 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 
Speotra 

36.9 36.94 36.92 36.05 36.90 36.92 36i07 36.92 

41.2 41.25 41.20 41.14 41.25 41.20 41.14 41.20 
(A) 

, 

53.6 53.62 53.57 53.59 53.67 53.59 53.65 ·53.63 

57.9 57.92 57.04 57.00 57.94 57.07 57.93 57.91 

20.9 20.96 23.95 20.94 20.97 20.93 20.92 20.96 
(CoIab) 

I I 

Range of values of ooup1ing donstants which give aooeptable speotra 

JAB 17.9 - 10.5 

]BC 10.6 • 11.3 

JAC 1:6 - O.~ 



... J.~6 -

Hl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. - ---.- I 0 H2 tJ BC t JAC 0 0 0 0 

I 
0 t J nc H3 tJAB t 0 0 0 0 

0 t JAC ~'JAB H4 I 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

~J~ 
iJAB t JAC 0 

0 0 0 u H6 tJ:eC 0 

0 0 0 0 JtJAC t J BC H 0 . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ha 

_1, 

size 1 by 1 (tor tot~l spin +}/2 and ~'/2)'and , by 3 (for 

total sp1n ..t and -i). 

The roots an~ eigenvnluQs o~~ be obtained by diagonalising 

the matrix and the:n the shift PQsi tions end intensi ties tt the 

transitions oan be calo~~ted and oompare~ with observed 

values. 

In most co~pounds contauting ~ vinyl g~oup, at le~t an 

ABK treatment is neoessar.y and more often an ABO treatment 

must be UBell. 

3. other Spin SY8t8m~ The second order treatment of the 

other systems present in the moleoules examined ha. not been 

studied in detail. The; l.'inci1?les ot the methods are 
., 

similar. The Lumber of transitions in a complex ABX, 
speotrum 1s f6rty four and for ~ ABCX system, fifty 

transitions 1noludlllgei6htea~ oombination lines are 

possible. 
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TA~'IIE 22. Treatments for other systems. 

Moleoule Type of Treatment Neoessary 
~--.- ---------t------------------I 

Aoraldehyde ABCX 

Trans-Crotonaldehyde ABR,X 

Ethylid~neaoetone ux, (and an unooupled 

&lethy 1 group) 

Methyl trans-Crotonate ABX, (and an unooupled 

methyl group) 

AB:<, (Md Do simple Ethyl trans-Crotonate --
~X2 ethyl group) 

; ____________________ ~ ____ L_ __________________________ -----~ 

If a double resonance experiment 1s oarried out, deooupling 

of interaoting nuolei 00 ours ; "ihus siopl1fying an otherwise 

- ootlplc% systetl. Saturai;ion of the X protons in an .ABX, 
system by irradiating at the frequenoy of the resonanoe of the 

X protons reduoes the reoaining sp~otra to a muoh simpler AB 

system •. The teohnique is diffioult to apply in an ABO systeo 

beoause of the olosene~s of the resonanoes. 

In an AB systeLl the ooupling constant oan be obtained 

direot from the speotruc. 

(1) '(2) ,(,) 

,_ f-_JAB __ -"-~1 ____ k--· J ,B-1 (4) -L _ .1 .. ___ ~~ _ .... 
The differeno&'in cheraioal shifts oanbe caloul~ted as 

vA - VB • [~4-l)(3-2~] t 
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, ,,",, 

In the. ~ Byzs~ems, ethylideneaoetone Md. trans-crotonate 

esters"the ~rrors,involved in using an'AMX3 appro~oh are 

about 1 Hz in ohemical shift of the A and B protons (the A 

and B protons in fact being oloser together th~ the first 

order t~eatment prediots) and small errore of 0.2 Hz in the 

coupling constants. • This chemioal shift' error was checked 

in the oaseof oet~l trans-orotonateby a double resonanoe 

experiment and the error was found to be 0.9 Hz for both 

the A and' B protcus. .. . 

B !lMPERATURE AND SOLVENT STUDIES 

Many of these moleoules h~ve been studiod by other 
. 68'" 

workers. Acraldehyde has been studied at 60 MHz and 
12 . . 

100 WIz I.in the latter study; sozae tecperature'dependenoe 

was observed for the ohemical qhifts (up t~ 11 Hz) of ' 'the 

vinyl protons although no appreoiable change in coupling 

, , 

oonstnnts Wll.8 detected. 11.1 though these shifts oould be 

a.ssooiat~d . with changes in equilib~~ium position between two 

conformers,.it ~eems more likely that these oh~es are oaused 
" 'J 

by intre.coleou1!l.r and .:.ntomo1eoular interaction effeots. 

~ values for acryoyl fluoride based on ohangee in ~ 

averaged chemio~ shift of the two oonfoners in rt:p id 

equilibriuo have been oa1oulated. The disorepanoy between 

the enthalpy differenoe based on N.M.R. oeasureoents3l 

( Lt If • 600 Oll~ mo1-1 (3.34' IQ 001-1». ~d oiorowave29 

anlinfrared}O'measuretlents' (4Ho • 100 oa! 001-1(0.42 KJ za~l-l» 

oay be oa.used by changes in ohemical shifts with teopera:t.'l:--e, 

not associa.ted with the B-tr~. a-01s equilibrium as in the 

case of shifts in teupero.ture in vinyl ha. '.idos 69 where no 

oonfOl'JilatJ. onal equilibriUlll is r-of:sible. Trnna-crotonaldehyde has ---
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also been studied and (lis oussed in the literature 70, 7i, Conflioting 

values for the U.M.R. para.t1eters, partioularly the ooupling 

constants. have been r<l> orted by Castallano and Waugh 72 and 

Brugel and ooworkers 7~ for methyl vinyl ke~~ne prem mably 

beoause of the complex ABC nature of the speotrum. Ille present 

work supports the results of Castellano and waugh72. A number 

o~ df-unsaturated ketonos inoluding oe,thyl vinyl ketone and 

ethylideneaeetone have been reported' l' Ronayne, Sargent end 

Williams2l both at room teQPerature and at several other 

teoperatures. Methyl orotonates has been studied74 as have 

oertain aor,ylates7'. 

ROOD teoperature 60 ~z speotra of all these ooopounds 

were reoorded.. Detailed variable temperature studies were 

oarried on Llethyl vinyl ketone, m~thyl aorylate, and oethyl ~ranB

orotonat~. The speotra are illustrated in Figures 2, - 26. 

The methyl vinyl ketan( N.M.R. po.rooeters are shown in 

Table 2,. These results ar(. siI:'.ilar to those of Ronayne. 

Sargent Md Williams2l• ,The ohanges wi'~h solvent at room 

temperature have teen 1nterpr~bed by these workers in terms of 

an equilibriun of the type 

Aromatio Hydrooarbon + Ketone ~ Complex 

The ohanges with teoperatura have been interpreted in tems ot 

both the equilibrium abrve and aleo 

the equilibrium betw9fm s-tra~ and .!t:.tl! conformers. It is 

olear that there is a very small ooupling between the 

0< hydrogen proton and the methyl prot:ms, as no ringing is 

observed for the :Y.. proton absorbanoes but ringing' is observed 

for the other vinyl protons (Figltre 2!). 
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TABLE 23 Methyl vinyl ketone parameters 

a) Liquid at rOOD l~ toluene Solvent l~ toluene Tenperature 
temp. solution at shift solutign at Shift 

Cheoioal Shifts room teop. .60 C 
(irt Hz) 

\I. A 380.4 363.4 17~0 356.5 6.9 

Vn 375.1 344.1 31.0 326.4 15.7 . 
),/; 355.9 319.7 36.2 300.9 10.8 

C~ 
134.0 109.6 24.4 114.7 -5.1 

JAB 17,9 17.9 . 18.4 

JAC 10.9 10.7 11.) 

Jnc 1.0 1.1 0,0 

b) Toluene solutions . 
-cooe (d~ noon To:-.1p (d) 

),lA Vn )le YA VB Vc 

Present work 60cHz 6.06 5.73 5·33 5.94 5.47 5.15 

" ne! (as observed 
on graph) lOOmHz 6.05 5.72 5~33 5~90 5.49 5.~O , 

N.B. Their oonoentrations ar.e not quite the sruoe as those of 
this work. 
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Ethylldeneacetane h.3.S also been shown to be temperature 

dependent. Using a first order treatment (N.B. errors of about 

1 Hz in v A and vB)' the following vel. ues were obte1ned for neat 

ethylldeneaoetone at'room teoperature 

vA = 354 Hz; JAB - 16.0 HZI CH3(c) H(A) 
. '\J 

vB SI 405 Hz; JBC - 6.6 Hz; ~'"'I 
Vc - 90 Hz; JAC = 1.4 Hz; H(6) r L 

Ct-lJ (D) 

vD -123 Hz; other coupl!ngs zero 

. 21 . 
RonaJne, S~rgent and Willlams were able to relate the 

te~erat~re dependent proton resanancea of Jj3 -unsaturated 

ketones into1uene d8 solution to the presence of a predominate 

conformer. They oonoluded that met~l vinyl ketone and . . 

ethylldeneacetone existed in predominantly the s-trans 

oonformatlon using oomparisons with other fixed s-trans 

and S-Ol.B df -unsaturated ket~neB. 

Methyl acrylate was il.vestiga.ted at various temperatures 

in carbon disulphide· (Table 24). 

The shifts were quite small and although they were 
. . . 

oompatible with an 8-<)18 8-ttBllS equil1briUJ:l they did not 

provide further inforcation on oonforcations. 

Methyl trans-crotonate revealed shifts with tecperature. 

Using fi.i.'st order treatoent and a double resonanoe experiment 

at roOll temperature the va.lues in Table 25- ware obtained. 
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TABLE 24 Methyl aorylate parameters 

Solution in CS2 room temp 0 Solution in CS2 -80 C 

(Hz) (Hz) 

VA 317.6 374.7 

VB 362.9 359.8 

Vc 343.8 344.9 

. 
YCH 219 215 

3 • 

JAB 18.5 11·1 

Jnc 11.; 10., 

JAC 0.3 1.1 

Sum of 
ooupling 30.1 28.5 
oonstants 

-

·1 

, ., 
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TABLE 25 N.M.R. parameters of methyl trwe-orotona.te 

Parameters Room tempera.ture i - ! 

1st order deooup1ing .65°0 • • 
treatI!lent eXp'(.\~1ment 1st order treato~t 

(~~fl.eatment ) 
Aa 

Hz Hz Hz -

~ 344 345 340 

VB 413 412 409 

Vc 113 - 113 

VD 218 218 217 

VA-Vn 68.5 66.7 69.0 -

"JAB 15.6 '15.7 15.0 
.--.-
J AC 1.7 - 1.5 

-"fro 6.8 - 6.3 

--
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In the double resonanoe exporiment, the methyl protons were 

irradia.ted and the rer:laining AB speotrutl exrurdned. 
, 

The ethyl esters were not investigated in detail but 

their room temperature·speotra are listed in Table 26. (Figs. 27,28) • 

. In all oases investigated. temperatures of _1000 were 

reaohed in an attempt to obtain separate speotra for the two 

oonformers. Unless a low enough temperature is reaohed to 

obtain separ~te spectra, N.M.R. oan only provide supporting 

evidenoe for the existenoe of two oonformers. The absenoe 

of two separate speotra shows that the barrier to rotation 

is low, and the interconversion of the two conformers is too 

fast to observe separate speotra on the relatively slow time 

soale of N .M.R. measurel'Jents oompared with infrared. 
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" 

,~lJ3LE 26 N.M~R. parameters of ethyl acryla.te and tre.ns-crotonate 

a) Ethyl acrylate 

Po.rameters 

VA 

VB .. 

Vc 

VD 

V E 

JAB 

-:r
BC 

J AC 

-::r DE 

b) Ethyl trans-crotonate 

I Parameters 

V 
A 

... VB 

Vc 

VD 

VE 
-:rAn 
:rBe 
:rAC 
-r DE 

"Hz 

318 

365 

345 

248 
. 

15 

18,2 

o~6 

- ~.:S - 11~3 

7~O 

(C)CH~_ /H(A) 
.. r1~~ 

C=-C· 
(E)H,,/' "e =0 
, / 

0" 
CH2 - CH, 

(D) (E) 

1st order treatcent 

345 
414 
112 

241 

75 
16.~ 

6.7 
1.7 
7.0 

\ 

(Hz) 
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CHAPTER V 

MASS SPECTROMErRY 

A <Lp -UnsA.turated, Aldehydes and Ketones 

B ~p -Unse:'iiurated Ea ters 
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The spectra. of these eoopounds are shown as bar diagratlS 

in Figures 2"9 to 36. Fragoentat10ns were oonfirmed by 

observation of the appropriate metastable transitions wherever 

possible using ~ oOLiputer progran (Appendix I). The mass 

speotral fragmentations of oyolio ~ -unsaturated ketones75 

cnd esters 76 have been discussed, but the behaviour of acyclio 

at;; -unsaturated oarbonyl ooopounds77 has not received much 

attention. The aldehydes and ketones are disoussed first. 

A J.f -UNSATURATED ALDEHYDES AND mrONE3 

The mass speotra of aoraldehyde, trans-orotonaldehyde, 

methyl vinyl ketone and ethylideneaoetone all showed a strong 

parent ion. In the aldehydes, an intense P-l peak was observed 

whereas in the ketonGa the P-l peak was less intense. This 

suggested that the a1dehydic protons were more easily lost 

thon the olefinio protons. It would be expeoted that an 

equivalent loss of a methyl group would occur in the ketones 

end this was confirtled by the appearance of strong P-15 peak. 

An ion of the form (RCH=CH-C~O J + in both cases oould then 

lose CO to fore strong peaks at m{e 27 and 41 depending on the 

aldehyde or ketone oonoerned. 

R2 H· + " /' C=C 
/ \ ~ 

H C:=O ~ 
1/ 

R 
! + R~ + CO - ~ 
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1 2 
R =R =H; 

.. 
m/e 56~ m/e 55 :a 1'.2~ m/e 27 

Rl;r:H. R2=C~; m/e 70 JJlf"68.0,) m/e 69 m* 24.36> m/e 41 

R1=~tR2=H; o/e 70~o/e 55 m*
13.24 m/e 27 

Rl =R2=CH,; o/e 84 mll'56•67) m/e 69 JJIf" 24.,6 ~ m/e 41 

The suggestion that it was the methyl group whieh was lost 

was supported by the ready cleavage of a. moleQule of CO 

cOnfiroed by the metastables. (Also by the loss of 29 

corresponding to the ethyl group in ethyl vinyl keton(78). 

The [CH,CH:CH] +. ion of m/ e 41 produced in trans-croton

aldehyde and ethylidenaa.cetone oould then lose 2 hydrogen 

atoms and would give rise to an m/c 39 peak which could have 

a. cyclio struoture. 

m/e 41 

-2H 
--) 

m* 37.10 

HC -CH 

"I CH 

m/e 39 

The type of struoture ha.s been postula.ted for the C
3
H, + ion 

when it wa.s formed in the mass speotrum of butadiene and 

pentadiene79• 

Ma.jor fragmentation oooured when the C-C bond was broken. 

The charge oould be retained by either grouping. 

R2 H R2 H 
'\.. / "/ 

C=C 'C=a 

/ \=0 .~-»f 
/ ~R H Rl .. ',/ 

C:.::::C 

H/ • 

+ 

·0'- .... --- '-i 

RI/ 



• 
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2 . 
Sinoe the R -cH-=CIl grouping oan also co produoed by the two 

stage process already described, it was diffioult to establish 

whioh fragment favoured oharge retention. 

Rl
=R

2=H; m/e 56 ~m/e 27 or m/e 29 (27 stronger) 

Rl=H; R2 .. CH
3
, m/e 70 -) DIe 41 or m/e 29 (41 stronger) 

Rl=CH" R2.H; m/e 70~ m/e 27 or m/e 43 (equal intensity) 

n1=R2=CH
3

; m/a 84 -4m/e 41 or m/a 43 (41 stronger) 

Double bond migration was possible ~~ oompounds oontaining 

the ethylidene grO'lp. This has been observeCl ili methyl esters 
81 t-l..f' -unsaturated oarbonyl oompounds of the form 

R,C=·c,,} 
R/ '-c • Cl , 

CH" 
3 

Migration oould ooour as illustrated below.-

Cleavage of the :-1... or P bonds to the v~nyl group oould then 

ocour.· The latter would proluoe an m/e value whioh oould 

be obtained by other routes. However, an 1r.tense peak at 

m/e 27 was only explioable in terms of oleavage· of the 

rearrang-3ment ion.. This migration is well known for a 

nUIlber of o<p -unsaturated carbonyl oompounds with a. 

~ -methyl (e.g. mesityl oxide) under ordinary oonditions 

and it was therefore not surprising that it could easily ocour 

under the drastio oonditions of eleotron impact. 
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E UNSATUfu\TED ESTERS 

The moleoular ions of the esters were generally weaker than 

the aldehydes and ketones. The molecular ions of acry1ates were 

weaker than those of the orotonates whereas the P-l ~eaks were 

relatively intense oompared with the crotonates. This suggested 

that a hydrogen was more eas11y lost from a viny110 grouping than 

from an ethylidene grouping. 

Loss of a methyl radical appeared to occur reMily from the 

ethylidene grouping i~ the esters sinoe there Wtre strong P-15 

peaks in both crotonate esters and no p.15 was observed in methyl 

aorylate. This loss of a methyl radioal was not very marked in 

trane-orotonaldehyde and oould not be separated from a loss of 

the ketonio methyl group in ethylideneaoetone. The base peak 

ih the speotra of all four esters r.as produoed either a) by 

oleavage of OR from the ester followed by loss of CO produoing 

a peak for the. ~RCH=C~ + ion or b) by direot cleavage of the 

,p.. bond; in both cases in an ana.logous manner to the aldel\vdelJ 

and ketones. 

"-2 
R, H 

C-=C/ + CO 
/ + 

H 

m* 13.25) m/e 21 

m/e 69 ~ 
m/e 69 } 
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b) Rts as above m/e 86 ---;;m/e 27 or m/e 59 

m/e 100 -~m/a 27 or m/e 73 

o/e 100 -1 m/e 41 or IJ/e 59 
; 

m/e 1l4~m/e 41 or m/e 73 

The m/e 41 ~eak in the erotonate esters oould again'lose two 

hydrogens to give the oyoliOC}H} ion. Double migration was 

again ~ossible as in the aldehydes and ketones. Biemnnn81 

hae reported that it is possible for methanol to be eliminated 

in small amounts from the trans-methyl orotonate as a result of 

isomerisation of the trans molecular ion to tbe ois form. .A 

small peak at m/e 68 supported thisoonolusion. ,A low 

intensity peak was also observed at m/e 68 in'the speotrum 

of ethyl orotonate whioh oould have been oaused'by the 

analagous loss of C2~SOH In isomerisation of the mole~lar ion 

to the ois form. H H 

/

+ ',-' \ / 
CH} H H C 

1(' ~O, _\ \~/ \U 
H ,/ ..... 0 "'.. "0 H' I C 0 

H 
25 1,' /\./" I 6 :tI' C C2

HS 
-- _. 11 ..J o . 

An altern~tive meohanism for eliminating aloohols from 

unsaturated esters by simple hydrogen oigration from the s-oi8 

form rather than by initial trans-ois isomeristi is as followsa-

• 
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Deuteration studies might help in establishing whioh of these 

possibilities is oo:rect. Peaks at m/e 68 and 82 in methyl and 

ethyl ~.orylate appeared to be oaused by loss of water. The 

fragmentation prooess appeared difficult to eata~lish, This 

process appeared to be muoh less favoured in the crotonate 

esters. Peaks at 42 and 58 in methyl aorylate suggested 

eB.minations of CO2, The reason for the apparent easier 

elimination in methyl aorylate m~ be the greater faoility of 

the following reaotion. 
+ H H H H 

\/ I/' R 
C C-

~I .---7 

. H/
C "c/ 

11 

° 
R=H in methyl esters; RaCH3 in ethyl esters . 

A peak at 86 in ethyl crotonate suggested the elimination 

of ethylene to give the aoid ion. This reaction is apparently 

less favoured in ethyl acrylate. There was no evidence in any _. 
of these ~-unsaturated carbonyl compounds for MoLafferty 

rearran~emants77 in confirmation of the observation that these 

would be suppressed in the presenoe of C=C. The speotra did 

indioate the existenoe of alkoxyl cigrations of the type proposed 



by Williams et al76• 

Rl R2 

"C-==C/ 
/ \ 

H 0=0 
/ 

o 
"\.R3 
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-I 

-
The lack of evidenoe for alkoxyl migration agreed with th~ 

contention that a t> -phenyl substituent on the double bond 

was needed to facilitate the rearrangeoent. No evidence was 

found for 8-cis, B~trruns ieODers whioh was oonsistent with a low 

energy barrier to rotation in relation to the energy assooiated 

with eleotron impaot. 

• 
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CHAPTER VI 

. DISCUSSION OF RESU~S 
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The general trends in stability of s-trans and s-cis 

or non-planar oonformers are illustrated in Table 27. 

The present studies support the existenoe of aoraldehyde 

and trans-orotonaldehyde in the s;';tra.n!! oonfcrmation. The 

evidence is based on resolved ~ibrational fine struoture and 

laok of variation in intensities of infrared bands with 

temperature in solution or vapour •. These methods oannot 

readily detect oonformers with additional enthaipies of more 

than 1 Kcal mol-l • (4.2 KJ mol~1) oompared with the most stable 

form. This arises becauSe the conoentration of these higher 

enthalpy fares aoounts to less than l~. Ultrasonio methods 

o are more suited to the determination of large llH values. 

Values of 

1 1 2.06 0&1 mol- (8.61 KJ mol- ) and 

l.93Cal mol-l (8.07 KJ mol-l ) hn.ve teen 
10 . proposed for the exoess enthalpy of the s-01s forms of 

aoraldehyde and trans-oPOtonaldehyda respeotively over the 

s-trans oonformers. The present results are not inoonsistent 

with the earlier ultrasonio measurements. The only oase known 

in which detectable amounts of two oonformers are observed in 

simple oe.p-unsaturated aldehydes is in 2-furanaldetvde where 

the enthalpy difference is of the order of 1 Koal mole-l 

(4.2 KJ mole-l ,l5. 

The inherent stability of the e-trnns oonformers of 

~p -unsaturated aldehydos oan best be understood in terms of 

the repulsive f~roes between eleotrons in 1f-orbitals being a 

minimum in the s-trans oonformer. The relative stability of 

the e-trane conformer of 2-furanaldehyds oay be reduoed by 

the aromatio nature of the furan ring, sinoe the ring of 
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TABLE 21 General trends in sta.bility in f -unS8,ttr ated 

carbonyl compounds 

._--
i'Ethylene Vinyl trans..i. Vinylidene trisubsti tut ed 

grouping H H ethylidene H, ",cH, CH /H 

Grou:~ H~ CH H C=C S'-.C::'C 
" C==-C/ W,.., , 

CH/ " attached . 
H/ "-to oarbol'lX 

, 
H s-trOlls s-trD.ns s-trnns ? 

aldehyde -
(1) 

CH, .. @@ QV 
ketone EquilibriUIJ EquilibriUIJ 

mixture oixture 
excess excess s-trans s-ois 
enthalpy of enthalpy of or 
a-oia s-oia non-plonar 
~O.4Koal ~O.5Kcal 
Llol-l 001-1 

C2H5 ® EquilibriUIl a-trn.ns a-cia 
Equilibrium Mixture or 

ketone tdxture non-planar 
excess 
enthalpy 

of a-ois 
-:!!: 0.1 Keal 

Dol-l· .. 

CH(CH,)2 @ Equilibrium a-trans a-cia 
Equilibrium Mixture or 

ketone mixture non-planar 

C(eH,), ® Equilibrium s-trans a-cis 
Equilibrium Mixture or 

mixture non-planar 

Cooments (1) 2-furanaldehyde exists in deteotable quantities of 
both s-trOlls and s-cis conformers 

(2) Erithalpies froD variable te~erature infrared studies 
(') Increasing proportions of a-ois as larger ketone 

all~l groups 
(4) Ringed figuros refer to general references. 
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TABLE 21 (oontinuod) 

'Ethylene 
I , 

Vinyl ~- Vinylidene Trisubatituted 
grouping ethylidene 

Gro!~ attnche 
to carbo ~l 

CH Equilibrium EquilibriUIJ B-trans ? 
aoid Mixture We> trl.xture 

"Comparab e· 
proportions" 

OCH
3 s-trans ? 

E.M. E.M. eater 
Excess Excess 
entha.lpy of entha.lpy of 
a-oia a-cia 
-=O!~Koal ~O.'l Kca.l 
Dol mol-1 

OC
2

H
5 a-trans ? 

E.M. E.M. ester Excess .. heedS 
·entha.lpy enthalpy 
of e.-cia '- of a-ob 

-!:::: 0.4Koal ~O.5 Kcal 
tIol-l mol "i 

I ,. 

~®® F a-trans '1 
acid .M. E.M. 

fluoride Excess 
• enthalpy 

of a-cis -
-::!:' 0.1 Koal 

mol-l 
. 

. Cl ® (20) a-trans ? 
acid E.M. E.M. 

chloride Exoeas 
enth~lpy 
of a-cis 

..Ji- 0.6 K£al 
- mol" 

Br ® s-trans ? 
aoid E.M. E.l( • 

broDide \ . 

, 

---
E.M. Equilibrium ltixture 
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11 -eleotrons can interaot with the oarbonyl electrons of either 

the s-trana or a-cia oonformers, and there appears to be smaller 

repulsive foroes between 1I-electrons in the a-oie' fortl oompared 

with aoyolic systems. It is also possible that there is some 

repulsion between the lone pair electrons of the furan ring 

oxygen and the oarbonyl oxygen in the s-trans conformer. 

From these studies and other earlier Itud1es19, 'it is olear 

that the replacement of the aldehydic hydrogen by an alkyl group 

oan shift the position of equilibrium towards the s-ois 

oonforJl!ar. From "he variable temperature infrared solution and 

vapour studies, methyl vinyl ketone and ethylideneacetone exist 

in an equilibrium mixture in which the s-cis oonformer has an 

exoess' enthalpy of about 0.5 Kca.l mole-l (2.1 KJ mole-l). 

,In general; ...-If ~unsll.tura.ted ketcmas appellr to exist in ~ 

equilibrium mixture when 1here are trans hydrogens (i.e. R2.R'.H) I 

on the ethyleni& double bond. RI has little influenoe on the 

position of equilibrium as might be expeoted, sinoe Rl is 

remote from the part of the molecule involved in oonformational 

change.' 

For la.rger alkyl substi tuents R4, the a-oi.1! or non-planllr 

oonformer becomes more favoured. This result h~s been 

reported qualitatively for a. series of vinyl ketonas22 and is 

supported by measurements 78 of 6110 between the two confomers 
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of ethyl vinyl ketone ( ~Ho • l24~O oa! mol-l (5l8±25l J mol-l » 

in oarbon disulphide solution in the temperature range .11,)0 to 

400 whioh is much lower than the value for methyl vinyl ketone 

( '~Ho _ 46l.t2' ca! mol-l (1.93,:tO.10 KJ mol-1» measured mder 

similar.oonditions. This oan be understood in terms of increasing 
. . 2 . 

repulsion between the (1-hydrogen (R ) and the alkyl group, 

as moleoules with larger alkyl groupe (R4) are considered. 

The molecule appears to exist e~tirely in the s-trans 

conformer in tz/...f -.msaturated ketones with an y.( alkyl .group (R'). 

This 18 probably because there will be a large sterio repulsion 

between this alkyl group and the keto-alkyl group (R4) in the 

s-oia conformation. 

The molecule appears to exist entirely in the s-oie 
. 2 . . 

or non-planar forms when R is t..n alkyl group as in mes~tyl 

oxide. In this oase, there will b~ a large R2 _ R4 sterio 

repulsion in the s-trnns Foleoules. In molecules in which 

R2, R' end n4 are all alkyl groups a non-planar form is very 

likely sinoe there will be large repulsive interaotions 1n 

both planar for~s~ 

In ::.lf3 -unsaturated esters, it would appear that a 

similar equilibrium exists between a-cis and s-trans 

confc.rxocrs. The present work suggests that an equilibrium 

exists in methyl aory~.ate, ethyl acrylate,. methyl trana-

crotonate, and ethyl trnns-orotonate. The variable 

tecperature infrared solution studies suggest that thera is a 

slightly lower enthalpy difference coopared with the corres~onding 

ketones. It also appears that methacrylates and ,.,.dimethyl

aorylates exist in only ono detecta~lo oon!ormation. It is 
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assumed that mQthaorylates ara s-tran~ and ,.'.dimethylaorylates 

are almost oompletely a-oia or non-planar. 

sterio repulsion oannot oompletely explain all the results 

obtained in the present work and other studies. In acryoyl 

fluoride, the repulsion between the f3 -hydrogen and the 

fluorine in the s-trans must be extremely sm~ll. How~ver the 

enthalpy differenoe between the two oonformers29.,O is ~h 

smaller than the oorresponding enthalpy differenoe in methyl 

. vinyl ketone where la~ger repulsion would be expected in the 

s-trans ,;onformer. There m~ be due to internal. hydrogen 

bonding in both conformations. and presumably it is stronger 

in the a-ois confortn.er as this appears to be stabilised 

relative to the. s-trruns oonformation. 

In an equilibriUm of this nat\'re with small enthalpy 

differenoes and low barriers to rotation, it is olear that 
, 

variable temperature infrared studies are appropriate. In 

certain oases, where nuclei are in very different environments 

(1.e. large chemioal shift differenoes) or the energy barrier 

between oonforcers is large, nuolear magnetio reSO:lanoe methods -

oan be very effective sinoe separate speotra oan be observed 

for the two oonformers. In these coleoulea,the rate of 

interoonversion of the oonformers in the systems studied is 
sloWU" 

evidently ~r than the time soale of a vibrational transition, 
P"","er 

but sl:ewer than the~irae soale of an N.M.R. transition. This 

is oonsistent with the observation of certain infrared bands 

corresponding to the two conformers, whereas only an averaged 

N.M.R. speotrum is observed. 
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It has been l!Iuggested that the averaged pod tion of 

chemical shifts oan be related to conformational equilibrium2l ,3l 

in these and related systeos. However, small changes in ohemical 

shifts observed in these systems even at low temperature, 

oorresponding to oh~ges in the averaged speotrum, cannot be 

easily related to thermodynacio data or used to establish 

the existence of a conforI:la.tiona.l eq1ulibrium because shifts 

with tecperature oan be attributed to solvent and environmenta.l 

effeots • 

..'lass speotrooetry is very unlikely to aid in the deteotion 

of cohformers unless the barrier to rotation is extremely 

high~ However it oan be used to oharaoterise these moleoules. 
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APPENDIX ~ Computer progran:s 

Several oomputer programs htlv~ been written using the AWOL 60 

computing language. The relava..'1t programs are shown in the pages 

following. Certain procedures used in these programs were provided 

b.Y the Computer Unit stnff at Kingston College of Teohnology. 

These procedures are AXES ON , DLINE. JA COB I t KEY (X), DIRECTSEARClf. 

The programs written are 

connected with.the analysis of ABC N.M.R. speotra 

SHAPE A r 
SHAPE B 

SHAPE C 

connected with moments of inertia oalouiation~ 

of planar moleoulos 

LESSER } 
mCALC 

XLESS2 

oonneoted with ~ calculations 

determination of metastables 
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ADCID.1R; 
"ilEGIN" "REAL" \'11, W2, 'W3, J12,. J13, J23, El, Ea, 

SUM: 
"INTEGER" J, I:, L, JJ,. KKj 
"IlEGIN" ''REAL'' "MmAY" H, U, HH •. W, FMULT[l I 3, 

1 z 3], DAIGEN, SUMSQ[l: lSj;' 

"FCR" JI=l "aTEP" 1 "liNTIL" 3 ''00" 
"nEGIN" "F[R" X:=1 . "STEP" 1 ; ''UNTIL'' 3 'lOO" 

FMULT[J~ Kj:=1.0; 
"END"; . 
FftIULT[l, 3]:-FMULT[2, 2]11IIFMUI:.:[3, 1]1..0.0; 
''READ'' Wl, W2 , '113, J12 , J13. J23 ; 
El:=O.5*(Wl + W2 + W3) + 0.25*(J12 + J13 '+ J23): 
E8:- - O.5*(Wl + W2 + W3) + 0.2S*(J12 + 313 + J23); 
HL1~ l]:=O.S*CWl + W2 .. V3) +Oo25.(~12 - J23 .. J13)~ 
H[2 , 2] :.o.,;*{,,. ..... \'/2 + W3) + 0.25*( - J12 .. J23 + 

. J:.3); . 
H[3. 3]:..0.5*(" W1 + W2 + 13) + 0.25*( - J12 + J23 
.. .113).: . 
H[l,. 2],.;.u[2, lHlIIO.5*J23; 
Hrl;' 3]Ia1I[3, 1],-0.5*.113; 
H[2. 3]IAR[3, 2]:.o.5*J12; 
"CUdMENTn PItCX:EDURE CALL" . , 

I. • ," 

, . .' ' .... 

~ODDI(H, V, 3, 0.000001); 
HHrl,. 1]:Il10.5*(111 - W2 .. WZ) + 0.25*( .. J12 + J23 ., 
J:\3); . . . . .' " . 

HH.r'l, 2] •• 0.5*( - lV1. + W2 .. W3) + 0.25*( - J12 - J23 
+ J13): . 
HHr3, 3]:.0.5*( .. Wl • W2 + W3) + 0.25*(J12 .. J23 .. 

. J13); 
HHrl, 2]1=HH[2, l]lJ).5*J12j 
HH[l, . 3] ,-mI[3, 1] ,.o.5*J13j 
HH[2, 3]:aHH[3, 2]:mO.5*J23; 
"CCl4MENT" rn.ocEDURE CALLi . 
JACCDI(HH~ fro, 3, 0.00<;,001); 
"FeRn J 1-1 "STEP" 1 "VNTIL" 3 ''Da'' 
"DEOIN", DEIGEN[J]:=E1 .. H[J, J]; 

SUMZ=o.O; 
"F(B" 1::=1' "STEP" 1 "'UNTIL" 3 "DO" GlJM:=StlM 

. + V[X, J]; 
.. sr,,1SQ[J] zaSUM*SUM; 

trEND"; 
L:a3: 
"FlIt" J:-1 "STE);'" 1 "UUTIL'" 3 liDO" 
"DEOUt" "FUl,'v X:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 

"DEGIN" L:=J.f + 1: 
DElGEN[L] r=H[J, J] .. Im[K, K]: 
SUM:aO.Oj· , 
"FCB" "JJr-l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" . 3 ''DOl' 
"m:OIN" "Fm" EIt:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 

''VO''. 6UM:=SUM + U[ .. T,T, J]*UU[KK, 
X]*F.MULT[JJ, XXJ; 

''END''; 
StIMSQ[L] raGUU*SUM 

"END"· , 
''END''; 
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. 
"FfRtI J:aal. "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
"DEGIN" L:1:Io1 + 12; 

DEIGEN[L] I=HH[J, J] - EO; 
St:'M:.o .0: 
"FeR" K:=l. "STEP" 1 "UNTILtI 3 ''DO'' smuaSUM 
+ truCK, J]; 
SUMSQ[L]:aS~SUM 

"El-ID": • . , 
''Fm'' ,L:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 15 "DO" 
"DEGIN" .''PRINT'' DIGITS (2) , L, PREJ'IX(' '), 

ALIGNED (3 , 2), DEIGEN[L], ~FIX(' '), 
ALIGNV(2, 2)", SUMSQ[L]; 

''END''; 
,f 

J1; END": 
"END"; .. 
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"IlEGIN" 
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''REAL" SUM, ZEXP, DDELTA, SFSI," RHO, DELTA, 
R, JS, T1, T2, T3, Z: 
"INTEGER" J, JJ p K" KK, L" Plo,' 1'2, MAXEVAL; 
"I&11' "ARRAY" \'I, PSI[l I· 3], . H, HII, U,: W, 
FMULT[l I 3, 1 I 3], DEIGEN, SUMSQ, COS[l 1 15]; 
"WlLEANf' CONVERGE; 

"ma::EPURE" JACUlI(A, S, N" RHO): 
"VALUE" N, ruJU; 
"INTEGER" .. f;, 
"REAL" RHO; 
"IiEAL" "ARRAY" A, Si' 
"00011'1" ''REAL'' NUtMl, NUW2, TIr:l, MU" 04EGA, 

snrr, . COST,. INT1, Vl, V2, V3: 
"INTEGER" 1& . J" P, ~, INJ); 
"FtR" Ilal "STLl'tt 1 "UNTIL" N "lJ(J' l'FCit"" 31-1 
tit/rEP" . 1 ''UNTIL'1 I "DO" "IF" I." J "'THEN" :. 
S[I, J]I=1.0 ~"ELSEtt SrI, 3)1=&[J,' 1]1=0.0; .. 
INTlaaO 0" ' . , , ' 

".F'[U" :' 11112 "STEP" 1 ttUNTIL" N· ''PO'' "FlR'" JI-1 
·'STEP" 1. "UNTIL'" I -·1. "DO" INT1.-INT1 + . 
2 0 °*/1.[1, . J] f2; ' .. 
m.mn .czSQRT nNTi) J 
NORM2:-(RHO/N)*NORM1: 
THR:.NllUni 
INDlaO; 

MAINl. "FeR'.' . QI=2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N ''0(1' "F'.:Rtt 
I'II-'. ." EP" 1 "UNTIL"Q - 1 trDO" "IF" ADS (A[P, 
Q]) I'em" Tlm ""THEN'" 
"DEG IN" INP. al; , 

Vlla/l.[~" P];. 
V2 • .A[l', ,cn:; 
V3.=A[Ci, Cl];. 
MU:aO.5*(Vl - V3): " 
UMGAI-"IF'" MU 11 0.0 "TUEN" - 1.0 '''ELSE'''' 
-SIGN(MU).V2/SQRT(V2ta + MUt2): 

.. 
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SINT:DUMEGA/~$tT(2.0*(1.0 + SQRT(l.O - OMEGAt2»); 
COST,.sq~T(l.O - SINTt2): 
ft~" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "Dll" 
'~BEQnr' "IF" I "NE"... "AND" 1 "NE" '. "'nlEN" 

"BEGIN" INT1:..A[J, P]; 
MU:aA[I, Q]; 
A[~, I] :-A[ I, Q] :-INT1*SINT + W-COST; 
A[P, 1]:aA[I, P]:-INTl*CUST - UU-SINTi 

"ENDft 
; 

INT1'RS[I, P]; 
MUa-S[I, Q]: 
SU, Q]a-INT1*SINT + W*(U;T; 
S(I, P]:-INT1*CCST ~ UU*SiNT; 

"END". . 
A[P, P]:~Yl*COSTt2 + V3*SIN1ta - 2.0.V2*SI~COST; 
A[Q, ~]:.Vl*SINTt2+ V3*COSTt2 + 2.0*V2.SINT-OOS~; 
Ar,P, 'I] a=rArQ., P] ,-CYl - V3)*SINT"COST + 
V2*(COSTtl - ~INTt2) 

":r:ND" ; 
"IF" INn _ 1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" INDiaO. 

"GOTO" MA 1Nl 
"END" ''ELSE'' "IF" TIiR > NUU42 "THEN" "OOTO" MA IN 

''END'' JACUBI; 
''kEAL'' "l'ROCEDURE" AllC(PSI, H, HR, U, 00, DBlGEN, 
W): 
"REAL" "ARRAY" PSI, H, HH, U, VU, DBIGEN, .; 
"DEOIN" ''REAL'' El, En; 

"Ul'EGER" J, K, L; 
Elt.Q.5*(W[1] + W[2] + W[3]) + 0.2S*(PSI[1] + PSI(21 
+ PSI(3]): 
B8:- - 0.5*(W[1] + W[2] + W[3]) + 0.25*(PSI[1] + 
SI[2] + PSI[3]); 

H[l, 1]:.o.~.(W[11 + We2] - ¥(3]) + 0.2~*(PSI[1] -
PSI[2] - PSI[3]): 
He2, 2]1.0.S*(W[1] - W[2] + W[3]) + 0.25*( - PSI[l] 
+ PSI[2] - P3I[3]): 
H[3, 3]laO.S*( - W[11 + W[2] + W[3]) + O.2S*( -
PSI[l]- PSI[~] + PSI[3]); 
H[l, 2)t=H[2, l1agO.S*PSI[3]: 
H[l, 3]aaH[3, 11.aO.5*PS![2]; 
U[2, 3]acH[3, 2]:aO.S*PSI[1]: 
J.\CWI(H, u, 3, 0.000001): 
HU[I, 1]I.o.5*(W[1] - W[2] - W[3]) + 0.25*( - PSI[l] 
- PSI[2] + PSI[3]); 
HU[2, 2]:aO.~*( - W[l] + W[2] - W[3]) + 0.2~*( -
PSI[l] + PSI[2] - PSI(3]): 
1U1[3, 3]1.0.5*( - well - ~[2] + W[3]) + O.25*(PSI[1] 
- PSI[21 - PSI[3]): . 
ml[l, 2]lcHH[2, l]:=O.S*PSI[l]; 
HU[l, 31IaHH[3, 1]I.o.S*PSI[2]; 
HU[2, 3]a.aH[3, 21:=O.S*PSI[S]; 
JACUlI(HH, till, 3, 0.000001); 
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"FeE" J:1I1. "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3· "DO" 
DEIGEN[J):~l - H[J, . J): 
Lz=3i 
"m~" JZal "STEp'· 1 "tUn-IL" 3 ''00'' "Fm" It:,], 
"STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
"DEGIN" LlaL + 1; 

DElGEN[L]:=H[J, J] - HH[K, El: 
"END"; . 
"FUR" J:-l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
"BEGIN" Lf-J + 12: 

DSIGEN[L]ZaHH[J, JJ - E8 
''END'': 

''END'': 
"BlXlLEAN" "PROCEDURZ" . REY( 1): 
"VALUE" li 
.. INTEGER" 1 ; 
"BEGIN" "elDE" 
~R$I 
~:L$1 
$SUllR:L$1 
%JZ$ZERO 
%r'TOK 
~ML 
$$ZCRU$ST$l 
~ 
'Mm>$I 
%ST$l 
, ",' l 

lJna-I "NE" 0 
''END'' DY· 

.' • I .' 

''JmAL'' "PRUCEDtmE" RDEV(PSI, H. hIl, V; utJ. 
DE IOEN, UBS, W, R): 
'·REAL" "AlU~yll PSI, U, ffit, U, VU, DEIGEN,. W, 
oos: 
"REAL" Ri 
"BEGIN" . ADC(PS1, H, RH, 11, VU, DEIGEN, W); 

RaQDElGEN[1] - DEIGEN[7) - esS[1] + ooS[7] + 
DEIGEN[2J - DEIGEN[4] - OOS[2] + 008[4] + DEIGEN[11] 
- DEIGEN[1~] - 005[111 '+ ODS[1S]+ DElGEN[12] -
DEIGEN[14] - ODS[12] + OOS[14];. I 

R:s:R/4.0; ", 
''END''; 
''RF~L'' "}>l<.UCEOURE" TDEV(PSI, H, RH, 11, VU, 
DBIGEN, . lDS, W, T1, T2,. T3): 
"REAL" "ARRAY". l'SI, H, 1Ul, 11, W, DEIGEN, COS, 
W: . 
"REAL" Tl, T2, T3; 
"IlEQIN" ADC(PSI, H,' HR, U, W, DElGEN, W); 

T1:-DElGEN[3] + DElGEN[5]+DEIGEN[9] + DElGEN[13] -

. '. 
~ ",: 

005[3] - ODS[5] - caS[9] - 005[13]: ' . 
Tlz_T1/4.0; 
T2:aDEIGEN[2] + DEIG~N[4] + DEIGEN[12] + DEIGEN[14] -
ooS[2] - ODS[4] - ooS[12] - UDS[14]: 
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T2:_T2/4.0; 
T3:=DEIGEN[1] + DEIGEN[7] + DElGEN[11] + DEIGEN[15] -
OOS[1] - ons[T] - 008[11] - 008[15]: 
T3,aT3/4.0; 

"END"; " 
"REAL" "PRQ;EDURE"mEV(PSI, H, HH, V, W, 
DElGEN, OOS, w, z); 
"REAL" "ARRAY", 1'51, H, HH, U, VU, DElGEN, ms, 
W; , 
"REAL" Z; 
"DEGINrt · ttINTEGER" J; 

ADC(PSI, H, HH, U,' VU, DElGEN, W): 
ZI~O.O; , ' 
"Pm" JI1:l1" "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 15 "DO" 
"DEGIN" Z:aZ + ADS(DElGEN[J] - ODS[J]) J " ' 

"I'RINT"ALIGNlID(3, 3), DElGEN[J]; ~! 
"END": 
Zt=Z .. ADS(DEIG&'i[6] - OOS[6]) - AI3S(~EIGEN[8] -
UJS[8]) - ADS(DElGEN[10] - 0135[10]) i.' . ~ 

'*END"; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE'" ss (PS I) ; . 
"ARRAY" .' PSI; 
"OEGIW' .. ' "REhL" . q, . 1'; 

ttlN'l'EGEn'" M; , 
ADC(ISl, ;H, HH, U, w, bEroEN, w); 
Fa-ADS(PS1[1] + PSI[2] + PSl[3] - JS);,: 
"IF" F "GE" 0.2 "THEN", Q~.500.0 + 100.0*(1' - 0.2~ 
"ElSE" . l' 

hllEGINtt ~ar.O.O; . 
"FeRn 14:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 15 "PO" Q.tIiQ 'io 

ADS(DEIGEN[M] -, ooS[M]) :. 
"END"; 
"IF" q "LE" 400.0 "THEW!, 
n~lN" q,aq - ADS(D~IGEK[6] - 005[6]): 
q~ - ADS( EIGN[O] - 005[8]); • 
QaaQ - ADS(OElGEN[10] - ODS[10J)j 

"END";. . 
SSs..Q; 
:!F'! KEt(1) "THEN" .."~RINT" PUNCHS3), ~LINE, 

, L l'SI , PSI[l] , " , PSl[2],·, .. SS ., 'Q; . , 
"END"; 'f ' 

*'mocEDtmE" DIRECT SFJ'~CH(l'SI, XX, 5l'SI, DDEtTA, 
. RHO, DELTA, CUNVERGE, li1ll.XEVAL) ; 
,"VALUE" lOC, DDELTA, RW, DELTA, MAXEVAL; 
'"INTEGER" KK ldAXEVAL·' " ., " 
t, , t 

"t.RAAY" 1'51; 
,"REAL" DDELTA, kW, DELTA, Cl'S 1; 
, : "IlWl..EAN" CONVERGE; . 
. uCCMr;IE~' . ,ACM AI.GUUTHM 178; 
"IlEGIN" ~ "INTEGEH" ,K, EVAL; 

"ARRAY". rHI, 5[1 a EK]; 
:. ''REAL"' sml" SSGS,' THETA; 
., ''l"'nlXEDUREtt . E;' . .-
,,~" Ka-l" ."STEP" 1, "UN'I'IL" JQC ''DO" 
"DEGIN" 1 HI [KlIar'Hl [X] + S[X];' 
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SPHli=SS(l-Hl) ; 
EVALa=EVAL + 1; . 
"IF" Sl'HI < SSSS 'tTHE~' SSSSc==SPHI' "ElSE" 
WfmGIN" ' S[K]t=- - S[K]; 

·PHI[K]:-PHI[K] + 2.0*S[K]; 
SPHI Ia::SS (,·HI); 

'EVALS=RVAL + 1; 
"IF'" SI'HI < S5SS "THEN" SSSS:=rSPUI "ElSE" 
kHI[K] I=PHI[K] .. S[X]; 

"END"; 
. , fiEND" E ~ 

START a "Fm" XClll1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL15 JOt "Do" 
S [X],=DDELTA; 
Sl'Sh=SS(i SI); 
EVALI:II1; 
~'ERGE 1f:4"m, JE"; 

Lla SSS~.=SFSI; 
"~" K:r:a1 "STE1)ft 1 "UNTIL"' JCK ''00'' 
PHI[K] I~SI[K]; 
E; 
"IF" SS5S < SI'S 1 "THEN" 

, "DEGIN" 
. L2: "IF" EVAL "G!!:" MAXEVAL .' "THEN" 

. "DEGIN" CUNVERGEa."FALSE"; 
"OOTO" EXIT; 

, "END"; . 
tfFCl~tt Rsa:!.' "STEP" 1 "m.'TIL", XX ''DO'' , 

'''DEGIN'' "IF" l'HI[K] > {,SI[K] tfEQUIV" S[X] < 0 
. "THEN" S[K] lea .. S[K]; 
THETAa=I'SI[K]; 
PSI[K] I=-PIII[X]; 
PHI[K]a-2.c*rHI[K] ~ THETA 

"END": 
SPSIa.SSSSi· 
SSSS.=Sl'!II:=SS(l>HI) ; 
EVALallilEVAL + 1; 
E; 
"IF" SSGS flGE" SI'S I 
"Fat" Ka=-l "STEP" 
hDS(l'HI[K] - PSI[Kl) 
'1GCm1' L2 

"END": 

, , 

"THEN'! , "OOTO". Lt; 
1 "UNTIL" lCK "00" "IF" 
> C'.S*AI3S(S[K]) "'mEN" 

1.31 "IF" DOE!.TA "GE" DELTA "THEN" 

EXIT: 

"DEGIN" OOELTA:=RlI)lIIOOELTAi 
"FU\" Xs=l "STEP" 1 ~tUNTIL" KK "DO" 
S[K]t-ItHl*S[K] ; 
"ooru" L1 

"END"; 

"END" liF DIRECT SEAl~CH; 
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t~" W[l] 8 W[2l, V[3], ~SI[l], PSI[2], 1'Sl[3], 
JS, ~1, ~~, ZEXP, DDE LTA , lUIJ, DELTA, MAXEVAL; 
"Fl.n" J:=l. ':STEP" 1 "UNTIl." 15 ''DO" "REJU)'t 

\DG[J]; 

STARTS "F'~" J:=1 "STEP" 1 "UlffIL", Fl "DO" 
"DEGIN" RDEV(PSI, H, HH, V, W, DElGEN, ms, W, 

R); 
klSI[3] 1::I~SI[3] - i': 

''END"; 
ZOEV(rSI, H, HR, V, VU, DEIGEN, ODS, W, z); 
"mINT" l'tINCH(3?, ' 

IlEJ'G<.E 0 lRECTSEARCH ; 
"mINT" PUNCH(3), ALIGNED (1, 3), Z; 
DIRECT SEARCH(l'SI~ 3, SPSI, DDE!".TA, RHO, DELTA, 
CONVERGE, MAXEVAL) : 
trI~ CtlNVERGE '"TJmN" "mlWi'" ~t1NCH(3), "'CONVERGE' 
''ELSE" uUUNT" PtNCH(3) , "'DID NOT CONVERGE'; 
"PR1~' ALIGNED (2 , 2), ~SI[l], PSl[21, ~SI[3], 
well, W[2], W[3], SPSl: 
"FlIt" 'J:.l ttSTE~" 1 "UN'l'IL" 1'2· ''JJon 
"DEGIN" 1DEVO'SI, H, HU, V, W, DEIGEN, ms, W, 

Tl, T2,: T3); 
\1[1]1-"[1] - T1: 
W[2]z-W[2] - T2: 
W[3]:aW[3] - T3; 

"END": 
ZOEV(fSI, H, IIH, V, VU, DEIGEN, ros, IT, Z); 
"IF" KEY(2) "THEN" ZEXP:-&l'SI: 
"IF" Z ''LE'' ZEXI' "THEN" "mINT" ALICNED(3, 2), 
W[l], W[2l, \1[3], IJSI{l] , I'SI[2], 1)SI[3] "ELSE" 
"GO'l"l1' START; 
"FeR" J:-l "STEP" 1 "UNTiL" us ''IJ(J' t'ffiINT" 
ALIGNED (2, 2), DEIGEN[J], OO5[J]; 

"END"; . 
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SHAPEA: 
"BEGIN" "REAL" Z, sex, sa, ecx, CCY,' MlC, l1Y, lIl, 

MIX, 11XY, MYY, MZZ, MXZ, MYZ, 1', G, W, 1'1, %A, 
XB, tA, VB; 
"INTEGER" N, D, 5,. .1; 

. N:d):=12; 
5:-14: " 
"BEGIN" ''REAL'' ·'AP.RAY" X[1 I N], Y[l I N],.' 00[1 I 

D], T[l I 51, 14[1 IN), ST[l I 3, 1: 3]; 
"CtlMMENT" 

", 

ONCE: 

m:c.UlRES PROCEDURES AXESON, JACOBI, and DLlNE; 
I , 

"Fm" .1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" D ''DO'' ''READ'' 
00[.1]; 
"FOR" .1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTlL" S -:I "00" ''READ'' 
T[.1] , 
"FOR" Ja=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
&1[.1 J; 
1:-180.0/3.14159265: 
"READ" F, ·a, W· , 

"IF" 14[1]. 0.0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" X[1]:=X[2]laO.0; 
, Y[1]a=Y[2] •• 10.0 

''END'': 
"IP" MC1] "NE" 0.0 ' "THEN" 

'"BEGIN" %[1]1:0.0; 
YU]I-l0.0: 

N 

X[2]:aX[1] + DO[2]*(COG(T[2]/Z»; 
Y[2]:=Y[1] + DO[2j*(SIN(T[2]/Z» . 

"END": ' 

"Do" 

"Fm" .11=3 ··STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 13 ttOO'. 
"BEGIN" "IF" J. 6 "OR" .1 I'!t 9 "nmN" 

''READ" 

"BEGIN" X[J] : .. X[" - 3] + DO[J)*(COO(T[J]/Z»: 
Y[J]a=Y[J • 3] + DO[J]*(SIN(T[J]/Z» 

"END" ',' ' '. 
" ''ELSE'' "IJ'f' J. 11 "THEN"':' ~ 

"BEGIN" X[J]laaX[J - 2] + DO[J].(CUS(T[J]/Z»; 
. Y[J].=Y[J - 2] + DO[J1*(SIN(T[J]/Z» 

''END'' .. 
"ELSE" ., 

. "BEGIN" X[J] .=X[J - 1] + DO[J)*(COS (T[J]/Z»: 
Y[J]a=Y[J • 1] + DO[J]*'SIN(T[J)/Z») 

"EW" 
''ENI>'': 
l1X:=X[6] - 5.0; 
MYa.Y[61 - L.O; 

" . 

"FOR" .1:-1 "STEP" 1 ''UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
"DEGIN'· ... X[J] •• X[Jl - wc: 

Y[J] •• V[J] - r.tY 
''END''; 
AXESUN(10, 0, 10, 0, sex, SCY. #A', #A '); 
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"IF" M[l] "NE" 0.0 ''THEN'' 
"BEGIN" J.IJVEPEN(X[1]*SCX, Y[l]*SCY): 

CENCHAR(3) ; 
DRAWLINB(X[2]*SCX, Y[2]*SCY); 

"END": 
MDVEPEN(X[2]*SCX, Y[2]*SCY); 
CENCHAR(3) : 
"FUR" J:D3, 4 "DO" 
"IlEGIN" DRAWLlNE(X[J]*S~, Y[J]*SCY); 

CENCHAR(3) 

"END": 
"IF" M[:5] tiNE" 0.0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" DRAWLINE(X[5]*SCX, Y[5]*SCY); 

CENCHAR (3) : 
''END": 
MOVEPEN(X[3l*SCX, Y[3]*SCY - 5): 
DRA'JLlNE(X[61*SCX, Y[6l-SCY - 5)" 
'VlEPEN(X[61-SCX, Y[6]*'CY + 5): 
DRA~INE(X[3]-SCX, Y[3]*SCY + 5): 
MOVEPEN(X[6]*SCX, Y[6]*SCY): 
CENCHAR(3) : 
DRAWLI~(X[T]*SCX, 'Y[7]*SCY); 
ClNC}fAR(3) : 
.. IF" . M[ 8] "NEtt 0.0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" DRAWLINE(X[8]*SCX, y[al-scy): 

CENCHAR(3) 
''END'': . 
HlVEPEN(X[6]*SCX, l[6]-§CY): 
DRAWLlNE(X[9]*SCX,' \[9l*SCY): 
CENCHAR(3): ' 
MOVEPEN(X[9]*SCX, ' Y[3]*SCY + 5): 
DRAWLINE(X[10l*SCX,' Y[10l*SCY + 5): 
NCVlPEN(X[10]*SCX, Y[10]*SCY): 
CENCHAR (3) : 
NOVEPEN(X[101*SCX,Y[10]*SCX - f); 

. DRAWLINE(X[9]*SCX, Y(9]*SCY - 5): 
WVEPEN(7[9'j*SCX, Y[9]*SCY): 
DRAWLINE(X[11]*SCX, Y[ll]*SCY): 
~NCHAR(3); I 

"IF" 14[12] "NE" 0.0'. "TlJEN" 
. "BEGIN" DRAWLlNE(X[12]*SCX, Y[12]*SCY): 

aNCHAR(3) 
('END": 
MXa-MY:-r.UJ:.o .0; 
"Ra" J:-l "STE.," 1 "UNTIL" N 'fJX1' 
"BEGIN" MX:~;MX + M[J]*X[J]; 

MYa-MY + N[J]*Y[J]: 
MO,-MU + M[J] 

"END";" 
COX a KMX!Wi 
COY: -=MYftlJ: 
HJVEPEN (CGX*SCX, COY*SCY): 
CENCHAR(1) : 
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" ... 
'. MXX:aMXYl·MYYC.uzz:~Z:cMYZ:~.O; 

"FUl." .1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"BEGIN" X[J] CaX[J'] - CGJ:: 

, Y[J] t=Y[J] - CGY; 
MXX:=MXX + M[J]*X[J]*X[J]: 
l!YY:=MYY + M[J]*Y[J]*Y[J]i 
JdZZlcMlC( + mY: 
MXY:=MXY + M[J]*X[J]*Y[J] 

";END": 
MXXa-MXX + W*0.89*O.89*2.0*1.008; 
~~I~MYY + W*O.89*0.89*2.0*I.oo8; 
"BEGIN' '1u:AL" "ARRAY" A[l I 3, 1 I 3): 

AU, 1]&=U'iY: 
A[2, 2]ZaMXX: 
A[3, 3]I:llaZ; 
AU, 3)Z=A[3, 
A[2, 3]I'..A[3, 
A[2, l1z=V\ll, 
JA~I(A, STi 
"PRINT" ~ 

lo]I-F: 
• 2] ImQ: 
2]~. - WCY: 
3, 0.0(00001); 

NI ABOUT XYZ AXES ,; 
, , NJOC, MYY", MZZ; 

,"PRINT" ~ 
1'RINCiPAt. 141 .' 
',A[1, 1], A[2,~), A[3, 3];. 

, . .. J,.SIGN(2.0*MXY/(MXX - MYY»j 
FII~CTANCABS(2.0.MXY/(MXX - MYY»): 

. FU-FI*Zi 
"IFtt J. 1 "TlIEN" T[13] 1.,1/2.0 "ELSE" 
T[13] &c90.0 - 1"1/2.0; 
T[14]I~T[13] + 90.0: 
"~II J:-13. "ST~PIl . '1 "UNTIL" 14 "00" 
"BEGIN" XA:.coX + 3.0*(COS(T[J]/Z»: 

YA:-oGY + 3.0*(SIN(T[J]/Z»: 
XB:c:CGX - 3.0*(COSCT[J]/Z»: 
YB:aOGY - 3.0*CSIN(T[J]/Z»j 
DLINE(XA*SCX, YA*SCY, m*scx, YB"-SCY) 

''END''; , 
A[1, 1]1=A[1, 1]*1.660247; 
A[2, 2]1=A[2, 2]*1.660247: 
A[3, 3]ZcA[3, 3]*1.660247: 
"PRINT" ' 

141 IN CM.'CM2*»-40 > 

" A[1, 1], .A[a, 2], A[3, ,3]: 
"IF" ' T[10] • 0.0 "THEN" 
"BEaU'" T[121 :=T[10]; 

T[10]&-T[11]: 
T[11],aT[12]: 
ttGOTU" ONCE 

''END''; 
''END''; 

''END'': .', 
''END'' ; 

SHAPEA can be used for '...p-uneo.t\:l'&ted al.1ahydesancl ketone •• 
SHAPEB and SHliEC are 8imila~ progrums for ~~satur.ted ester. 
and saturated amides respeotively (where these molecules can be treated 
aa effectively planar species). 
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I "CCJMJmm-~ lUl:4UlRE& I'RlX:EDtlRES . AXES 0Na.nd KEY: 

,"REAL" &X, SXY,' SU, BY,. 11, . C, ' SV ~ " sn,' , STOV, 
XX, n, XHIGH" XUlW, YHIGH; I YWW, '. n; 'n,' . Y1, 

,Y2, I sex, : SCY: 
,"INTEGER" N, NN, I: 

. ,"READ" NNi 
"BEGIN" ''REAL'''. "ARRAY"X[1. NN], 'Y[lC'NNl. V[l. 

,NN1, XA[l. NN1,. T(1 • NN], . 10[1 c NN],' IC[1 s 
NN], ·IT[l. NN], XNE.[l. NN~, YNEW[l INN], A[l 

. I 24]; 

. SX.-snlaSXXl-SVI-SV.aSXA.-O.O; , , 
"PUt" Nza1' "STEP" 1 "UNTIL"· NN "DO" "IP" 
KEY(2) "TIIEN" 

I "~"GIN" "READ" T[N],;' IC[N], . 'IT[~']: 
X[N]lal.0/(T[N] + 213.0': 
yeN] lal.N(IC[N]/IT[N]) 

"END" 
''E~" 
"BEG IN" ''llEAD'' T[ N] , IO[ N], ' IC [N], IT[ N] : 

X[N]I~1.0/(T[N] + 213.0): 
.IC[N],aLN(IO[N]/IC[N]): 

. "IF" KEY (3) "THEN" "MAD'" IOr H) : 
IT[N]I-LN(IO[H]/IT[N]); 
Y[N]t.LN(IC[Nl/IT[Hl): 

.0:.:6% + Z[N]: 
SKYIa&XY + X[N].~[N]j 

, SUI.sD + X[H]*XCH]: 
SYlaSY + Y[H]: 

''END'': 
.M.a(NN.SXY.- SX.SY)/(NN.SXX - SX.SX): 
·C:-(SX.SXY - SY.SXX)/(SX.SX - NN*SXX): 
:"F(J," Nz-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NN ''Do'' 
. "BEGIN" ,V(N] iaY[H]- X.X[H]· - C: 

. '!IP" Kt:Y(4) "THEN" "PRINT" ~ V[N], Y[N], Z[N]; 
V[N].=V[N]*V[H]: 
SVI-SV + V[H]: 
XA[N] .d[N] - SX/NN: 
XA[N]r.XA[N]*XA[N]: 
SXAIa:SXA + UrN] 

"END": 
STOV:-~T(SV/(SXA.(NN- 2»)~ , , 
"PRINT" SAMELIM, ai, ., +Ut-, smv, Y.·, 11, , , 
X+, C: 

1rf:.)I*1.987: 
STDVr·STDV*1.987: 
"PRINT" 11, STDV: 
J.f:-U/1.987: 
STDV:-STDV/1.987: 
"lP" DY(5) "THEN" "aaro" AB: 
''READ'' XX, YY, XHIGH, YHIOH, XLUlf, YLtIf: 
"3EGIN" "Fat" Naal. "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NN ''J)OU 

"BEGIN" lCNEW[N] .WC[N] - XX: 
YNEW[H].aY[N] - yy: 

''END'': 
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Xl z..:x:u:R: 
Y1:a)%*n + c; 

. X2:a.XH1GHi 
1'2:sM*xa + C; 
Xl.:aXl. - XX; 
n:-Yl - yy: 
X2:.x2 - xx; 
1'21.1'2 - YY: 
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XlIIGH:=XlUGH .. XX: 
XJJJW: -xunr - XX; 
YHIGHz.,YHIGII - YY; 
YLO\w': a\'UlW - YY; , 
ALS AXES(XHIGH, XUJW, YHIG~, YJJJVI, SCX~ SCY, 
'lIT A', 'LN(I CIS/I TRANS)'): 
"FOR" N:-l "STEP" 1 "UN':"IL" NN "DO" 
"nEGIN" MJVEPEN(XNEW[Nl*SCX, YNEW[N]*SCY); 

CENCHAF.(3) ; 
''END'': 
WVEPEN(n*SCX, Yl.SCY): 
DRAWLlNE (X2.SCX, Y2.SCY): 
1:-1: 
INSTR lNO (A , I); 
t.lJVEPEN (400, 1805) ; 
DRAWLlNE(412, 1805): 
WAlYLlNE(406, 1817): 

, DRAWLINE (400, ,180~) : 
MOVEPEN(435, 1815): 
CENCHAk(2): . 
~PEN(400, 1800): 
Is.~; , 
l'uNCH(O); 
OuTSTRtNG(A, ,I): 
WVEPEN( ~O, 1505) : 
ORAWLlNE (512, 1505) : 
DRAWLlNE (506, 1517) ; 
DRAWLlNE(500, 1505):', 
J.IlVEPEN(535, ' 1515); 
CENCHAR(:.!): 
KlVEPEN(500, 1600) ; 
"I'RINT" PUNCH(S),· 'SUlPE - -. ALIGNED (3, 1), 
M, '+OR-',' ALIGNED (2, I), STOV; 
IIlVEPEN(500, 1500): 
"PRINT" PUNCH (5) , ' H • SUlPB X R': 
M:cM.l.9872; 
STOVZ=STDV*I.9872 i 
WVEPE~( 500, 1400) ; 
"PRINT" PUNCH(S) , -' ALIGNED (3 1), " ' .' , M, +OR-. ALIGNED (2 , 1), STOV: 
~PEN(8S0, 1400); 
"PRINT" PUNCH(S), .'CALS/YlLE': 

''END'': 

''END'': ' 
"END": 
A SIMPLER PROOIW4 AWNG SIMIlAR LINES CALLED LESSER WAS ALSO USED. 

" , 
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DHCALC: 
"BEGIN" ''REAL'' &X, SY, SZ, SD, SXY, SXZ, SXXX, 

SXXY, SUZ, A, a, C, D, E, F, AA, BB, CC, 
SXXA, SZZA, SXZA, sq, BV, sros, STDC; 
"INTEGER" .1, N; 
''READ'' Ni 
"BEGIN" ''REAL'' "ARRAY" X[l I N], Y[l I N], T[1: 

N], 10[1: N], XA[l: N], XXA[l: N], ZA[1 IN], 
ZZA[l IN], XZA[1 I N]o V[l: N], IC[l. Nl, IT[l 
: N): 
SXI_SYaaSZ:_SXYzaSXX:aSXzi_sxxxz-sxxYaaSXXZs-O.O: 
S%XA.-SZZA:aSXZA:-SVt..o.o: ;; 
"FOR" .11-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N ''DO'' 
"BEGIN" ''READ'' T[Jj, 10[.1], lC[J],' IT[J]; 

X[J]:=1.0/(T[J]+ 273.0): 
IC[J]a~CIO[JlI.IC[J); 
IT[J]I-LNCIO[J]/I1[J»: 
YtJ]:~'(IClj]/IT[a): 
6XaaSX + X[.1]: 
SYa=SY + Y[.1]: 
Sza-SZ + LN(X[.1]): 
sxx:&sxx + X[.1]*X[J]: 
SXY:-SXY + X[J]*Y[J]: 
SXZa=SXZ + X[J]*LN(X[.1]): 
SXXX:aSXXX + X[J]*X[.1]*X[.1]: 
SXXYaa&XXY + X[J]*X[J]*Y[J]: 
SXXZaaSXXz + X[J]*X[J]tLN(X[J]) 

"END": 
AzaSX - &XZ*N/SZ: 
B.cSXX - SXZ*SX/SZ: 
CzaSXY - SXZ*SY/SZ: 
D:..sU - SDZ*N/SZ; 
E •• SXXX - SXXZ*SX/SZ; 
F:-SXXY - SXXZ*SY/SZ: 
BB:-(C*D - F$A)/(S*D - A*E): 
AAa-CC - a*BB)/A: 
cel-(SY - ~.AA - SX*BB)/SZ: 
"FCB" .1: a1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"BE'lINtt V[.1]:=Y[.1) - AA - BS*X[.1] - CC*LN(X[.1]h 

"PRINT" V[.1], Y[.1]: . 
V[J]:=V[Jl*V[J]: 
SV:-SV + V[.1): 
XA[J]I=X[J) - &X/N: 
XXA[J]lmXA[J]*XA[.1]: 
&XXA:=SXXA + lXA[.1]: 
ZA[J]i=LN(X[.1) - SZ/N: 
ZZA[.1]I-ZA[.1]*ZA[J]: 
SZZA.=SZZA + ZZA[J]: 
X2A[.1]:aXA[.1]*ZA[J]: 
SXZA:.sxZA + XZA[.1] 

''END'': 
. SQa-SXXA*SZZA - SXZ.USXZA: 

STDB:-sQRT(SV*SZZA/(SQ*(N - 3»): 
STDC:-SQRT(SV*SXXA/(SQ*(N - 3»): 
"PIUNT" SAAmLINE AA BB ., +OR-- SroB, CC, " .,. , 
+OR-. STDC 

"END"; 
"END": 
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META.: 
"llEG IN" , INTEGER" X, Y, I; 

"REAL" Z; 
tlIlCl.lLEAN" tlr'Rlx:EDtmE" KEY (I) ; 
''VALUE" Ii 
"INTEGER" I: 
"DEGIN" traDE" 

~R$I 
%lDaL$l 
ex,sUDRIWl 
CUZ$ZERll 
~roK 
CJaC;ML 
$$ZERO$ST$I 
~ 
«JJUm$I 
~:S111 
• , 
KEy,-I "NE" 0 

''END'' KEY; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY". a[O : ~O];· 
"P.RINT" PUNCH(3), . " 
"'IF LINE mINTER 0U'l'IVl' REQUIRED lCEYU) OGWN ; 
WAIT; . 
"IF" DY(l) "THEN" l'UNCH(4) "ELSE" HJNCH(l): 
1:.0: 
N TRIilG(A, ): 
11.0: 
lJUTS'mING(A, I); 
"READ" x, Y, Z: 
"IlEG INf' "REAL" DIlli' , QJ: 

"IIH'EGEI{" J, K, KT, L, N, Wl, WlPl. W2; 
''ro1:ALII "ARRAY" Q[l a Yl; 
"INTEGEn" "ARRA.Y" P[l: Xl; 
"mINT" ""'1.2''''', 

, 14 ros , M1 , M2, M1-M2, a::A.LC ""; 
"~'" J:.l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" X "00" "I\EhD" 
1'[J1; 
tt~" Ja.t "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Y "DO" "READ" 
Q[Jl: 
\'11:.0; 

U:Dl': "IF" x*(X - 1) - \'I1*(Wl - 1) "CE" S1'lm:MAX - 10 
"THEN" W21~NTIER(SQI~T(W1*(W1 - 1) + STU\.EMAX.-
3.75) + o.~) "ELSE" W2:=X: 
"IF" ~(2) "THEN" ''tRINT'' rUNCH(3) , x, wt, 
\'12, S'l"lRElIlAX; 
'WlP1ZaWl + 1: 
"DEGIN" ''REAL'' .. "IJU<A.Y" 14[1 I (W2*(W2 - 1)"DIV"2 -

Wl*(\'Il - 1)''01\'"2)]: 
"FlB" K:_W2 "STEP" - 1 "UNTIL" W1.Pl "00" 
''DEOIN" KTaa(K - l)*(X - 2)''DIV''2 - n*(Wl -

1) "DIV"2; 
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Nr-X - 1; 
"PUt" L:=N "STEP" - 1 "UNTIL" 1 ''IX1' 
M[ET + L]raP[L].p[Ll/P[X]; 

tJEND"i 
"ru," Ja.l "STE"" 1 "UNTIL" Y"DO" 
"DEGIN" DIFFaaO.O; 

C'.lJaa:Cl[J]: 
":n::R" JCa-\t'2 "STEP" - 1 "UNTIL" WU'1 "DO" 
"IlEGIN" ETI-(X - l)*(K - 2)"DIV"2 - n.(Wl -

1) "DIV' '2; . 
NI-X - 1; 
liFeR" La-N "STEP" - 1 "UNTIL" 1 "00" 
"DEGIN" "IF" ADS(M[KT + L] - QJ) "LE" Z 

"THEN", 
"IlEGINtt DIFFI-P[X]';' P[L]; 

"i'RINT". ALIGNED(3. 2). QJ, 
mEFIX(~, '), ALIGNED (3 , 0), 
HK] , F[L] , DIn', ALIGNED (3 , 2) , 
M[(KT + L)] 

"END": 
"END"; 

"END"; 
"IF" DIn". C "THEN" 
"IlEGIN" "mINT" ALIGNED~3, 2), QJ, 

# lJETASTADLE Nur ASS IGNED '; 
"I~t X "CE" 00 "THEN" "mINT" 
~ IN THIS nu.x:JC' 

''END'' 
"ELSE" ''1 RINT" #~L" 

"RND"; 
WlI-W2; 
"t:RINT" #~IA "; 

"END"; 
"I~' V2 "NE" X "THEN" "GOl'U" UXll' 

"END"; 
"END"; 
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''PROCEDURE" AL& AXES(UX. LX, UY, LY, SCX, stY, STRX, 
STRY); 
''VALUE'' ~, LX, UY, LY: 
"STRING" S'mX, STRY; 
"REAL" UX, LX, UY, LY, sex, SCY; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" EX, SY. INDX, INDY, STEPS, 'Itl'l'X, 

'1'U1'Y • 
''REAL" XX, n, UNX, tJNY; 
"PROCEDURX" PlACE AXIS(U, L, SC, SHIFT, UNIT, 
INDEX, Tt7l'); 
"VAUJE" TOT: 
"INTEGER" INDEX, TOT, SHIFT: 
ItREAL" U, L, UNIT, SC; 
"BEGIN" ''REAL'' TENN, UL, R; 

"INTEQER" I: 
" IF" U < L "THEN" 
"BECIN" RI-U: 

UI-L. 
loa.a 

"END": 
"IF" L > 00 '''l'HEN'' LI-O ''ELSE'' "IF" U < 0 
"THEN" u • .o; 
ULI-U - Li 
TENN.-.o - 10; 
"FCa" h. - 9 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 9 "DO" 
"BEGIN" TENNI.I0.0*TENN: 

"FlIt" R:.o.2, 0.3, 0.4, o.~, 0.8i 1.0, 1.5 
"DO" "IF" ut < R*TENNiOI(TOT + .01) ''THEN'' 
"Ol1l'D" p 

''END''; 
"PRINT" PUNCII(3) , , ~CALE '1Ul GREAT'· , 
STOP; 

F, SC:-STEPS/(R$TENN); 
UNITr-I(; 
INDEX,_I: 
haENTIER(L/(R*TENN) + .01): 
SHIFTa D - STEPS*I: 
LraRrOII ' 

"ICND" PlACE AXIS; 
"PIWCEOURE" DRAW INCH, U, L, UNIT, INDEX, TO'l', 
XX, yy); 
"VALUE" U, L, UNIT, H, INDEX, TOT: 
"INTEGER" INDEX, H, TOT; 
"lUi:AL" UNIT, U, L, XX, YY: 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I, K, JmAR; 

"PROCEDURE" TITU:(I); 
''VALVE'' ,-o , 

"INTEGF.R" X; 
"BEG IN" It IF" H. 1 "nmN" 

"BEGIN" MUVEPEN(O, - 200); 
"PRINT" PUNCH (5) , '1 INCH ON X AXIS. " 
ALIGNED(l, 3), UNIT, 'XlO', DIGITS (1) , 
INDEX; 
YDVEPEN(H$(K - 10) + 60, HDAR*(K + 38»: 
"PRINT" PUNCH(5),. STRX 

''END''· , 
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"IP'" HBAR. 1 . ''THEN'' 
"BEGIN" HlVEPEN(O, - 250): 

"PRINT" PUNCH ( 5) , ~ 1 INCH ON Y AXI5 .... , 
ALIGNED(l' 3), UNI1', 'no', DIGITS(l), 
INDEX: 
IrllVEPEN(H.(K - 10) + 60, WAR.(1 + 38) - 50); 
"PRINT" I-UNCH(5), STRY 

'':END'' : 
J.lJVEPEN(H*X, ImAR*K); 

''END'': 
IaaSTEPS*L/UNIT; 
HBARI-l - Hi 
MDVEPEN(H*I, HDAR*I): 
"IF" U "LE" ID .. 11 "THEN" TITLE (I) ; 
Ka.I + TUl'*STEPS~: ' 
"IF" H. 1 "~N'. La.XX ''ELSB''; LI.YY: 
''ml'' la-I "STEP" STEPS "UNTIL" It "00" 
"BEGIN" DnAWLI,mCU*I, HDAR*I); 

"BEGIN" CENCHI\R(l): .. 
MUWlPEN(H*(i + 65) - 130, HBAR*(l + 38) - 00): 
"PRINT" Pm,K:H(5), ALIGNED (2, 4), L: 

.: IaUVEPEN(H*I, HIlAR*I): 
. "END":. , . 

. . L~.L + tJNIT*10t1NDEXi 
"END' :. : .. 

. . ·'111'" U" io .. H. "THEN" TITlB(K): 
hJWD'. DRAW IN; 
STEPSaa200: 
"ca."lIENT" THIS IS THE NUUBER OF PLOTTER STEPS 
PER UNIT I CHANGE TO 6U..:T PUJ'M"ERS arHER THAN IQ)EL 4~G; 
WAY (0, 3): 
TO'l'Xa-S: 
"CCJ.DdENT" WIDTH Cl' JIUUZONTAL MoIS IN UNITS. 
CIJAWE TO SUIT pURPOSE ANDJm PLOTTER: 
FlACE AXIS(UX, LX, SCX, &X. ma, INDX, Tll'l'X): 
TUl'Ya-8; 
"COMMENT" LENGTH OF VERTICAL AXIS IN UNITSa 
CHAKm TO 5':1IT PURPOSB AND/Ut PWTl'ER: 
VlACB AXIS (UY. LY, SCY. 5Y, 1JNY. INDY, 'IUl'Y) ; 
"et:JWmlil'" THE ~nNG a.J)B MERELY PlUJ)UCES THB VE~TlCAL 

SHIFT aY WITlIlU'l' REf.£UIRllO A SECOND TIl1EWASTllO CALL ClP' SETllUOIN: 
"CCDE" 
70 U>:L $ 1 
SUCUM $ 6 
" JSIL $ 4 
" WaL ~ 16 
ex. lOUM , 6 

" JaIL $ 4 
ex. lDaL $200 
CJ.ADDS $ ay 
,. WaL ~ " 
'JDEca $ ay 
ex.JN$LL 
,. tDW , 6 
ex. JSIL $ 4 
~ JSIL $10 
$$ LL $ LDJC:L $ 0: 
SETCRIGIN(SX + 295, 0): 
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MOWPIm(o, 0); 
"Plum" VUNCH(3), ""a:NTRE PEN ON N:F.AnBST GRID'; 
trAIT; . . ., 
DMl' INCl, tlX. LX. lJNX • 

. DUAl" IN(O, UY. LY. UNY. 
US)X, TO'J'X, XX, yy): 
INDY. TU'l'Y i XX, \'Y); 

"EW" ALS AXES; 

TIt:ES PIUJCEDW)!;(AIa AXES) IS IlhSIID ON A SIMIlAR ma:EDum CAIJ,ED 
AXES ON \:!kITTEN DY TIlE etnJPl11'ER UNIT STAFF AT EINGSTUN. 
AXES ON IS &3ED IN SllAWA,OU'l' DECAUSE OF ITS LEKiTII AND 
S Ir.JIIAR ITY TU ALS AXES, IT IS l\ur SlD'N IDmE. 

DLINI~ IS A l11UlCI:DUl~(PROVmEP DT nm CI.WPU1'ER UNIT STAFF,' 
USED IN SI~; 

"I'lu.x:EDlIm" DLINE(n.Yl,X2,Y2); 
"VALUX" JCI.,Y1,X2,Y2; 
"REAL" Xl, Y1; 
.. IN'I'l:Gl!l(" u. rA; 

"ImOIW' ''ImAL'' JQ~,YR.L; 
"1N'l1:.'GER" I,S; 
xu,. aX2-.Xl.; Yl(: .. Y2-Tl; 
LI~T(JQ(.XI(+Yk.YR) ; 
SIcaL/10+0.5; 
"IF" Sf'DIV"2*2::a& "THEN" &:1:18+1; 
Jai:=XR/S; YRa=YIVSi S:=(S-1)/2; 
UJWl'EN(Xl, Yl); 
"i'lJttt lId "STEP" 1 ''Wrl'IU' .s ''DO'' 
-'DEOIN" XlI..x1+XR; Y1~.Y1+YR; 

"EMJ": 

DRA\YLINE en, Y1) ; 
n:.x1+XR; Y1: .. n+YR; 
aNEPEN(Xl, yt) 

OOAWLINB (X2, Y2); 
aNEl'EN(X2,Y2) 

"END" aP PlWCEDtJl<E DLlNE; 
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APPENDIX II 

statistical f~alysis of Results 
-

Least squares analysis ot straight line. 

It 1s common to be presente~ with a Bet of values of a 

function (y) which may be linearly depen~ent on values ot a. lalown 

par~eter (X). This cnn be represented by the equation 

Y .. a+bX 

For Ill:mY types ot studie"; the values of a. and b are important, 

The1~ values with standar~ devi~tion8 are rgqUired either as 

importa..1t figures in themselves or to obtain unknown values ot X 

from known Y or vioe'versa. E,g, from the eXpression 

I. • Eel + K 

where 1 1s fixed, oaleul~tion could be made ot A from 0, 0 from A. 

E trom the slope. 

B6~~use the values of Y which are experimentlllly obtained 

oontoin errors of mea.suretlent, no single va.lues of Do and b oan be 

chosen to satisfy a. series ot n sets ~t values ot X and Y. 

Parameters a.re ohosen whioh would best satisty all the equations. 

A oriterioD tor "best fit" must be deoided upon. This criterion 

is otten tha.t ot the "least squares" trea.tment but IIl!lJl1 other 

oriteria oould be chosen which could produce SOQewhat different 

answers. 

Values ot a. end b are ohosen suoh that the sum of the 

2 devia.tions of CY obe - Y oa10) is a minimum 

Thus 

£(y b - Y 1 )2, • minimum o s ca 0 

. 2 
.L~(y obs - Y oalo) • 0 
da 

d <; (y obs - Y oaJ.o)2 • ') 
db-
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let Y end. % ~ the observed value •• 

.L( i.(;y .. e. - bx)2) •• 
d~ 

!.J "t (y - a - bx)2) • 0 
db 

-2 £(1 - Do - bx) • 0 

t' x( ! 1 - a - bx) • 0 

t y - ~ a - bt x • 0 

i 1."1 - ~8.x - bf.x2 • 0 

~a • na 

Thus na + bix ~ £y 
aix + b~x2 • :€.r¥ 

Thus Do (interoept) ~ y"Z:.x2 .;" ~~xy 
n~x2 _ (£.x)2 

b (elope) • n~x:" ~ x 2xy 
n'fx2 _ (£x)2 

a,b often 0011ed regression coefficients. 

Varicnce of Y 18 given by 
2 ' 2 

8 • ~(y obe - Y odo) 
y n - 2 

N.B. ~I two degrees of freedom are used to determine the 

parameters of the straight line. 

Vario.nce of a is given by 

8
2 • 8~~ %,2 

n€.x2 _ (~x)2 



Varinnoa of b by 

or dividing by n 
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8
2 

::s 9 2 
b Y 

Z.X2 _ (~X)2 

n 

Similar oaloulations oan be nade for the trentment of the 

qun4rtl.tio 
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APPENDIX III 

Short courses attended during the period 1966 ~ 1969 while 

pursuing research for a higher degree. 

1966 - 1961 

Nuclear Mngnetid Resonance Spectroscopy (6 lectures) 

Applioation of Group Theory to Chemioal Problems (6 leotures) 

Moleoular Struoture Methods (Practicnl) (10 sessions) 

Introduction to Algol Programoing (6 lectures) 

1961 - 1968 

Applioations of Mass Speotrometry (6 leotures) 

Interpretation of N.M.R. Spectra (6 leotures) 

Spe9troscopio Methods of Trace AnalysiS (6 lectures) 

The Chemistry of Drugs (6 lectures) 

Ninth European Congress on Molecular Spectroscopy (Madrid) (1 week) 

1968 - 1969 

The Role of Patents in the Chemical Industry (6 lectures) 

The following sections of the M.So. in Moleoular Spectroscopy 

at Kingston •• 

Group Theory 

Miorowave Spectroscopy 

Vibrational Spectroscopy 

Wave Mechnnics and Electronic Spectroscopy ... 

(3 leotures) 

(3 leotures) 

(12 leotures) 

(10 leotures) 

Spectrosoopio Methods in O~gnnometallio Chemistry (2 d3Ys) 

(Sycposium at Ktneston) 

Various 1 day ceetings inoluding I.R.D.G. meetingB. 

College Researoh Colloquia given by internal and external leoturers 

on research or topics of general interest. 


